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SCANEXPRESS
High quality

SCSI/Parallel

flatbed scanners

REMOVABLE

SCSI DRIVES

Zip

Jaz

Nomai

EZ
Flyer

Syjet

PD
Drive

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY
01728 621222

The new ultra-slim ScanExpress range of high quality
A4 single-pass colour flatbed scanners is a further
developmentof the highly successful Scanflat series.
With a compact footprint to save space, fast scanning
speeds and quiet operation, the ScanExpress range
offers high quality and ease of use for the busyoffice
or classroom.Available in 600dpi and 1200dpi versions.

♦ ScanExpress has a 440x300mm footprint
♦ SCSI maximum speed 4.5MB per second

Parallel maximum speed 0.5MB per second

♦ 36-bit colour scanner

♦ Contrast, brightness & gamma software control
♦ FREE! ImageMaster Software &TWAIN driver
♦ FREE! PC interface/software kit (SCSI only)
♦ Optional transparency

adaptor for scanning

slides and negatives
♦ Data cable included

♦ Full I year guarantee

Price In brackets

Includes VAT
Scanner

Transparency
Adaptor

ScanExpress 12000 (SCSI)
£169

(£/98.58)
£99

(£1/6.33)

ScanExpress 12000 (Parallel)
£129

(£151.58)
£99

(£1/6.33)

ScanExpress 6000 (SCSI)
£119

(£139.83)
£99

(£/16.33)

ScanExpress 6000 (Parallel) £99

(£»/6.33)
£99

(£116.33)

From Iomega, the Zip drive - a fast portable drive which
Iuses special 100MB discs similar insize to the familiar floppy,
or for high capacity try theJaz with its massive IGB discs.

Nomai 750MB. The latest removable media drive providing fast,
high capacity compatible storage. It will accept a wide range of cartridges:
not only its own 750MB disc but also the SyQuest 270MB & 135MB discs.

SyQuest's new high performance Svjet with its massive 1.5GB media gives tota
flexibility, plus fast transfer speeds.the EZFIyer uses its own 230MB cartridges,
but will also accept older EZI35 cartridges. Great products from a top name.
The Panasonic PD drive is both a fast 4xspeed CD-ROM drive and a high
capacity 650MB optical drive all in one. It not only accepts standard read only CD-
ROMs but can also both read and write to its own Panasonic PD 650MB optical discs.

♦ Fast back-up for your data ♦ SCSI cable included
♦ Low cost - from only 3.8p per MB ♦ Compact portable versions
♦ I year warranty are available (except Panasonic PD) SCSIINTER*ACE

required

Zipdrive in case

COMBO
' COMPLIANT

Installation
FREE In the
Combo Box

Price in brackets

includes VAT

Data
transfer rate

Media
capacity

Media
price Compatibility

Portable
version
(incMTj

Internal
(bare drive)

(indVAT)

External
(Combo Case)

(indVAT)

Iomega Zip up to
1.4 MB/sec 100MB £10 n/a

£109
(£/ 28.03)

£99
(£116.33)

£159
(£/86.83j

Iomega Jaz up co
6.6 MB/sec IGB £59 nfe

£239
(£280.83)

£199
(£233.83)

£259
(£304.33)

Nomai
up to

8.8 MB/sec 750MB £39
SyQuest 270MB
& 135MB media

£229
(£269.08)

£199
(£233.83)

£259
(004.33)

SyQuest EZFIyer up to
2.4 MB/sec 230MB £18 EZ 135 media

£129
(£15158) . .

SyQuest Syjet up to
7 MB/sec 1.5GB £59 n/a

£279
(£327.83)

£229
(£269.08)

£289
(£339.58)

Panasonic PD
up to

I.I MB/sec 650MB/680MB
£19

(650MB optical) CD-ROM -

£149
(£175.08)

£205
(£240.88)

A Storm SCSI interface from

Castle Technology offers you
unbeatable performance for
your computer. Using l5MB/sec
SCSI components and our
reliable SCSI FS, no other SCSI

interface has more to offer.

25% off when you
purchase a SCSI device!

Storm DMA32 £128 (aso.w)
Top of the range DMA32-bit interface for Rise PC*
only.Includes 50-way condensed SCSI connector
& full Direct Memory Access of the host computer.
Storm 16 £96 (anso)
High performance SCSI interface for all Acorn
32 bit computers* (Except A30xO,A4000 and A4).
Storm 8 £88 (H03.40)
8 bit mini podule version for internal use with
A3000, A30 I0, A3020 and A4000. *Backplar,e required

StormZ,
" 32

Storms-
'" 16

Stornv.

Delivery £10 (£11.75IncVAT) per order.

Cheques (allow 5 working days lo clear),debit cards(Switch &Delta),
creditcards are allacepted. Educational orders welcomed.

All trademarks acknowledged. E&OE

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY
OreTrading Estate Woodbridge Road

Framlingham Suffolk IP13 9LL
e-mail: sales@casde-lechnology.co.uk

Web: httpyAvww.casde-iechnology.co.uk.

A305 A310 A440 A4I0/I RI40 A540 R260 A3000 A5000 A30I0 A3020 A4000 A4 RlscPC600 RiscPC700 A7000
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New Subs offer

See page 86 for details

Game show

Four pages of games old and new

Free Ads

Pick up a bargain today

Back issues
Complete your collection while stocks
last

Letters

Let us know how you feel about all
things Acorn

The Regan Files
We talk to Paul Beverley from Archive
magazine

hands on
*INFO

More reader contributions to

keep you entertained

A sound investment

Bringing the sound sampler up-to-date

C for yourself
The user interface for the label

printing app

Rambles through Acorn Wood
Mike Cook tackles more of

your problems

education
Editorial

Get up-to-date on educational matters

If you go down to the woods
today...
Discover Anglia's new educational
online service

Once upon a time
Learn how to put a book together
with Storysearch

One, two and three
Maths scheme additions

August 1998

reviews

Send in the clones
A colourful addition to the RISC OS

family

At your service
More about enhancing your desktop

Speakers corner
Speaker systems on trial

WebFX3D

Explore a new dimension in graphics
for the Internet

All that's fit to print
Printers for those with high quality
needs

Design studio in your Acorn
- part two
Using HyperStudio to create
multimedia presentations

features
Weaving the web
Advice on enhancing your website

Advertisers Index
See page 88 for details

The Acorn User website
Check it out at:

http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/

Next month in Acorn User

Final part of our printer round-up,
yet another printer competition

plus we look at producing 3D
graphics

Next issue on sale 6 August 1998

August 1998 Acorn User
hitp://www.idg.co.uk/acornuscr/



CTA DIRECT
Curriculum Training Associates

Dept. AU08, 168 Elliott St.
Tyldesley

CTA are noe moving to biggerpremises Lookout for clearance deals in this Ad. Gtr Manchester
Tel - 01942 511000 Fax - 01942 749325 M29 8DSEMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.cta.u-net.com

PHOEBE 2100 (min. spec.) SA233,128MB, 8.4Gb Hd, 32x CD £100 deposit (£1495 +vat)

Reserve your PHOBE 2100
for only £100 inc.

Min Spec. SA233. 128Mb memory.
8.4 Gh hard drive. 32x CD-ROM.

(machine specification may improve),

Base unit only (no monitor) £1495.00 + VAT
As above with 17" monitor £ 1645.00 + VAT

233Mhz RiscPC Offers
20/20 Finance NOW AVAILAB1 I

e.g. RPC SA2M+32Mh/2.1 G/32x CD
& 17" monitor foronly,t1149 + VAT

RPC SA base models from .£854 ine VAT
AND we will mulch or hcul vour best oiler!

A7000 System Specials
A7000 8Mb /net base £449+ vat

A7000 8Mb /1 Gh Hd base £449+ vat

A7000 8Mb /net/14" mon £549+ vat

A7000 8Mb /IGb/14" mon £549+ vat

A7000 8Mb /net/Hd/14"mon £599+ vat
Please askfor combinations /Quantity

Limited STOCK

A7000+ System Offers
A7000 +16M / I.2G / 8xCD/15" mon

& Stereo Spk for only £969 inc VAT
Please ask for oilier combinations

RiscPC PC Cards

DX2-66

DX4-100

586-100 (Acorn)

586-133 (CTA)

586-133 (CJE 512)

Wiih RiscPCor Separaielj
£149.00 inc VAT

£233.99 inc VAT

£350.99 inc VAT
£350.99 inc VAT

£350.00 inc VAT

POWERED SPEAKERS
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

50 watts with PSD £16.98 £19.95

240 waits with PSU £24.68 £29.00

Sub-woofer 50 waits with PSU £39.00 £45.83
Comms System Mic/Hcailphoncs £8,50 £9.99

Acorn CD-ROM WRITERS

^J From only
* £225 +vat

inc

ACORN

J Software

'n -"
• —»

THE BEST! PRINTER PRICES
i Please ring for lies)prices I Ex. VAT
CanonBJC80W portable col. £159.00
Canon BJC 250 **NEW**A4 £84.00

Canon BJC 620 colour A4 £185.00
Canon BJC 4300 colour \4 £119.00
Canon BJC 46S0 colour A3 £227.00

Photo drivers for 4200/4550 £58.72

EpsonStylus400colour
Epson Stylus 600 Colour
UpsonStylus 800 Colour
Epson Stylus 1520 Colour

HP 400 L ••Special**
HP 670C Colour

HP 690C Colour PLUS

HP 890C Colour

HP LASERJET 6L
HP LASERJET 6P

'••FREEAram di

A4 £131.(X)

\4 1164.011

A4 £230.00

A3 £569.00

A4 £80.00

A4 £119.00
A4 £139.00

A4 £219.00
£249.00

£499.00

Inc. VAT

£1S(..83

£98.70

£157.45

£139.83

£266,73
£69.00

£153.93

£192.70

£270.25

£668.58

£94.00

£139.83

£163.33

£257.33

£292.58

£586.33

MICE & KEYBOARDS
Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£29.38

£14.10

£17.62

117.62

£25.00

£35.00

£81.08

£116.33

Acorn Original Mouse £25.00
Acorn Replacement Mouse £12.00
A7000Logitee Mouse £15.00
A7000Ergo Mouse £15.00
Ergo (std) RiscPC: Keyboard £21.28
Ergo curved RiscPC K/himnl £29.79
A400/A5000 replacemeni Word £69.00
Archie Keyboard(liigligratle) £99.00

IDE HARD DRIVES AND SUB-SYSTEMS WHY PAY MORE???

A3000/A3010 Hard drives A3020 Hard drives A4000/A5000/A400 RPC/A7000

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Internal 60/85 Mb £ 99 £116.33

Internal 170 Mb £109 £128.08

Internal 210 Mb £119 £139.83

Internal 340 Mb £129 £151.58

Internal 512 Mb £139 £163.33

Internal 850 Mb £149 £175.08

Internal 1Gb £159 £186.83

Internal 2 Gb £179 £210.33

Internal 3 Gb £179 £210.33

External A3000 add £20.00 +VAT

includes CD ROM interlace

85Mb

170Mb

210Mb

340Mb

512Mb

850 Mb

1 Gb

2 Gb

3 Gb '

•x. VAT

£49

£59

£69

£79

£89

£149

£159

£179

£179

Inc. vat

£57.58

£69.33

£81.08

£92.83

£104.58

£175.08

£186.83

£210.33

£210.33

ice For portioning
.00 + vat (29.38)

Ex.VST Inc. VAT

420Mb* £76 £89.30

540Mb * £93 £109.28

700Mb* £93 £109.28

1.0Gb *£110 £129.25

2.1Gb :£130 £152.75

3.2Gb :i: £ 145 £170.38

4.0Gb *£155 £182.13

* inc. internal removable

HD & CD ROM i/1

For portioning software only
deduct £25.00 + vat (29.38)

Ex. VAT

540Mb £65

850Mb

1.2Gb

1,7Gb

2.1Gb

3.2Gb

4.3Gb

6.4Gb

8.4Gb

£70

£75

£80

£85

£100

£110

£130

£169

11.5 Gb £255

12G 5.25 £225

Inc. VAT

£76.38

£82.25

£88.13

£94.00

£99.88

£117.50

£129.25

£152.75

£198.58

£299.63

£264.38

* includes CD ROM inlcrfi
software only deduct £25

CD-ROMS

IDE internal IDE external SCSI internal SCSI external

32 x £55.00 (£64.63 £105.00 (£123.38) £80.00 (£94.00) £130.00 (£152.75)

24 X £45.00 (£52.88) £95.00 (£111.63) £75.00 (£88.13) £125.00 (£146.88)

16x £39.00 (£45.83) £89.00 (£104.58) £55.00 (£64.63) £105.00 (£123.38)

12x £39.00 (£45.83) £89.00 (£104.58) £45.00 (£52.88) £95.00 (£111.63)

8x £34.00 (£39.95) £84.26 (£99.00) £34.00 (£39.95) £84.26 (£99.00)

EXTERNALIDE REQUIRE SUITABLE1/I-"
(3.5 driver £15+ vat) IDE int. fitting kit £5 ine.

EXT SCSI imliides STSI 1 cable. SCSI II cable

£5 (£5.87) extra. SCSI lining kits from £10 + vat

SCSI HARD DRIVES
I.(Kib(limited Slock) £80.00 (£94.00)

2Gb (limited Stock) £115.00 (£135.13)

2Gb(72()()rpm) £130.00 (£152.75)
4.3Gb(5400or72Q0rpm)£17G.O0 (£199.75)
4.3Gbdo.ooorpm) £385.00 (£452.38)
6.4Gb £240.00 (£282.00)

8.4Gb £336.00 (£394.80)

9.1Gb(7200rpm) £400.00 (£470.00)
9.1Gb lO.OOOrpm from£525.00 (£616.88)

REMOVABLE HARD DRIVES

IDE internal IDE external SCSI internal SCSI external Parallel PC/Mac Parallel ACORN

Zip 100 £79.00 (£92.83) £129.00 (£151.58) £100.00 (£117.50) £100.00 (£117.50) £100.00 (£117.50) £115.00 (£135.13)

| Ezflyer 23 £100.00 (£117.50) £150.00 (£176.25) £100.00 (£117.50) £85.00 (£99.88) £100.00 (£117.50) £149.00 (£175.08)

Nomai 750 £165.00 (£193.88) £215.00 (£252.63)

Jaz 1Gb C189.00 (£222.08) £199.00 (£233.83) £239.00 (£280.83) £249.00 (£292.58)

Syjet 1.5G £219.00 (£257.33) £269.00 (£316.08) £219.00 (£257.33) £269.00 (£316.08)

£410.00 (£481.75)

£279.00 (£327.83) £279.00 (£327.83)

!Jaz 2Gb £360.00 (£423.00) £410.00 (£481.75) £360.00 (£423.00) £450.00 (£528.75) £460.00 (£540.50)

** REMOVABLEIDE REQUIRESUITABLEINTERFACE. EXTERNAL SCSI INCLUDE SCSI l CABLE . SCSI II CABLE £5.00+VAT EXTRA

Panasonic PD CD-ROM / Removable Hard drives from £139.00 + Vat

Removable Drive Media
Ex. VAT Inc.VAT Ex. VAT Ine.VAl

lOOmbZip £8.45 £9.93 1Gb Jazz £58.00 £68.15

Zip 5 pack £38.30 £45.00 1.5GbSyquest £58.00 £68.15
l20mbLS120 £7.50 £8.81

135Syquesl £21.00 £24.68 CDR CD-ROM £1.28 £1.50

230 Syqucsl £19.90 £23.38 CDR 10 pack £10.00 £11.75

270 Syquest £33.00 £38.77 CDR 25 pack £21.28 £25.00
650Mb Pan. PD £19.00 £22.33 CDR/WCDROM £12.00 £14.10

75()Mb Nomai £38.00 £44.65 CDRAV 10 pack £ 100.00£117.50

COLOUR SCSI SCANNERS
P'llel A4 600dpi inc Acorn s/\v
Mustek A4 600dpi inc Acorn sAv
Mustek A4 1200dpi inc Acorn s/\v
Lmagemaster & Twain for above

£99.00 (£116.33)

£119.00 (£139.83)
£169.00 (£198.58)

£49.00 (£57.58)

Epson p'llel A4 600dpi inc Acorn s/w £170.00 (£199.75)
Epson SCSI A4 600dpi inc Acorn s/w£229.00 (£269.08)

Interface Adapters
Storm SCSI 8 bit (A30x0 int) £88.00 £103.40

Storm SCSI 16 bit (podule) £96.00 £112.80

Storm SCSI 32 bit (podule) £128.00 £150.40

Powertec SCSI3 32 bit (Pod) £150.00 £176.25

Simtec8bit(A3000/A3010) £55.00 £64.63

Simtec 16 bit (AX00/A5000/RPC) £42.55 £50.00

ADPL(ICS)l6bitDMA £46.81 £55.00

RaplDE32 £119.00 £139.83

Removable IDE or SCSI Housing Unit £20.00 (£23.50)

6 Drive CD-ROM

SCSI Towers

8x £339.00 exc.

I6x £459.00 exc.

32x £579.00 exc.

StrongARM Special
Offer

£259.00 inc VAT

(with any Hard Drive /
Memory purchase)

FLOPPY DISKS @20p!!
Ex. VATInc.VAT

DD Re-label Acorn fml 10pk £2.00 £2.35
DD Rc-label Acorn fmt 100 pk £17.02 £20.00
DDRetail boxlO pack £2.50 £2.94
DD Retail box 1Ox 10 pack £17.02 £25.00
HD Re-label Acorn fmt 10 pk £2.00 £2.35
HD Re-labcl Acorn fml 100 pk £ 17.02 £20.00
1ID bulk 10 pack £2.00 £2.35
III) bulk 100 pack £17.02 £20.00
11D Branded 10 pack £3.50 £4.11
20 cap Disk Box £1.69 £2.00
40 cap Disk Box £2.54 £2.98

100 cap Disk Box £2.98 £3.50

Printer Ribbons, Inkjet Cartridges,
New/Recycled Laser Toner Carts

Pricesavailable on request

Digital Cameras
Ex VAT Inc VAT

QV1 la (PC Software) £170 £199.75
QV11 a (Acorn SW) £260 £305.50
Qvlla/QvlOOs/wkit £96 £112.80

Casio OVIOOa Digital Camera

PC s/w only £212.00 exc vat (£249.10)

Acorn & PC s/w £340.00 exc

(£399.50)

Acorn SYNDICATE

Available now £28.00

We can repair/upgrade your
machine(s) and monitors at

competitive prices please ask
All Acorn's including BBCs & PCs



3 yr Warranty on ALL Acorn MEMORY »•/.,• pm More??
ACORN MEMORY

Ex. VAT

4-8MBUp.(A310,440,3000*) U £119
4-8 MB Up. (A5000*) U £135
♦rework for A3000/5000/25mhz £25

A3010 1-2 MB Upgrade U £30
A30102-4MB Upgrade (cxch)U £49
A30I0 1-4MB Upgrade U £59
A3020/4000 2-4 MB Upgrade U £40
A5000 2-4 MB Upgrade U £60
A3000 1-2 MB Non-Upgrade £20
A3000 2-4 upgrade (exchange) U £49
A3000 1-4 MB Upgrade U £59
A3000 Serial Porl Upgrade £23
A310 4Mb Upgrade U E59
A400/I 1Mb Upgrade per meg U £27
Rise OS Carrier Board (A310) £20

MEMC lAupg (short supply) £45
**NEW** A540 4Mb £99

Inc. VAT

£139.83

£156.62

£29.38

£35.25

£57.58

£69.33

£47.00

£70.50

£23.50

£57.58

£69.33

£27.03

£69.33

£31.73

£23.50

£52.88

£116.33

Rise pc MEMORY
ringfor prices best in the Acorn World

Also FOR A7000 Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

4Mb SIMM £6.00 £7.05

8Mb SIMM £12.00 £17.63

16Mb SIMM £17.00 £19.98

32Mb SIMM £29.00 £34.08

32Mb High Clearance £52.00 £61.10
64Mb SIMM £100.00 £117.50

128Mb SIMM £212.00 £249.10

30/33 Mhz Arm 3 upgrade
with FPA socket £ 125.00 inc

with FPA 10 fitted £ 179.00 inc

RISCPC VRAM

1Mb VRAM £38.30 £45.00

2Mb VRAM £76.00 £89.30

1-2 Mb (exchange) £66.00 £77.5.5

NETWORKING

ETHERNET INTERFACES
All cllicrncl i/ls etc are ANT Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

A3()()()iiit K)basc2orT.Acccss+ £89.00 £104.58

A400/A5000 IObasc2orTAcc+ £89.00 £104.58

A400 / A5000 10base2 + T Acc-t- £99.00 £ 116.33

A3020 10basc2Access+/exiMAU £99.00 £116.33

A3020 lObascTAccess+ZcxtMAU £99.00 £116.33

RiscPC/A7000 10basc2 or T Acc+ £89.00 £104.58

Ant Acccss+ ROM upgrade £10.00 £11.75

Cables
2M £4 £5.29

3M £6 £7.05

5M £7 £8.23

10M £11 £12.93

20M £15 £17.63

State I0base2

or IGbaseT

RiscOS3.il
upgrades

£29.00 exc Vat

£34.08 inc Vat

ACORN Joystick
adapters

£29.95 Inc Vat
(please slate model )

NEW DEALS

Desktop FAX MODEMS
33600 Voice BABT approved
55600 x2 US Robotics

5560(1 Flex (Rockwell)
ISDN modem (external)
High speed serial cauls from
ArcFAX £31 ine , Ant Inel £110.51 Ine Vnl

£42.55 £50

£118.30 £139

£67.23 £79

£169.36 £169

£92

Alternative PC Base Units
Pentium from ONLY £249.00 + VAT

ring for latest prices.

MONITORS Sale now on

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

14" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site) £100.00 £117.50

15"SVGA0.28(3yron-site) £139.00 £163.33

15" SVGA 0.28 MPR2 M-M £170.00 £199.75

17" SVGA 0.28 (3\r on-site £234.00 £274.95

17" SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site) £349.00 £410.58

17"liyama Pro (9017E) £399.15 £469.00

19" SVGA0.26(3yr on-site £400.00 £470.00

21" SVGA 0.25 (3vr on-site £595.00 £699.13

2riiyamaPn>(9021T) £949.00 £1115.08

AKF18 Multisync £115.00 £135.13

AKF53Multisync (14") £165.00 £193.88

iVKFSO Multi-sync (14") £199.00 £233.83

MultisyncA3OO730O0 cable £8.50 £9.99

ARCSHARE

Acorn networking for PCs
£29.95 exc Vat £35.19 inc Vat

Premier Quality Ink Refills
Single refills (1x22ml) £6.00 inc
Twin refills

Triple refills
Tri- Colour

125 ml

250ml

500ml

I litre

(2x22ml) £10.00 inc

(3x22ml) £14.00 inc
(C.M.Y) £15.00 inc

£21.00 inc

£38.00 inc

£50.00 inc

£70.00 incInc. FREE Doom Secrets book.

DOOM TRILOGY £35.00 All sizes available in C,M,Y,K

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT pc cd-rom sale

Acorn Software Bin
10/10English £12.50
10/10 Dinosaurs £11.75

A3010Joystick Control £15.00
Acorn Pocket Hook..Schedule £ 12.00

AcornPocket Book..A-link Upgrade £10.00
Alone in the Dark £29.00

Aries (4 game pack) £20.00
Arm Tech Labeller £9.00

Beefaug Hard Drive Companion £5.00
Birds of War £20.00

Boxing Manager £8.00
Christmas Clipart SG010 £8.00
ColourSep (Colour Seperalion Soft) £8.00
Crcatcr 2 £25.00

D'File Font I'ack (Academy) £ lO.(X)
D'File Foni I'ack (Balmoral) £ 10.00

D'File Foni I'ack (Commercial Script £ 10.00
D'File Font Pack (FrceStyle Script) £ 10.00
D'File Font Pack (Manhattan) £10.00

D'File Font Pack (Mastercard) £ 10.00

D'File Font Pack (Old Towne 536) £ 12.00

DeskEdii £10.00
Desktop Database £15.00
DeskTopThesaurus £14.00
Diary + £9.00
Drifter £30.00

Easi Word £8.00

EasyFont3 £24.00
FIRE and ICE £15.00

Font Pack I (2 Disc Set) £10.00
Font Pack 2 (2 Disc Set) £10.00
FRAK (for RPC and A7000) NEW £ 14.00
Galactic Dan £10.00

Game ON (for RPC) £15.00

Global Effect £25.00

Guile £10.00

HERO QUEST £15.0(1
Imagery Art Package £25.00
ImpressionBordersDiscs 80 Chinese £U).(K)
ImpressionBordersDiscs 80 Old Engl. £10.00
Jahangir KhanSquash £8.<X)
Joystick Controller Software A3W10 £15.00
KV( Platform Game) £8.00
My World Support Disc Ancient Egypt £ 12.00
My World Support Disc Ancient Greece £ 13.00
Nuclides II and Element* II E25.00

l'rcinier Manager £20.00
Quest for GOLD £10.00
Revelation 2 £29.00

Start Write £8.00

StrongGuard £25.00
Swiv (BudgetTitle) £9.00
Visual Backup £18.00
World Class Lcadcrboard (GOLF) £10.00

ZoolfonHD) £I0.()()

Acorn CD-ROM Software
Acorn Replay CD (back in Stock) £5.00
Creepy Crawlics £20.00
D'File PDCD 1.2.3 or 4 £5.00

D'File PDCD 5 £10.00

Hutchinson Encyclopedia £35.00
Image warehouse £20.00
TbpIcArtCD £10.00
Yl I'M Electricity and magnetism £15.0(1
YITM Elements £15.00
YITM Materials £15.00

YUM lull three titles) £35.00

1/2 price tor ie«> Book Bargains
Acorn RiscPC Guides £10.00

Dabhand Guide "Buget DTP" £3.00
Dabhand Guide "C" ver 3 £8.50

Dabhand Guide "C" ver 2 £3.00

Dabhand "Graphics on ihe ARM £7.50

2nd User Acorn Software
Compression
Hearsay II

£8.00

£20.00
More to be listed

Various Hardware bargains
Panasonic PD scsi system int £139.00 £163.33
Panasonic PD scsi system ext £199.00 £233.83
Pioneer SCSI 4x 6x slack exl £169.00 £198.58

Syquesl 1.50 p'll port PC only £169.00 £198.58
Syquest230 EZftyer(SCSI exi) £85.00 £99.88

Oddments
A3O00/A400 floppy (new) £29 £34.08
A30x0/A4OOO/50OO floppy (new) £29 £34.08
A3000 bases Iron) £85 £99.88'

Mouse pads from £0.75 £0.88
486 PC bases from £150 Pent I'r.im £249*

STAR LCI0/20/100 colour ribbon £5.00

PC Utilities & Languaecs (on CD ROM fine vat)

Incontext Web Analyer
Inconlext Web Spider
LOTUS SMARTSUTTE 97 FOR WIN 95

MICROGRAFIX DESIGNER

MS WORKS V2.0 (Win 3.1 or 95)

MS WORKS V4.0

Photo Album maker

Photo Calendar maker

TURBO CAD

PC CD Business Tiltles

COREL DRAW V4.0 CD

DATA CAD V5.0

Professor WINDOWS 95 (TUTOR)

£10.00
£10.00

E25.00

£25.00

£10.00

£20.00

£10.00

£10.00

£15.00

£20.00

£20.00

£10.00

I I) Education / Multimedia/Kids_ Titles for.PC.

3D Body adventure £10.00
FUN SCHOOL 5 (dreamland) £10.00

FUN SCHOOL young scientist £10.00
GLOBAL FRENCH £10.00
fJCSE maths 97/98 curriculum £15.00

KIDS CAD £10.00

KidS ZOO & <DI)iiias.iiMs £10.00

MATHS BY COLOURS £10.00
MS FINE ARTIST £10.00

SHOW & TELL (inc. free calculator) £ 15.00

CD Multimedia /Reference Titles for PC

3D Garden Designer £15.00
Aiulroute Roulcrfinder for UK £ 10.00

Atlas of Great Britain (Ordinance Survey) £15.00
HOME GARDNER CD £10.00

MS BASKET BALL £10.00

MS BOOKSHELF94 £8.00

MSCINEMANIA9I £8.00

MS CINEMANIA95 £10.00

MS DANGEROUS CREATURES £15.00
MS BNCARTA 9d OEM £15.00

MSEN<"ARIA 97 OEM £20.00

MS Encaria 98 Encyclopedia £39.00 £45.83
MS JULIA GUILDS HOME COOKING £10.00

MS MUSICCENTRAL £10.00
MS Magic School Bus £15.00
ROUTE 66 (Ik and Ireland) £15.00

VISIONS OP MARS CD £10.00

CDAniilin Multimedia Reduced to clear

British Isles from the Air £15.00

Nelson and his Nilvy £15.00
Romans £15.00
Understanding Hieltody £15.00
CD General Resource Titles Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

£20.00

£25.00

£10.00

35,000 Clip Art (WMF)
75,000 Clip Art (WMF) & images
COREL ARTSIIOW 4

Alone in the dark £10.00

Angel Devoid (4 cd MF.GA game) £ 15.00
DOOM II SECRETS book £10.00

EA COMPILATION CD (10 GAMES) £10.00
HERETIC(shadow ol Ihe serpent riders) £10.00
LITTLE BIG ADVENTURE £10.00

LOOM £10.00

MAGIC CARPET £10.00
MS GOLFV2 £15.00

MS HIVE £10.00

NASCAR RACING £10.00

HAG Rally £12.00
REBEL ASSAULT (Star Wars) £10.00

SLIPSTREAM 5000 £10.00
STELLAR 7 CD £10.00

PC CD-ROMS Buy 2 get one free
20ih Century Almanac
Busy Town, triple title

Critical Path (intcralive game)
Dragon Lore (2cd games)
GUS GOES TO CYBER TOWN

IIYPERBACKGAMMON

Iron Helix

MANTIS

MARIOS EARLY YEARS

MINERVA SI 1AREWARE

NIGHT OWL 18 shareware

Quantum Gate (Interactive Game)

Quicken for Windows (personal Account!
RAILROAD TYCOON (Three games)
San Diego Zoo . The Animals
SOFTKEY ENCYCLOPEDIA

Travel Companion
U.S. Interactive Atlas

WING COMMANDER II

Windows 95 (Shareware CD)
WORLD ATLAS V5.0

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00
£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00
£5.00

£5.00
£5.00

£5.00
£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00
£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

£5.00

PC CD-ROMS Buy 2 act one lice
DUNE (the game of the film) £10.00

Fl 17A FLIGHT SIM/ Phantom of the Opera £10.00
FIFA SOCCER £10.00

FX FIGHTER £10.00

KINGS QUEST VII CD £10.00
Lord of the Rings £10.00
MANTIS + Civilisation £ l().(K)

MS GOLF £10.00
Read with Me l& 2 / Memphis Maihs £10.00
SIMC1TY2000 £10.00

SIM ISLE £10.00

UNDERSEA ADV/SPEED/SPACE £10.00

New list now Ready Please
Ask For Full List

fflTT O ORDER

BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT'.

CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name.
address, lei. no. card no. expiry date, issue no. if any.

BY EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com

OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX

Carriage charges inc. ins. A packaging charged at cost
Small items UPTO £5 + vat

One box of items totalling uplo 25kg £6 + vol
Computer systems £12 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are guaranteed but noi supplied on approval



Another Acorn-clone?
After the Peanut portable from IMS comes
the Medi Computer from MicroDigital - the
technical arm of the Focus IT group. Like
the Peanut, the Medi's specification sounds
very A7000+-like with an ARM 7500FE RISC
processor clocked at 48MHz plus RISC OS
3.70.

The name sounded like Focus were target
ing vertical markets in the health-care
industry, but apparently the name derives
from Mediterranean and is aimed at home

users who may have an educational bias.
Focus' David Atkins told us the Medi is

meant to be warm and friendly and is
finished in an unusual colour co-ordinated

blue and green livery.
The motherboard may be Acorn-sourced,

but the rest of the hardware, including the
case and ancillaries, are new. Part of
the marketing push behind the Medi is to

full review
fee Page 24

woo PC users who are fed up with the
short-term obsolescence in the Wintel PC

market.

The Medi computer comes with 8Mb
RAM, an 80Mb hard disc drive, plus the
IDEFS filing system which supports drive
partitions, each one of which has the ability
to be attributed a different read/write

status, read-only and password protection.
There is also a CD-ROM drive, 8-bit internal
sound-recorder with microphone, 2 slot
backplane and a 15 inch digital monitor.
The price is £999 excluding VAT.

Although the first generation machine is
A7000+-based, MicroDigital aim to produce
a second-generation machine which is
almost completely built in-house, with RISC
OS licensed from Acorn. More information

is available from David Atkins on tel: 01274

618774 or e-mail: david@focus-it.co.uk

Innovative new modem
Modems which work even when discon

nected from their host computer have been
around for a couple of years, but have only
become popular as prices have come down
this year. Basically, these modems retain
fax and telephone answering machine func
tions as long as they are powered up and
connected to a phone line.

Faxes and voice messages are stored in
the modem's own internal memory. When
you power-up your computer, or in the case
of a laptop - re-connect it, you regain access
to the usual fax and data modem functions

and you can also view or listen to any
messages which have been stored.

Shipley-based PMC Consumer Electronics,
which own the Pace communications prod
ucts brand (PMC became a separate
organisation from the Pace company
famous for TV satellite receiver boxes), have
taken the 'self-memory' modem a step
further with their new 56 Solo model and

added typical answering machine controls
to the modem box itself. This means you
don't even need a computer to make use of
the answering machine functions.

A nice touch is that calling line identifi
cation (CLI) is built-in so you can configure
the modem to tell you the incoming caller's
phone number via a digitally synthesised
voice. Stored faxes can be printed without
the need to laboriously view them one by
one on the host computer.

The device also functions as a hands-free

speaker phone. The Solo 56 is a 56K class
modem and PMC will soon have the latest

V.90 firmware upgrade. Pricing is expected
to be under £200 inc. VAT

PMC have also announced a new family of
monitor-top mini-video cameras for use in
applications like video-conferencing and
video mail. Available in USB (not yet
supported on the Acorn platform) and PCI
(soon to be supported by the new Phoebe

2100)
interface

options, the
Pace Colour Video

Camera is a compact device which uses CMOS
video imaging technology which is techni
cally superior in cost and power consumption
compared to conventional CCDtechnology.

Windows software is supplied with the
cameras for face recognition and motion
detection, turning your computer into an
instant security device. The price is
expected to be around £119 inc. VAT.

Contact PMC Consumer Electronics on

tel: 0990 561001, fax: 0990 561004.

STOP
PRESS Board room coup at Acorn
Aswe were preparing to go to press the shock news filtered through
that none other than Acorn company president (managing direc
tor) David Lee, senior vice president Peter Bondar and two other
high ranking managers, Lorraine Buckman (Human Resources)and
Graham Dodgson (Sales)within Acorn had resigned.

Stan Boland, moves up from being a senior vice president to
replace David Lee as CEO (chief executive officer). There has been
no official explanation of any substance for the resignations,
however, concerns that Chris Cox's Workstations Division - which
is the part of Acorn most directly relevant to Acorn User readers -
could be affected are being refuted.

Chris Cox told Acorn User he is confident the new Phoebe 2100

will be launched on schedule in September. It should be noted that
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while Acorn are actively re-engineering themselves into a consul
tancy business, the Workstations Division is actually still the main
revenue earner for Acorn. The issues surrounding the board changes
centre around Acorn's new direction and we have heard from our

sources that there was dissatisfaction in some quarters over the lack
of necessary pace at which the changes were taking place.

Although Stan Boland has inherited the driving seat at Acorn,
our information is that he had not directly sought the position and
was not expecting the resignations. Unlike when Lee replaced his
predecessor, Sam Wauchope, there was no polite joint hand-over
period. All those departing cleared their desks on the same day.
Unfortunately, Boland was out of the country and unable to
comment on the situation before we were due to go to press.



news

Acorn online banking
Home-banking customers of a leading, but as-yet
unnamed, European bank will be depending on
Acorn terminal equipment to access their on-line
service in the near future. The Web-based service

will be delivered via modem across ordinary
phone lines. Acorn are working in partnership
with the Japanese electronics firm, Funai, to
develop the system.

The deal securing the partnership was recently
signed in London by company founder, Mr Funai
and Acorn's managing director, David Lee. Acorn
senior marketing manager Alastair France, just
before his new appointment as Acorn NC sales
manager (see other story) commented: "This
agreement with Funai is an excellent example of
how Acorn and Funai can work together in part
nership. It allows us to concentrate on developing
technologies in Internet banking and on design
ing optimum Internet banking systems for this
major manufacturer. By working in partnership,
Acorn and Funai will be able to develop world-
beating online banking systems."

One of Acorn's most visible contributions to

the technology being used in the project is their
anti-flicker device for displaying computer data
clearly using ordinary TV screens. Text also

remains clear because of Acorn's Dynamic
Horizontal Scaling (DHS) which automatically
converts the image from the wide scale width of
the Web to fit on a TVscreen. NC-underpinnings
are evident in the inclusion of a smart card ID

system.

Another neat feature is an agent-based system
which disconnects the phone line after a period
of inactivity, only re-connecting when data needs
to be transferred between it and the host

computer. SSL encryption protects users from
possible Internet fraudsters. Funai are a major
producer of electronic equipment for a variety of
markets and a key partner for Acorn's future.

Panasonic offer PD lifeline
Panasonic's proprietary PD phase-change opti
cal disc system has always been technically
interesting, but it hasn't been a huge success
commercially. Phase-change is now the technol
ogy employed for
re-writable CD and

Panasonic's PD system
combines a conven

tional CD-ROM drive

with a 650Mb

re-writable disc.

The biggest prob
lem with PD to date

has been perfor
mance, especially of
the CD-ROM side of

the mechanism.

Until recently, PD
drives could only
offer 6X CD speeds,
but now Panasonic

have introduced a

24X drive and also

confirmed that PD

cartridges will
be accepted by
P a n a s o n i c - b r a n d

DVD-RAM re-writable

drives, for both read

and write operations.
DVD-RAM will arrive in numbers later this

year, but the entry-level for these 2.5Gb per
side recordable CD drives will be more like

£400 than the recommended £269 + VAT for

the Panasonic LF-1097 PD/CD-ROM. This

means there is less risk in buying a Panasonic
PD drive today as Panasonic is guaranteeing PD
cartridge compatibility with their own DVD-

RAM drives, though
Panasonic also say
they don't expect
rival manufacturers'

DVD-RAM drives to

accept PD cartridges.
The obvious alter

native might be
CD+RW - rewritable

CD. Rewritable CDs

are cheaper than PD
cartridges and have a
similar capacity. The
problem is that DVD-
RAM drives can't

write to CD+RW discs.

On the other

hand, all modern

CD-ROM drives can

read CD+RW discs,
while the drives

themselves can also

write to the now

fantastically cheap
write-once CDR

discs. The main

message coming from Panasonic is that with
the SCSI-based LF-1097 it's not yet time to
write-off the PD format.

Contact Panasonic on 0500 404041.

CD changer control
DrCharles McEvoy of Dewsbury,

WestRiding, has produced a utility

which will be of interest to anyone
lucky enough to own a 4xCD

changer. The program allowsa

4xCD changer to be used as a juke

box, remembering disc names and

track lists and allowing tracks from

any discsto be played in any order.

The program is available in beta

form at the website

http://www.tranquility.demon.co.

uk/Changer/index.html

Name change
Lastmonth we reported that Toby

Mackenzie's Bajorasoft label had

produced an application to collate

the Internet programs '.Browse,

'.Mailand '.Connect.

Tobyoriginallycalledthe appli

cation, somewhat optimistically,

AcornInternet. It would appear

Acorn has had a quiet word and

the result is that the software is

now called InterLink.

For more information, contact

Bajorasoft at tel/fax: 01689 877586,

Web: http://www.bajorasoft.

demon.co.uk

CD player omission
Yellowstone Electronic Solutions

Ltd have owned up to an error in

the release of the latest version of

their RaplDE software update

(version 2.29) on 15 May. They

forgot to includethe CD player

software application. Ifyou have

been wondering what had

happened to this application and

would like to obtain it, the whole

version 2.29 distribution download

isavailable, complete with player,

from http://www.yellowstone.
co.uk/downloads.html

IMS correction

We printed an incorrect phone

number for IMS in the last issue - it

should have read 01934-522880.

Apologies for any inconvenience

caused.
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Affordable high-
spec monitor
Now that Acorn sensibly offer their
customers the option of sourcing their own
monitors on some computers, including the
up-coming Phoebe 2100 flagship, even the
15 inch display category, which is rapidly
being labelled as the new entry-level, is
more relevant than ever for Acorn buyers.
The choice is huge and the latest addition
comes from Panasonic in the form of their

PanaSyncS50TX-T5F69.
This is a 15 inch FSTmonitor with a high

contrast screen and refresh rates high
enough to cope with 1280x1024 resolution,
according to Panasonic, though they
concede the typical resolution users will set
for this size of monitor is 1024x768 at

refresh rate of 75Hz.

A novelty in the
specification is the
use of a new type of
phosphor, which is
the layer coating the
inside of the front of

the tube.

The new 'crystal
pigment' phosphor
works together with a special anti-reflective
coating on the outside of the tube to
increase contrast and maintain sharpness. A
0.27mm dot pitch is not class-leading, but
acceptable for this class of 15 inch monitor.
MPRII and TC.0'92 health and safety stan

news

dards are met and there is the usual selec

tion of digital control screen adjustment
options. Perhaps the best feature is the
price; just £160 + VAT, a price which is
likely to be reduced by most vendors.

Contact Panasonic on 0500 404041.

New StrongARM A7000+?
An Acorn source which would normally command good credibility
has reported to us that Acorn are in the final stages of preparing a
new StrongARM version of the A7000. The suggestion was that
Acorn's manufacturing sub-contractor has already finalised a
production line and pre-production prototypes have been built.

While Acorn's Chris Cox, head of the Workstations Division,
agrees that a StrongARM A7000 makes a lot of sense, he denied that
Acorn were preparing such a product - certainly not in the late
stages of pre-production at least. "I'm certainly not aware of it,"
said Cox, who pointed out that a StrongARM A7000 would intro
duce some RISC OS software compatibility problems for users of the
current A7000 and A7000+ who are mainly in the education sector.

The idea of a StrongARM A7000 does raise some interesting ques
tions. In September the new Phoebe 2100 will be introduced and this
will put pressure on the viability of the current Rise PC. Xemplar's

Luca Leonard! agrees that Phoebe will ultimately force the Rise PC
out of the education market, probably some time towards the middle
of next year. However, according to both Cox and Leonardi, Phoebe
was not designed with much emphasis on the education market.

It has its place in schools, mainly as a high-performance stand
alone workstation, like the current Rise PC-based J-233
JavaStation. Where the Rise PC has an advantage is in its modular
flexibility which means it can be packaged as a low-end offering,
something Phoebe cannot. A StrongARM A7000 would eliminate
the practicality of a budget-priced Rise PC.

If our source is right and an A7000-style product based on the
StrongARM processor really is being prepared for production, we
can only think thai it must be something to do with one of Acorn's
other business units. Certainly, most of Acorn's digital TVand new
NC developments centre on StrongARM.

Phoebe's new
friend

Chris Cox, head of Acorn's recently
formed Workstation Division (they're
responsible for Acorn desktop comput
ers, consumer and vertical markets), has
been rather over-worked since the begin
ning of the year as he has been without
a marketing manager or marketing assis
tant. The departure of Kerri Davies at the
end of last year meant Cox has had to do
the work of three people.

This may be challenging, but on the
run up to the launch of Phoebe, Cox can
relax a bit as his new marketing
manager, Suzy Wright, gets up to speed.
Wright moves from Black Box, a
networking products company. Nicola
Lewis has also recently been appointed
as marketing assistant.
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Skullsoft news
Skullsoft have a new addition {Nomen,
Version 1.00) and have released new
versions of four of their current programs:
SkullCrttsher (Version 1.01), FSPRename
(Version 1.01), WFRP (Version 2.04) and
JPEGTrans (Version 1.14). All these
programs require the latest version of the
WiinpBasic module, version 2.00 or later, to
work, which is also available via Skullsoft's

website.

SkiillCrusher was previously available as a
shareware archiving and compression
program but Skullsoft have now changed
their status to freeware.

It features three compression options
(None, Squash and LZH) as well as file split
ting while compressing, secure password
encryption and the ability to store 'skeleton
file structure' or directoriesand applications
only. The new version, 1.01, fixes many

bugs that where present in the last version.
JPEGTrans is a front end for the 'Jpegtran'
utility. It allows you to create progressive
and/or optimised JPEGs from JPEG
compressed images. This new version, 1.14,
is mainly a bug fix release.

WFRP is a role-playing games character
generator for Hogsllead Publishing's WFRP
game. This new version, 2.04 is mainly a
bug fix from the previous version, but adds
one or two minor new features.

Another bug fix release is FSPRencime
1.01, the file renaming utility for sprites
specifically designed for animation in Andy
Southgate's Gamesuite library. Finally, there
is Nomen, an early version of a new file
name tidying program. It can cope with
long filenames and strip DOSextensions.

E-mail: skullsoft@eganc.demon.co.uk,
Web: mailto:skulIsbft@eganc.demon.co.uk



New lower prices on printers and RAM
Canon

0325 Canon BJC620 £212.97
RAM prices

0430 Canon BJC4300 £141.00 RiscPC A7000+

8Mb £21.00 £25.00
Epson
0464 Stylus Colour 400
0398 Stylus Colour 600

£158.63

£217.38

16Mb £29.38 £29.38

32Mb £50.00 £64.63

0399 Stylus Colour 800

Brother laser

7551 Brother HL760 5Mb

£293.75

£376.00

Memory prices are constantly changing
- please ring for latest. Carriage on
printers / computers £11.75; carriage
on software/RAM £2.20. Feel free to
phone for a quote before ordering.

We have a new series of retail updates
available - call now and ask for your copy;
detailing everything from games to hard drives!

New Software

from Beebug

IG

J>
Phantasm

Phantasm
Code: PHAN

Add the illusion of

transparent objects to your
Artworks files. £17.50

Sleuth 3
Code: 0079

The latest version of the

OCR package for Acorn
RISC computers. £151.57

Callfor full information
including upgrades.

The new Acorn for the millennium

The challenge
This is the new Acorn workstationdeveloped to
supersede the phenomenally successful Rise PC.
Phoebe builds on the strengths of the Rise PC and
has new features to provide superb performance
and upgrade flexibility.
• Full potential of StrongARM is harnessed

• Support for several SlrongARMs
• PCI support
• Updated I/O to modem standard
• Best possible graphics performance
• Enhanced RISC OS functionality (RISC

OS 4 includessupportfor longfilenames,
less complex .'Bool sequence, enhanced
configuration options).

• Existing RISC OS applications will run

New case (as opposite)
This new case builds on all of the good points of
the existing design and includes many more:
• 3 podules
•4 Built-in PCI sockets

• 230W PSU

• No screws required to access

• Peripherals arc separate from the main system
• New EIDE hard disc interface for up to 4 drives

Ordering your Phoebe
If you'd like to reserve your place in the queue,
complete the form below and return it to us as soon
as possible. The deposit of £100 will be banked,
and the balance (£1399 + VAT without monitor.
£1619 + VAT with monitor) will be due when the

machine is released (around September).
A new finance scheme - 0% finance over six

months, will be introduced allowing for easy
payments and. with every Phoebe, we'll give
Sleuth 2 OCR, and an extra 32Mb of RAM.

Buy from the dealer you can trust. As Acorn's
longest established dealer with a history of
technical support second to none, we'll support you
in the years to come.

For information on Phoebe, call and ask

Order Form

Please put me into the queue for Phoebe. I enclose the deposit of £100 inc VAT, which will be banked, in the
form of cheque/postal order (made payable to BEEBUG Ltd) or please debit my credit card:

Name:

Address:
Card No

Switch only

Card name

issue No. Expiry date

Visa/Access/Mastercard/Delta/Switch

/

Beebug Limited, 117 Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts AL1 4JS
Tel: 01727 840303 Fax: 01727 860263 Email: sales@beebug.co.uk
All prices and specifications are subject to change without any notice. E&OE.
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New Smalltalk

Squeak, a RISC OSport of the

object-orientated programming

language called Smalltalk, has

reached version 2.0 and is now

available for Acorn machines with

RISC OS3.7 or later. Squeakcan be

downloaded from http://sumeru.

stanford.edu/tim/pooters/squeak.

html and is about 3Mb, expanding

to about 10Mb on disc.

A minimum of around 6Mb of

free memory is recommended in

order to run Squeek. This latest

version adds hotkey support, but

still lacks sound and serial port

access.

TimRowledge (rowledge@inter-

val.com or tim@sumeru.stanford.

edu) is developing Squeakand is

happy to receive any suggestions

and help.

Beebug take on
Phantasm
The Artworks add-on, Phantasm

produced by Astute Graphics, will

now be exclusively sold by

Beebugin single user form.

Astute, which did not have credit

card sales facilities, will now be

left to concentrate on Project

Avante, which aims to replace

Artworksas the leading RISC OS

drawing package. Phantasm will

continue to be sold at the current

price of £17.50 inc VAT. Astute's

website is at http://www.astute-

grfx.demon.co.uk/

Even stronger help
The latest version of StrongHelp is

now available in beta form. The

major change in this version is to

make it easier to organise multiple

manuals in the '.Manuals directory.

Instead of just having them as
one long list, you can now organ

ise them in sub-directories. This

will be reflected in the StrongHelp

root page and in the way you

select manuals to search in the

free-text search window.

StrongHelp 2.60 is available via

the Web at http://home.eunet.

no/~guttorvi/strong.html
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Sub-$200 reference design
Acorn have announced a thin client reference

design based on the Citrix ICA model with what
Citrix describes as a groundbreaking end-user
price estimated at $199. Acorn's DeskLite refer
ence design is designed to work with Citrix
WinFrame and MetaFrame servers.

Put simply, Acorn have come up with a £130
box which, with a monitor, mouse, keyboard
and network connection, will deliver a Microsoft
Windows environment to its user served up by a
central Windows NT server machine. Metaframe

is the new Citrix server compatible with
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0-based

Windows Terminal Server Edition.

Acorn plan to offer the DeskLite information
appliance to computer and consumer electronics
manufacturers to serve as the fundamental hard

ware base of low-cost, low-complexity devices
for accessing information and applications
across networks. Acorn expect information
appliances based on the DeskLite reference
design to be available in early 1999.

"Thin-client/server computing provides a
bridge to the future of computing by transform
ing the network into the heart of the system and
the client into a simple device that can be as
interchangeable and maintenance free as a tele
phone," said Edward Iacobucci, Citrix chairman
and chief technical officer. "The result is the

emergence of ubiquitous computing, as
evidenced by Acorn's DeskLite reference plat
form, that delivers broadened information access
to thousands of new and existing applications
and reduces the cost and complexity of comput
ing, so more people and organisations around
the world can reap the benefits of information
technology."

The DeskLite is based on ARM7500FE proces
sor and includes a parallel printer, monitor or
optional TV connection, lOBaseT network or
dial-up modem, 16-bit audio and connections
for keyboard and mouse. The DeskLite is
designed to be connected to WinFrame or
MetaFrame servers via Citrix' ICA protocol across
almost any network infrastructure, from
Ethernet to standard telephone lines, with LAN-
like performance. You may think network
performance over a modem is akin to a joke, but
clever data compression and local caching
endowed a surprising good performance on a
prototype Acorn Citrix client Acorn User has seen
working.

Xemplar currently offers an Acorn NC-based
solution compatible with just the existing Citrix
WinFrame solution. Acorn, in both their
Consultancy and Workstation Divisions, are
concentrating on the newer MetaFrame platform
and it's expected that Xcmplar will follow suite.

Ancestry author dies
Last month we ran a routine news story which
reported that Graham Crow was to update and
enhance the '.Ancestry genealogical software pack
age which was formerly marketed by Minerva
Software. He probably never saw the news item
as, without warning, Graham died of a massive
stroke in the first week ofJune.

Ancestry was his main claim to fame in the
Acorn world, but he was also responsible for titles
like IMenuBar, ITiger and others. He penned a

unique award-winning poem which also doubled
as a Basic program.

Friends of Graham, including Patrick Thomas
(tel: 01600-750444) and Archive magazine's Paul
Beverley (tel: 01603 766922) are keen to find a
programmer to finish the job Graham was appar
ently close to completing on the new version of
Ancestry.

Acorn User passes on its sincere condolences to
Graham Crow's wife, Barbara and the family.

New NC sales manager
A very familiar face at Acorn, Alastair France,
has been appointed sales manager in charge of
Acorn NC sales. This is the Acorn Workstations

Division's push to get NCs into vertical markets
and tertiary education. Xemplar are also push
ing Acorn NCs in education, but their sectors are
Primary and Secondary schools.

France is an Acorn stalwart, having been with
the company for 12 years, previously being an
area sales manager and also working with some
of Acorn's foreign partners in international
sales. "The Acorn NC is entering an exciting
era," commented France, adding: "Sales into our
target markets are increasing dramatically,
enabling more users than ever before to access

information in the Internet. A user will be able

to simply walk up to a public access computer
and log in by inserting their smart card."

Among Acorn's targets in the NC market are
businesses within the National Health Service.

On the international front, Acorn recently
concluded a marketing tour of Australia and
New Zealand to promote the NC. Although
Acorn were one of the first to deliver NC client

hardware, Acorn have now decided they need a
server component in order to be able to offer a
complete solution. This will be a Microsoft
Windows NT-based server box running the new
Windows Terminal Server system in conjunction
with Citrix thin client software.



news

Mark-resistant monitors
Modem monitors are largely
safe to use as supplied, but add
on monitor filters are still very
popular with users to reduce
glare and improve contrast. The
main problem with these filters
is that they are, according to
one of the biggest filter makers,
3M, vulnerable to smudges and
fingerprints which are very
difficult to shift.

3M's new monitor filter range
features a new 'Easy Clean'
coating which is guaranteed to
wipe clean with a damp cloth.
This saves on expensive moni
tor cleaning wipes and fluids.
Full details on 3M monitor

filters are available via Tel:

01344 858806.

Cumana drive developments
Cumana have introduced some new drivers for

their disc storage products, a parallel port PD
drive and a new Acorn native recordable CD

writer package The latter is called !CDlila7.e and
this supports multiple CD+RW drives, complete
ISO 9660 Joliet file system support, integrated
drag and drop, multiple sessions (including
appending data to existing session) as well as a
"Write on the Fly" feature for creating large ISO
image files.

ICDBIaze currently supports the following
recordable CD drives: Panasonic 7502, Plasmon
CDR480 and CDR 481, Ricoh MP6200s and the

Philips CDD2600. Cannon are working to add
further drive models. The software is priced
£79.99 + VAT

Cumana have introduced a version of

Panasonic's PD/CD drive in parallel port form,

which extends their existing "ProTeus" PD range.
Although this drive has a modest 6X CD speed
capability, as it's a parallel port drive, the extra
speed and expense of Panasonic's new 24X drive
(see elsewhere this month) would be largely
wasted. The drive has a 160ms access time for

CDs and 125ms for PD discs. The drive is priced
£299 + VAT. Extra PD cartridges are priced £26 +
VAT.

Finally, Cumana have released new RISC OS
drivers for SyQuest's new 1Gb SparQ removable
hard disc drive. Currently, Cumana are only
supplying the parallel port version of this drive,
but an IDE version is in the pipeline. A SparQ
drive with one disc is priced £199 + VAT and
extra discs are £35 + VAT each.

Contact Cumana on 01279-730900 or fax:

01279-730809.

New products/upgrades
Product New features/product details Price Contact

INewSaver " Makes process of saving and
cataloguing of files and progs
quick and easy *Fully
configurable * Operates over a
network *Originally designed for
Special Needs (My World) but
now can be used with any app for
any age and ability as well

£29 inc VAT ECS (Nottingham) Ltd
2nd Floor. 107 Carlton Road
Nottingham
NG3 2FB

WWW:

http://www.innotts.co.uk/~ecsltd/

Earth in Space CD " Major review of CD containing
data about the solar system,
moons, planets and stars. " Now
more than 220Mb of data

Now £9.90 inc

VAT and UK

carriage. For
upgrade return

CD and case plus
£5.

APDL

39 Knighton Park Road
Sydenham
London SE26 5RN

Tel: 0181-778 2659

E-mail: info@apdl.co.uk

Generation Design games
compilation CD improved

* An extra game - Gold Run -
added to the six game CD

£16.50 As above

Datafile software transfer " Now available from APDL

* Some price reductions on
games and CDs

As above

Epson license
ARM7TDMI
SeikoEpsonCorporation,or just
plain Epson to most, have licensed
the ARM7TDMI, the compact
'Thumb' version of the ARM7 family.
Epson board director and general
manager of the Semiconductor
Operations Division,Nobuo
Hashizume, explained: "I'mvery
pleased that we are entering into a
licensing agreement with ARM. We
plan to utiliseARM's outstanding
RISC core technology in our system-
on-a-chip business for the rapidly
expanding portable telecommunica
tions market. Byadding Epson's
'Energy Saving' technology program,
we believe we can create distinctive

products to meet our customers'
needs." So watch out for ARM-

powered mobile phones and
possiblywatches from Epson in the
not too distant future.

Make your Acorn
delirious
Delirium is a new Rise PC screen-

saver from Kulture, using demo-style
effects. Delirium has been developed
over a number of years but never
quite finished. After a recent surge
in updating work for the Rise PCand
the development of lots of new Rise
PC savers it has finally been
released. Apparently Delirium takes
screen-savingbeyond slidingblocks
and virtual fish tanks.

It uses demo-quality special-
effects harnessing the full power of
the Rise PC's 24-bit graphicsand
multi-tasking.Delirium can be down
loaded via the Web at

http.7/www.various-
artists.demon.co.uk/delirium/and

the authors can be contacted via

delirium@various-

artists.demon.co.uk. A Rise PC with

VRAM is required to run Delirium,
and a StrongARM is recommended.

Exodus winners
The five luckywinners of our Exodus
competition are: MrChris Murray
(Hants), Mr M Robinson
(Middlesborough), Jamie Goodliffe
(Chesterfield), W Grdemier
(Netherlands) and Mr M Jones

(Chester). Congratulations- you'll be
receiving your copy of Exodusfrom
Artex Software soon.

Contacting me
Youcan contact the news page by

writing to me Ian Burley at the
usual Acorn User address or

by e-mail: aunews@idg.co.uk
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Quicksort
Sorting routines are an essential
part of many programs and

whether you're putting polygons
into the right order or rearranging

a database, you usually need to do
it quickly. Writing a good sort

routinecan also take quite a bit of
time in itself, so why not use

Gareth McCaughan's improved
sorting routine?

Garethhas released his updated
C Quicksort routine with full

source code so you can drop it

straight into your programsafter
checking out just where he's

getting the extra speed from.The
source includes notes on

implementation and a listof
improvements over the standard C
library Quicksort, as follows:
"Median-of-three pivoting (and
more), Truncation and final

polishing by a single insertion sort,

Early truncation when no swaps
needed in pivoting step, Explicit

recursion, guaranteed not to
overflow and separate code for

non-aligned/aligned/word-size

objects." You can find Quicksort on
Arcade BBS.

ArtToSpr
ArtToSpr by Tony Houghton

converts Artworks or Draw files to

Sprites. Not an essential utility

given the ease with which you can
display somevectorart and then
screengrab it, but it cancomein
handy in some situations. Youcan

scale to fit precise OS unit sizes and
of course produce sprites that

wouldn't actually fit on the screen
enabling youto take a snapshot of
them.ArtToSpr can be found on
Arcade BBS.
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Recommended
PD Libraries

APDL, 39 Knighton Park
Road, Sydenham, London
SE26 5RN

ARM ClubPDLibrary,

FreepostND6573, London
N12 0BR

Five Star Marketing,
4 ShepherdsWalk, Bushey,
Hertfordshire WD21LZ
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Over recent months I've reviewed several utilities

that add Windows 95 style functionality to RISC
OS. This is perhaps a little strange given the
superiority that RISC OS holds over its Microsoft
rival in usability terms. On occasions however,
there are tips that can be picked up from those
'evil' PCs. In the case of TreeSave though, I'm not
so sure. I've always found the 'drag an icon to a
filer window to save' functionality of RISC OS to
be so much easier and more usable than the

Windows method. Ian Clark, author of TreeSave
doesn't agree as his program adds the Win95 save
method to RISC OS.

What this means is an optional save style that
can be used from all standard RISC OS

applications. Simply drag your save icon in your
save dialogue box to the writable icon at the
bottom of the box and TreeSave opens its Win95
style save window. You can type in a filing path
or filing system and then navigate around the
directory structure using two icon lists of
directories.

Whether you like this method of saving files or
not (and personally, as you can probably tell by
now, I'm not a big fan), there are a few
limitations over the real Win95. To begin with,

Divine Nation

you can't step back past the root to a list of filing
systems. When I tested the program, it kept
defaulting to the floppy drive which meant I had
to type in the name of my hard disc or go
through the Select IS menu before I could browse
to find the right directory. This basically takes
you back to a Windows 3.1 level of annoyance. I
certainly don't want to go there.

It would also be a little easier if a double-click

in the left icon list box made a jump straight to
that directory rather than you having to move
across to the other list box to click there, as you
can in Win95. There's also the window plotting
problem which makes half the window disappear
when you drag it with the right mouse button.
Not a major problem, but it really needs to be
tested and bug fixed properly.

I do like the way the program is transparent. It
doesn't add extra buttons which could cause no

end of problems on some save boxes. But with the
minor niggles in the implementation it still isn't
very usable, even if you do like the overall idea.
With some more work however, this could be a

handy addition to your Boot sequence. Treesave
can be found on U48 from Five Star PD. Contact

Ian Clark at rooster@catl.demon.co.uk

With Revelation '98 in sight, a
new demo crew are on the scene

and working to make their
mark. Divine Nation are a UK-

based group of five members,
who will be releasing their first

demo, Eden, at the Revelation
98 competition. Other than a
number of unusual screen shots

of Eden on the website, little
more is known about the group,
but I'll be investigating more

for the next issue. The Divine

Nation website can be found at

http://www.page-
designer.com/dn/ and the
group can be contacted at
dn@page-designer.com



Datafile closure
It's with great sadness that I pass
on the news of the closure of the

Datafile PD library. The surge in
interest in the Internet has left

many PD libraries out in the
cold in recent years and Datafile
proprietor Dave McCartney has
finally decided to call it a day.

The library itself will live on
as part of APDL which is the last
of the big libraries of yesteryear.

Dave intends to continue to

trade commercially under 'The
Classic Font Company' banner
and will continue to release the

classic Datafile PDCD series. For

me personally it's quite a strange
idea to have the PD scene and no

Dave Mc.

Dave was my first contact on
the scene many years ago before
I started writing for Acorn User

and he did a lot to encourage my
interest in writing PD software
and getting involved in the PD
scene. Seeing Dave's library close
is a great loss to the world of PD,
but 1 think I speak for thousands
of Acorn PD fans when 1 thank

him for all the work he's put
into the Datafile and wish him

all the best for the future. Don't

be a stranger, Dave.

Beebware
More bad news on the PD library front with the
announcement of the permanent closure of
Beebware PD. The owner Richard Chiswell is

closing the library to concentrate on Beebware's
core business which is, as Richard describes it

"the provision of RISC OS software and Internet
services." However, with the launch of the new
Beebware website, a small selection of PD will be

available for download from http://www.
beebware.com and will include a range of links to
good download sites on the Net.

Following the discussions on central PD
download sites in recent issues, Tim says that
Beebware are also considering starting a similar
service. As he describes, "Acorn programmers (not

just PD or shareware) can register their program
on our database... the program itself is held on
the author's own website (or, if necessary our
own) and a link is made to the site. The author
then either e-mails our automatic mailing system
or fills in a form on our website which then

updates the database and e-mails anybody who
wanted to know when the program is updated."
For more information check the website at

http://www.beebware.com/ roarchive/
It's great to see so many people interested in the

idea of this kind of site, but it's only going to work
if someone gets the design and workings of the
idea right and it's supported by all the PD authors
out there. Let's hope a quality leader emerges...

The Acorn Arcade website has

recentlybeen expanded to
incorporate a completely new
demos section, featuring news, B5.
reviews and all the latest stories. .,.?

As isalways important with
anything demo related, the

design is good although most of

the spriteswill be familiar to TXP -?!*,) "»•'
demo fans.

The content is also excellent
La

with the reviews being accurate ;—
and direct. It's very much a demo .

watchers site and could really do ! **
withthe input of acoder ortwo J jiwRyc
to give it more of a demo feel.
This was done very well in

Icebird's Coders Revenge disc
mag. Other than that, it's a very

nice site and well worth a look.

Keep up the good work guys. Checkthe Demosection of AcornArcadeat http://www.acorn-arcade.com/
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VOTI

Nathan Atkinson, head honcho of

Visions of the Impossible informs

me of a change in the group

website which now resides at

http://www.geocities.com/SiliconVa

lley/Campus/3873/Aswell as news

fromthe group you'll find
downloadable gems likethe tasty

StuntRacer 2000 Track Editor.

Following the recent "merger" with

Paul Thompson's DFI group (see

recent 3D series in Acorn User)VOTI

are certainly one of the groups to

watch.

Another man with an impressive

line in graphics code is Drifter coder,

Andrew Docking. Ifyou frequented

the Acorn stand at the Wakefield

show on Saturday afternoon you'll

have seen a whole range of us crazy

coders drooling over Andrew's

recent work. Aswell as a stylish

new game he's also got a range of
3Dtools under development. Watch

this space for all the latest moves in

the graphics scene.

Performance
ARpM is a vehiclesimulation model

by Terry Duell of Victoria, Australia.

As Tony describes "ARpNI allows

examination of the effect of

powertrain (engine, transmission,

final drive) characteristics on the

performance of the vehicle, as well

as the effects of rollingresistance,

mass, aerodynamic drag, inertia,
road surface, traction and so on.

ARpM is a serious tool, using

algorithms developed by

professional engineers with many

years of experience in vehicle
engineering."ARpM isa heavyduty
simulator that could be very useful

in the educational field of

Engineeringand Physics.

Performance can be found on disc

PR25 from Five Star Marketing.

Contacting me
You can contact the PD page by

writing to me, Paul Wheatley, at

Acorn User, IDG Media, Media

House,Adlington Park,
Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. Or

preferably, by e-mail to
aupdpage@idg.co.uk

August 1998 Acorn User
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3Com ISDN LAN Modem £325c
Connect up to 4* computers2 to the Internet with
just ONE single ISDN dial-up3 internet account!
This amazinglyeasy to use unit is suitable for RiscOS, PC, Mac & Unix
computers and compatible with BT ISDN/HomeHighway services. It provides:
- 128kbps Multilink PPP ISDN with compression & PAP/CHAP security.
- A FOUR* port 10BaseT Hub for networking to each computer2.
- TWO analogue telephone ports for standard telephones, faxes & modems.
- DHCP Server for automatically configuring computers for the network.
- Built-in Web server for configuration & diagnostics from a conn'd computer1.
- Built-in DNS server.

- Flash upgradeable for user-installable future firmware upgrades.
Ring us now for further information.

RiscOS Computer Systems
lyrwarr.Carringe included oncomputers. All machines aresinglc slice. Backplane lilted to10M niscr-o oniy. ^•'JV

233MHz StrongARM now fitted to all RiscPC Computers.
Computer Model with 14" (Samsung) 17"(VMastr) No Monitor
NetStation(10BaseT)withMouse/Keybd £450 £700 £330
A7000+8MHD1.2Gb £925 £1160 £785
A7000+8MHD1.2Gb+8xCD £975 £1210 £835
A7000+8MHD1.2Gb+24xCD £995 £1230 £855
RiscPC StrongARM 4MHD1.7Gb £1039 £1274 £899
RiscPC StrongARM 4MHD1.2Gb+8xCD £1079 £1314 £939
RiscPC StrongARM 4MHD1.7Gb+24xCD £1089 £1324 £949
RiscPC J233 34MHD1.7Gb+24xCD £1615 £1850 £1475
J233 RPC incl. J233 Internet software pack & int'l modem (avail, now)
NEW!! RiscPC's are now available with 15" iiyama Monitors
Add £40 to 14" (Samsung) prices for Samsung 15" Monitor instead.
Add £25 to 17" prices for VIsionMasterPro Instead of VislonMaster

20/20 Finance on Acorn computers - -20% deposit &
20 interest free monthly payments. Loans from
£700(min) - £3000. Subject to status.

only. JjLV

' - Expandable lo support up lo 10 Computers.' • A Ja)
2 - Each connected computer must be oquipped with a
NOTE - PSU, Network cabling lor ONE computer and I

id Web browser is required lor access to Web Servei
3'k card. • • ISDN line and ISP account not included.
I included with the unit.

The All-in-one Communications Tool for Small Business Internet Access and LAN Services
•-•

. of muitipir analogue tfrvUei
pHo-e/'oi/mode-n) w-th,f.narr fqu
Ufer (MN) 0/ •

adjustment o/ data

CwpcMte w^)
Intrant! ,.—'

'Dftivfrs '
performance end guarantees
128*bpt Int speeds

2 i d a

£1750 Inc.
(without monitor)

PLUS an incentive which will be
decided at the time of supply

Minimum Specification
233MHz StrongARM, 32Mb EDO RAM.
4Mb EDO VRAM, 6.4Gb HD, 32x CD-

ROM, 4 PCI slots, 3 Podule slots,
Mini Tower Case, RiscOS4.

We are taking advance orders now.
A deposit of £100 is required which is
registered with Acorn Computers Ltd.

S^iTl
Zjki*

JazZip Tools £17a
(free if purchased with drive)

JazZip provides you with a complete set of
RiscOS tools for Jaz/Zip drives which are
equivalent to those provided with the PC DOS
utilities thatare provided with Iomega drives. Req-|
uires a driver for parallel use. Features include;
• Password protection of discs using the standard

Iomega protectionfeatures whichare compatible!
across RiscOS, PC and Mac platforms.

• Lock/unlock zip/jaz discs with/without passwords
• Unlock zip/jaz discs until next ejected from drive
• Low Level format zip/jaz discs.
• Initialise zip/jaz discs for RiscOS or DOS.
• Unprotect the Tools disc

New Software Releases
DOOM Trilogy for RiscOS £30a
- A5000 - RiscPC with 8Mb RAM & CD-ROM

Syndicate+ for RiscOS £27a
- A5000 - RiscPC with 8Mb RAM & CD-ROM

Ankh for RiscOS £23a
- RiscOS >3.1 with 4Mb RAM, VGA & CD-ROM

Frak for RiscPC £14a
- RiscOS >3.1 with 4Mb RAM. VGA & CD-ROM

B lail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices INCLUDE VAT) The lowest prices without compromise

Monitors (Carriage E10) I RiscPC Upgrades
Older computers will require an adaptor i.12

Samsung 14" Monitor £130
FST. 0.28- dp. 1024x768. 30-54kHz & pre-sets

Samsung 15" Monitor £180
High spec FST Tube with 0.28" dot pilch

llyama VisionMaster 17"£375
High spec FST Tube with 0.26" dot pitch

lly VisionMaster Pro 17"£400
Very High spec Diamondlron lube. 0.2"'
n

RiscPC/A7000ySIMMS
16Mb £25a
64Mb £130a
RiscPC VRAM
1Mb2nduser£3542Mb
1-2Mbu/g (exchange
Call (or details of r

32Mb £40a
128Mb £Calla

£88a
£65a

rives/lnterfaces+
arr.: o=l

Hard Drives

Quantum 2.1Gb IDE £105b
Quantum 4.3 Gb IDE £140b
IBM 540Mb SCSI £120b
Cheetah 4.5Gb SCSI £520c
Cheetah 9.1Gb SCSI £830c
lO.OOOrpm Cheetah drives usetul for VidooDsk

Interfaces/Cables
Simtec IDE Interface £69
Supports up to 4 AT devices including Hard
Drives, CD-ROM drives and zip drives.

Cumana SCSI £155

InternafcMTOMDrive^^
Panas'c 24xCD ATAPI £60c
Toshiba 32x CD SCSI £100c
Cable & Fitting Kit £10a
Compatible with RiscOS 3.60 or greater.
External CD-ROM Drives

Panas'c 24xCD ATAPI£120c
Toshiba 32x CD SCSI £160c
External Drives require a suitable Data cable.

ISIgRiTFnaiiTTftFm^l
A30X0EtherLan102 £130
ArchiEtherl_an514 £130
RPC/A7k EtherLan 602 £110
Add £17 to above prices lor Access k

RiscOS 3.70 Upgrade £58a
- Above is suitable for RiscPC's only.

233MHz StrongARM £275b
586-133 PC Card(5i2kb)£360c
PC Pro (without PCExchange) £38a
Windows '95 CD (Full) £90a
Can bo installed without any prev PCOS pros't

2nd Slice with PSU £116c
2nd Slice without PSU £90c
YES 16 bit Mozart Card £70a
Printers (Carriage £8)
Canon BJC-4300 £140
Canon BJC-4550(A3) £250
• Includes Free PholoReal Cartridge.

Canon BJC-620 (720dPi) £220
BJC-7000(i2oox6oodpi) £295
Epson 400 (720dpi. 3pPm) £149
Epson 600 (1440x720dpi) £199
Epson 800 (1440x720dpi) £270
HP LaserJets 6L (6PPm) £295
HP LaserJets 6P lappm) £585

Include Our JazZip tools
- £17 ifpurchased separately

Int SCSI zip drive £115c
Ext SCSI zip drive £115c
Ext Parallel zip drive £115c
- add £29 lor RiscOS Parallel Driver

100Mb zip cartridge £11 a
Pk of 6 zip discs+caddy £65b
Int 1Gb jaz drive (31/2")£220c
Ext 1Gb jaz drive £260c
1Gb jaz cartridge £70a

Modems (Carriage £8)
Budget 56kvoice Modem £95
Pace 56k Voice (Flash) £140
Pace 56k Solo (Flash) £190
- The Solo modem can save fax & voice
- messages without a computer attached!
Modems come with a 9-25 PC wired cable.
A3000/Archimedes req'r an Archi wired cable.

ANT Internet Suite II £110a
Dual Serial Card £104b
9-25 Archi or PC Wired Modem Cable £12ea.a
3-way Serial T-Switch (incl. comm. cable) £32b

Pocket Book II (1Mb) £245b
Psion 5 4Mb RAM £395c

Psion 5 8Mb RAM £425c
- includes PsiWin Link
AutoRoute Express £30a
PsiRisc £69a
- one of the best packages (or the PB/3a
A-Link £59a I
Parallel Link £34a PsiWin PC Link £80b
3/3a Mains Adao. £18a 5 Mams Adaptor E20b

Scanners (Carriage £8)
ScanLight Video 256 £75
- suitable lor A3000-A4000 (Only Two lelt)

Epson Colour Scanners
Include ITWAIN& ImageMaster lor RiscOS.
Bundles include software lor PC's/PC Cards

GTx-5000 Para bundle £210
GTx-5500 SCSI bundle £265
GTx-9500 Para bundle £615
GTx-9500 SCSI bundle £645
Hardware Upgrades
24i16 Card (1Mb) £450b
DMI50 Dual Midi Card £138b
DMI50XGS Midi/Synth £335b
Dual Serial Card £104b
FPA for 25MHz ARM3 £67a
Joystick l/F (Not riscpc) £30a
Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £29a
Movie Magic (1 only) £175b
- Includes two VideoCD films
RiscTV Card (Irlam) £285b
RiscTV Keying Module £46a
RiscTV Teletext option £45a
Scart Cable oori5Pin) £12a
Serial Upgrade (A3000) £27a
100W Stereo Speakers £25c
Videodesk (Irlam) £1145b

Acorn RISCOS3 PRMs £99.95c
Acorn Volume 5a PRM £29.75b
Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide £19.95b
Acorn RiscPC Tech Rel Manual £49.95c
Budget DTP (Dabs) £5.00a
'C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs) £5.00b
RiscOS 3 First Steps (Dabs) £5.00a
Wimp Programming lor All(Beebug) £10.95a

Browse (Acorn) £36.00a
RisCafe (JAVA) £36.00a
Artworks on CD (CC) £105b
Childrons Micropedia (Kinghsher) £72b
ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC) £21a each
Doom Trilogy (riscpc only) £30a
Dune II (Eclipse) £32a
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia 92 lor RiscOS £19a
Hutchinsons Encyclopedia 97 (orPConly£19a
Musical Instruments (MS) £50a
RiscDisc Vol W 2 / 3 CD £ 15a / £20a / £25a
Simon the Sorcorer CD £32a
The Way Things Work (DK) £50a
TopicArtCD (DTP) £15a
Ultimate Human Body (DK) £50a

Applications
Gnrnngo: n=L2, b=U>, c=L8
ANT Interriot Suite (ANT)
ArcFax (David Pilling)
Artworks (CC)
Card Shop (Clares)
Compression (CC)
DataPower2 (IOTA)
DISC R88CU62 (Look)
Eureka v.'l(Longman)
FastSpook (WSS)
FlreWorkz Pro (Collon)
Font FX 6 (DalaStore)
HTML Edit 3 (R-Comp)
lmageFS2 (AllPubl)
Impression Stylo / Publisher
MacFS / MacFS Lite (CC)
Mr Clippy (iSV)
Personal Accounts (Api
PhotoDosk Light(Spacoloch)
Sibelius 6/7Slud./7 £100b/£349b/
SparkFS (Pilling)
SlrongGuard (ARMClub)
Web Desk

£110a
£33a

£105b
£23a
£31 a

£1651)

£43a

£1051)

£17a
£165b

£30a
£47a
£43a

£136b
/£51a

£19a
£45a

£129b
£699b

£24a
£24a
£28a

£83b/
£105a

the Dark (Krisalis) £32a
Birds of War (4D) 2Mb £30a
B H P (TBA) £28a
Break147/Superpool (4D) £30a I
Crystal Maze (Sher) Floppy £28 / CD £32a
Cyber Chess (4D) £16a
Driller (4D) £30a
Dune II (floppy) (Eclipse)
Fire & Ice (Times Warner)

£30a

£23a
Holed Out Compendium (4D) £16a
Knsalis Collection £28a
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris) £26a

Magic Pockets (Renog) £26a
Play it again Sam 2/3
Real McCoy 2/3/4/5 (4D)

£24a each
£30a each

Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D) £30a
Scrabble (US Gold) £26a

£27a
Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D) £27a
Starfiqhtor 3000 (Fednel) £28a
Stunt Racer 2000 (4D) £30a
Virtual Goll (4D) 2Mb £30a

Wolfenstein 3D £15a
- Now compatible with RiscPC+StrongARM

Portable Computers | CD-ROM Software | Educational (Carr. £2)
10/10 Series £14aeach

Early Essentials (over 7). English (6-16yrs),
French (8-16yrs). Junior Essentials (5-11).
Maths (Number) (6-16). Maths(Algebra) (6-
16). Maths (Statistics) (6-16). Maths (Geom'y)
(6-16). Spelling (over 9). Essential IT. Geog..
Fun School 3 (under 5. 5-7. or over 7) £22a
FunSchool4 (under 5. 5-7,or over 7) £22a
Maths Circus (4Mation) £28a
Naughty Stories Volumes 1 or 2 £45a each
Playdays (Gamesware) £24a
Rosie & JlmTwin Pack £i8a

Printer Consumables

BJ-10(BC-01) £18
BJ-210(BC-05) £28
BJC-600 Series
BJI-201HCbkBlack£10
BJI-201bk Black £6
BJI-201C/M/Y £8ea.
BJC-800
BJI-643 Black £18
BJI-643C/M/Y £23 ea.
HP DeskJets-500 ser.
Mono £23
Colour £25
Eps Stylus Black £16
Eps Stylus Colour £26
Laser Toner
EP-L (LBP-4) £64

BJ-200 (BC-02) £19
BJ-240 (BC-06) £Call
BJ-300 (BJI-642) £16
BJC-4000 Series
BCI-21Bk Black £8
BCI-21C Colour £16
BC-20 Fast Black £25
BC-22 Photo Cart £34
BC-22 Photo Kit £39
HP DeskJets 600 ser.
Mono £25
Colour £27
Eps Stylus IIBlack£20
Eps Stylus IICol'r £26
C3903A (LJ5P) £64
HP92274A (LJ4L)£60

Terms & Carriage
Carnage: To benefit personal callers to our
showroom carriage is itemised seperately. The
carriage indicated is for single items. Please
call us for total carriage when ordering more

n one item since it is not cumulative.
Terms: All prices include VAT except books.
Carriage is not included unless otherwise
stated. Carriage charges apply to mainland UK
(excluding remote areas. Scottish Highlands,
Chann Isles, IOM). elsewhere at cost. Orders
MUST be accompanied by a phone number.
Prices and spec's subject to change without
notilicalion. Goods subject to availability.
Goods not olfered on trial basis. Restocking
feeonnon-faulty returns. Educ Inst official

Iorders accepted. E&OE.

Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT,
Cheshire. SK3 0BT. www.desktopp.demon.co.uk
Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk. Open Mon-Sat 10.00-18.00 hours.

Tel: 0161-474 0778

Fax: 0161-474 0781
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Navigate your Psion Series
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Navigator, from Purple Software, is
described as the essential tool for organising
your Psion Series 5 workspace.

Navigator is, at heart, a replacement for
the Series 5 system screen. The program is
based around a Workspace (in RISC. OS terms
a desktop) and a Windows 95-style file man
ager. The program also brings some new fea
tures to the Series 5 such as shortcuts, zip file
facilities and drag 'n' drop file management.

Installation is simple and is via the rela
tively new SIS installation system. This
involves dropping the installation file (and
the installer if not already present) onto your
Series5 and loading it. If you are using PsiWin
on the PC this is achieved automatically but is
equally simple if using PsiRisc.

Once installed, loading the program
brings up an intro screen followed by a file
manager window within the main screen or
workspace. The browser is remarkably pow
erful - on the left hand side is the workspace
and associated discs and folders and on the

right the files/folders contained within the
highlighted disc/folder on the left. It works
exactly like the Win95 Explorer inter
face and files/folders can be moved

and copied by dragging and dropping.
On the top of the window are four

buttons which allow you to minimise
(iconise), maximise, close the window
and move up a directory within the file
manager. One niggle here is that if you
use the standard Psion close command

(Ctrl-E), you end up closing
Navigator and not the window
you were looking at.

Files can be sorted and fil

tered in all the usual ways (by
type, date, size and so on) and Navi9ate y°ur workspace
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there is also a very powerful search facility
which will not only search for files but also
phrases within files, for example, searching
for Peanut not only brought up the review I
wrote in last month's Acorn User but also the

deadline entry within Agenda.
The workspace is very similar to that of the

RISC! OS pinboard. You can iconise files,
directories and discs onto the workspace and
shortcuts exist to bring up a list of the appli
cations stored on the S5 and also a list of any
open files. Applications can be launched from
the list by simply double-clicking on them.

You can also create shortcuts to your
favourite files and applications which then
appear on the workspace.

The workspace is designed as a replacement
for the standard system screen and within the
application's preferences you can configure it
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so that pressing the system button brings up
Navigator rather than the Psion desktop.

However, there are a couple of facilities
missing from Navigator that are frequently
needed, such as the ability to turn the remote
link on and off or to check the status of the

batteries. Several PD authors have provided
applications that remedy this situation, two
that I have tried are PNPlus and NavPro.

Both work well, are free and allow access to

the missing features, so the choice is yours.
Navigator also offers full zip file capabilities.

New archives are created from the file menu

within Navigator and files are copied into it
simply by dragging. The program will also
uncompress existing zip files, perhaps from the
Internet and its treatment of such files is virtu

ally transparent. The search facility will even
search within ZIP files if you ask it to!

Navigator is an excellent program
which I highly recommend. There
are a few niggles but none are serious
and, since my review copy arrived,
I've used nothing else to organise my
workspace. Essential - just as Purple
Software claim.

Purple Software
Tel: 0171-387 7777
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Zipfiles on your S5

Movie madness
If you're a bit of a cinema buff Palmtop's
latest piece of software may interest you.
The Halliwell's Film and Video Guide, avail
able for the Series 5, contains full details of
over 20,000 films and videos.

Before I continue, I must give Palmtop a
virtual round of applause as they now
include installation instructions for Acorn

as well as PC and Mac users.

Each of the guide's entries includes infor
mation on the film's cast, writers, directors
and producers. It also includes a plot synop
sis and critical evaluation, video and laser

disc availability, alternative titles and
quotes from the film. Each film is rated on a
scale of 0 to 4 stars and the package

5Alive
If you want to keep bang up-to-date with all
the latest developments in the world of the
Series 5 then add 5Alive's website to your
hotlist.

The site, which is updated daily, is home
to the EPOCTimes, containing information
on new products, updates and other items of
interest relating to the Series 5 and other

contains full details of Academy Award win
ners and nominations. Details of the film's

soundtrack is also included and the guide
highlights films considered suitable for
family viewing.

The package is fully cross-referenced and
the user can add their own notes and

comments to any film.
The program is available now and costs

£49.95. Before you rush out and buy it
though, be warned, the program is about
4Mb so a large flash disc is vital.

A full review will follow just as soon as I
can get hold of a larger flash disc!

Palmtop BV
WWW: http://www.palmtop.nl/

EPOC32 machines. The site also features a

downloads section as well as reviews of

some of the newer Series 5 products.
5Alive

WWW:http://5alive.psionking.com/

Contacting me
You can contact thePortables page by writing to me,
Mark Taylor atAcorn User, Media House, Adlington

Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP, orbye-mail to
auport@idg.co.uk

••]

Retro alert!
If you have ever owned or used a Sinclair
Sj)ectmm you're bound to remember some of
the classic games of the era such as Jet Set
Willy, Batty, OutRun, Formula 1 and Star
Glider. Now, thanks to Palmtop, you can re
live those days on your PsionSeries5 with the
release oftheir Sinclair Spectrum emulator.

The program allows the user to play vir
tually ail Spectrum games, including those
designed for the "state-of-the-art" 48K and
128K models!

The software allows you to alter the
colour schemes, the speed the applications
run and the size of the display. The pro
gram also includes support for .POK cheat
codes, sound, screenshots, record/playback
options and joystick emulation.

There are numerous sites on the Internet

where you can download "images" of
Spectrum games but remember copyright
regulations state you must own the original.

The emulator works very well and is
free to download from Palmtop's website.
There are also a few links to Spectrum
game collections on the same page.

Palmtop BV
WWW: http://www.palmtop.nl/

August 1998 Acorn User
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Save £200 on a StrongARM Rise PC from Xemplar

Xemplar Education is offering loyal Acorn customers in education
a unique opportunity to purchase a StrongARM™ Rise PC at a

special discount price.

Education

Code Description Price

SRP2072 StrongARM RPC 233/4/1.2/14" £849.00
SRP2672A StrongARM RPC 233/10/1.2/x8CD/14" £999.00
SRP3072A StrongARM RPC 200/10/1.2/DX2-66/x8CD/14" £1,049.00
SRP3172A StrongARM RPC 200/10/1.2/DX4-100/x8CD/14" £1,099.00
SRP3572A StrongARM RPC 233/18/1.2/5X86/x8CD/14" £1,199.00
SRP4172A J233 StrongARM RPC 233/32/1.7/x24CD/14" £1,299.00

Call the Xemplar Sales Desk on 01223 724200 today to take
advantage of this exceptional offer. The offer is open until

31 August 1998.

All prices exclude VAT and delivery but include a display. The offer is valid for orders purchased
between 24.6.98 and 31.8.98.

Special
Discount

Price

£649.00

£799.00

£849.00

£899.00

£999.00

£1,099.00

nifin

This offer cannot be combined withany other offer fromXemplar. Prices are correct at the time of going to press.
Prices quoted are Education Prices (EPs) excluding VAT and are available to education establishments only. Xemplar reserves the right tochange the specification of the products described without prior notice.

MAKING THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS



comms

A moving experience
Limavady is a shopping and dormitory town in
Northern Ireland surrounded by stunning scenery
that is home to Jochen Lueg, his wife Meg and
their Border

Collie, Tudor.
You can take a

conducted tour

of the town that

Jochen fell in

love with 30

years ago by vis
iting his website,
which also

showcases some

of his PD and

shareware soft

ware.

Jochen works

at the Limavady
College of FE
where he teaches

Electronics and

Computing.
At home Jochen
is a science, his

tory and music
lover, with
particular lean
ings towards
Astronomy, Bru
ckner and Acorn

computers.

He suggests
that users of his software register with a small
donation that is used to buy upgrades and odds
and ends for the College department.

IFSIJJatch is his neat front-end to ChangeFSI
that allows multiple image files to be processed
while you do something else. .'MoveSite allows

testing of an
Acorn-designed
website on a

PC DOS-format

system and
browser, such

as NetScape run
ning on Win
dows 3.XX; Win
dows 95 users

won't need

MoveSite at all.

The shareware

program copies
and converts

your complete
website with any
longer filenames
and extensions

of HTML and

image files to
standard Acorn-

to-DOS 6/3 for

mat, and can

edit filename

references inside

the files too. It's

always interest
ing to see what
a mess other

browsers make of your best efforts.
Jochen Lueg's best efforts can be seen at

http://www.argonet.co.uk/users/tudor.

m%
~)rf

WefcsterXL : Jochen Lueg lrc<n Ur.avariy in the Roc Vaile-,

&
URL iittpJ/mm^rgortet co .ufcAsefV&jdor/

Welcome to Limavady

and the Roe Valley

The ma Rar.fwt ecetilfc rfur.' noma.
Here be ukmri jut mm.

This site is full of irrelevant hut valuable information about

The Town of Limavady

and some of the people that have the good fortune to live there.

hep. wiwiargooa co ukiatrsEjctor roe html

Site-seeingin Limavady

Driving around the block
We're wooing Internet defectors to come back to
Bulletin Boards by offering access to Arcade BBS via
Demon Internet at weekends when phone charges
are at their lowest. On our own Weekend website

you can list and download all the files in the
900Mb filebase. You can also Telnet in to the BBS

from an Internet account anywhere in the world
and enjoy local call rates.

Telnet is a protocol
originally designed
before the days of win
dows and mice for text-

based communication

with other networked computers. We're using a
Telnet link to enable Internet logins to the BBS,
but with colour and graphics not normally visible
on simple Telnet terminals.

Aspecial Block Driver has been created by Hugo
1'iennes to convert almost any Acorn 32-bit
COMMS program including Arcterm7, Connector,
Hearsayll and Trilink into a colour Telnet termi
nal that connects to Arcade BBS. The Arcade Block

Driver is on this month's cover disc and can be

downloaded from the BBS Internet file area #88,
and our Demon website at http://www.arcade.
demon.co.uk/about.html

Locate your ISerialDev application, probably
inside IBoot.Resources in the new Boot structure,
unzip the new Arcade Block Driver and place it
inside your ISerialDev.modules directory. At the

weekend between 2pm
and 8pm, before you
start your Internet soft
ware, load your terminal
program onto the icon
bar and select the Arcade

Block Driver. Drivers for other BBSs with Internet

connections are also possible.
Connect to the Internet and open your termi

nal window where you'll be prompted to press
the Return key to connect to Arcade. You'll see a
normal BBS login screen appear; enter your user-
name and password and off you go. There are spe
cial FTP upload and download options for telnet
callers since Zmodem cannot be used via our
telnet link.

Parallel ports
ParaConXS isa freeware application by
Stefan Langer that allows rapid copying
of files between two Acorn 32-bit

computers that have bi-directional
parallel printer ports.Awiring diagram
for the special ribboncableis included in
the program resources.When
ParaConXS is run on both linked

machines, files dropped on the iconon
one machine pop up a save box on the
other at typical transfer speedsof
120Kbytesper second.

ParaConXS

http://www.tfh-wildau.de/~tarabas/
paraconxs.html

Opening doors
Matthew Page's TelnetBBS door
program willenable dial-up callers to
Internet-connected BBSs to reach out

and log into servers all over the world.
Thereare daunting implications for the
hosting BBS operators who will be
responsible for whatever mayhem their
users manage to wreak. Sensible but

esoteric BBS-originated activities might
include telnetting to Port 80 of a Web
serverto receive HTML and imagedata,
or to read e-mail from Port 110 of a

P0P3 mail server.

Keith Mckillop isworking on a
MarsQuake serverdoor to enable up to
four userson differentportsof a BBS to
connectup and playthe gametogether.
His research suggests that this wouldbe
a popularextensionto the gameso
watchfor developments.

Command performance
Justin Fletcher's GMail maypossibly be
the simplestand most powerful mailer
currently available for RISC OS.GMail
allowsyou use the RISC OS command
prompt or a task window to type e-mail
messageswith all the features you're
used to, like address book, signature
filesand customconfiguration. GMail
messages are added to the mail queue
of yourmain Internet package, all ready
to go when you next run it. GMail can
beset up forallthe popular Internet
suites and mailers, and now supports
BBS upload formats too.

GMail

ftp://ftp. barnet.ac.uk/pub/Acorn/
freenet/j. fletcher/clients/

Contacting me
Keep sending meinteresting URLs
for the nextyoUR List bye-mail to

david@arcade.demon.co.uk, or mail #2

on Arcade BBS 0181 654 2212

August 1998 Acorn User
http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/
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Project Avante
So do we finally have a replacement for
Artworks! Well from what was being pre
viewed at Wakefield it certainly looks like
the reign of Computer Concepts' vector
graphics package is over.

Codenamed 'Avante', the new vector
application from Astute Graphics looks to
be a revolution for the Acorn platform - a
long-awaited revolution. It has been six
years since Artworks was released and at
the time it boasted features and speed to
challenge Illustrator and CorelDraw.
However, since the decline of Computer

incorporates professional printing support
and PostScript interpretation for import
and export.

The pure artist will greatly appreciate the
fully antialiased on-screen display and novel
features such as bitmap manipulation, an
advanced layering system, variable trans
parencies and a huge variety of fills and
blends through multiple colours with
adjustable acceleration. From a purely creative
point of view, seemingly small things such as
slicing and welding will make you wonder
how you ever managed without them.

Text handling has
also been well-

developed which
will enable the user

to exploit the pro
gram for publishing
purposes and not
simply for creating
impressive pictures.

As for outputting,
print previewing -
which take into

consideration such

factors as print
media and even ink

types - has been
included, and an

exhaustive specifi
cation promises that
even the strictest

colour matching
and highest end Rcpro requirements will
be met.

The only aspect of Avante that has yet to
be proven is its speed. Certainly the applica
tion's graphics engine will be competitive
with pre-existing Acorn products but, com
pared to the benchmarks set by CorelXara
running on PC cards or second-processors,
will Avante meet with expectation?

Together with the arrival of Photodesk 3,
with its long awaited layering technology,
the imminent launch of Avante, or what

ever it will finally be Christened, marks an
exciting time for the Acorn platform. I hope

A development front-end of Project Avante

Concepts' interests in the Acorn platform,
at least on the new developments front, and
the constant progress made especially on
the PC platform, the Acorn packages have
become increasingly outdated.

By today's standards, when you compare
Artworks to the likes of the latest incarna

tions of CorelDraw and Illustrator for fea

tures and CorelXara for speed, the Acorn
alternative is a poor one. But Project Avante
could change that.

In specification at least, Avante is most
impressive. It addresses all the weak areas
of current Acorn vector programs and
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Picture of the month
This image, created using a combi
nation of Artworks for the fore

ground graphics and a scanned
bitmap for the background, is this
month's winning pic by Mr
T, Atkin who is 79 years old. He
was inspired to recreate the image
on computer after a visit to British
Columbia and saw it as a

challenge for the use of ArtWorks.
Aided by his A6 graphics tablet

and printing out the image on

Acorn User August 1998
hup://www.iclg.co.uk/acornuser/

gloss paper with a Canon
BJC4000, Mr Atkin has certainly
succeeded in capturing the atmos
phere of thescene and theculture
of the Kwakiuti Indian settlement

of Cambell River which so

inspired him. Congratulations go
to Mr. Atkin and also the £20 cash

prize and free copy of the
Phantasm colour manipulation
software for Artworks from Astute

Graphics. Kwakiuti LongHouse, British Columbia

that the ingenuity and effort funnelled into
the graphics created with RISC OS software
in the past will continue and that more
unique imagery will emerge and perhaps
grace the Graphics Page, with the use of
these new applications.

Astute Graj)hics
Tel: 01989-567350

E-mail: nick@astutegrfx.demon.co.uk

Font news
The Llectronic Font Foundry, apart from
offering discounted 'Font of the Month'
typefaces (which are normally around
£120 for a full 25 weight set) for under
£40 (plus postage and VAT), have also
launched two new utilities which will

be welcomed by many users.
The most important of the two is a

True Tyfie Font converter which sells for
£39 (plus postage and VAT). True Type
Fonts are the most common format used

on the PC and there are simply thou
sands of such typefaces available for free
download on the Internet. With a sim

ple interface and instant conversion it
will certainly be an asset to those who
want PC fonts but cannot find Acorn

equivalents.
And for the convenience of printing

or cataloguing complete font tables,
LFF's other new application, Font Table,
creates drawfiles of font tables automati

cally. For only £7 this utility is also very
good value.

The Electronic Font Foundry
Tel: 01344-875201

E-mail: sales@effonts.dcmon.co.uk

Contacting me
You can contact the graphics and DTP page by
writing to me, Jack Kreindler, at Acorn User,
Media House,AdlingtonPark,Macclesfield

SK10 4NP, or by e-mailto augrafix@idg.co.uk



St Get Online
Pack

This special offer gets you
online for the first THREE

MONTHS to ArgoNet for only
£24.95 including access
software, if required, to
Windows, Acorn or Mac

peed Pack

Complete with external 56K
voice/fax/data modem,

access software for Windows,
Acorn or Mac, stereo

headset and THREE

MONTHS online

to ArgoNet.
Only £109.95.

et Connected

..n award-winning pack containing external
33.6K voice/fax/data modem and

ccess software for Windows, Acorn or

erSurf

Contains everything neede
128K external ISDN termina.

adaptor, access software for
Windows, Acorn or Mac and
THREE MONTHS online to Argol
for only £199.95.

Mac. With THREE MONTHS online to
ArgoNet the complete pack is

nnly £79.95.

orn
in Deal

ArgoNet accept any modem,
irking or not, in part exchange for

a new external 56K voice/fax/data
modem. The K56flex modem with

stereo headset and lifetime
guarantee is £99.95 without a
trade-in or with a trade-in is

only £79.95.

ArgoNet Internet Services

ArgoNet's Premier Service for hi u,,,y J"'"^'
and ;: users includes 10Mb Web
space and 5 e-mail addresses. For
the Education Online Service includes a free
school domain, unlimited Web space for your school's use l
and unlimited e-mail addresses.

Asubscription to ArgoNet includes full use of ArgoSphere
the award-winning Web site for children, unlimited access with
100% local call coverage andfree phone support. Subscriptions
for dial-up modem or ISDN access are available monthly,
6-morthty or annually from only £10 (exelVAT) per month.

• MSP-
ft]

m iildren

ArgoSphere is ArgoNet's award-
winning Web site designed for

children aged 3 and older to use
offline. This safe site, containing a
wealth of educational activities for

home and school use, can be

'tTuTtrWiTHlwww.arg

fertile ^
call free phone:

for friendly help, information
and to order

i
TT'98 INTERNET AWA

THE BEST MODEM
fTHEYEV"

8£1
ARG

Argo Interactive Group pic,
'OSTPT795, Chichester, P019 2YZ

e-mail: info@argonef.co.uk web: www.argonet.co.uk
Prices include VAT. UK carriane & nankinn untaxes «tatAH nthonwico {=&rsi=
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business
Farewell old friend
We're even closer to the release of the much

vaunted Rise PC II and after looking at the pre
view machines at the Wakefield show I have no

idea what their impact will be on the business
user.

The inclusion of certain technical features like

PCI card support and MIDI, while welcome, may
have already missed the boat in terms of closing
the gap on the runaway success of the PC.
Certainly the quoted price of around £1500 sans
monitor will mean that those buying are doing so
not only because the OS and front-end are better
than any other alternative, but in pari as a protest
against a world in which there is almost no viable
alternative to the Windows/PC monopoly.

Unfortunately the machines on show at
Wakefield completely
underwhelmed me. Forget
the awful styling and the
design faults, like the unre-
cessed on/off button,

which may be put right by
the time you read this.
Forget the awful name -
Phoebe, the flakiest and
therefore most American of

the Friends. What failed to

impress me the most was
the development of the
desktop and operating sys
tem. I know these were

early prototypes but I was
looking for true innovation
at the human computer
interface.

When I asked what had

been done to improve '.Draw, I was told thai the
icons were now snazzier. IPainl was a similar

tale. I was left with the

distinct impression that for
the money you'd be getting
better colour and icons,

long filenames and an end
to the restriction of 77

files per directory. Some
would think that it was

money well spent for those
three improvements alone -
not I.

I do not want to sound

either churlish or pes
simistic and I'm sure the

end result will be well

worth the wail and possibly
the money. I just hope that
someone has the good sense

to give RISC OS 4 a long overdue overhaul and
not just some tinkering at the edges.

Of portables and things...
From a business perspective a portable is even
more overdue than RISC OS 4. The Peanut

certainly looked good and I was pleased to see a
number of features like a built-in CD-ROM, a
PCMCIA slot and the use of a glide pad to replace
the mouse.

CD-ROM has become a univer

sal requirement on other plat
forms as the primary method of
loading programs. I know many of
these are bloatware but even RISC

OS programs have been growing
to the point where the present
floppy disc standard looks increas
ingly anachronistic. PCMCIA gives
the machine the potential for the use of modems
on card. If this potential is unrealised then I sus
pect the portable will be dead in the water.
Lugging a modem about for access to e-mail and
the Internet rather defeats the object of a portable.

As does the use of a standard mouse. The glide-
pad solution may not be to everyone's taste but it
beats a small green button in the middle of the
keyboard as on some portables. (Hide pads are

quite easy to use and I suspect the only difficulty
with this solution is that the glide pad is a two
button affair - the menu may be invoked by
pressing both buttons together.

Again we will have to wait to see if the poten
tial and promise of the machine
is matched in the final versions.

Finally, it would be inappro
priate to end this look at what I
hope will be exciting future devel
opments without at least a small
tear in my eye as we see the
demise of an old and truly innova
tive product - the original Rise PC.

Here was a great computer.
Whatever Phoebe turns out like it will still look

like a midi-tower with a yellow front. The Rise
PC with its modular styling and baton proof
plastic case should have won all the design
awards.

OK, the slices were over-priced and the power
supply under-powered but I suspect many will be
loathe to give them up in favour of a mini-tower.
Where are those tissues?

Be a 'Toner Donor'

The British Institute for Brain Injured
Children are now able to recycle

inkjetcartridges as wellas laserjet
toner cartridges. The scheme has
been enlarged to cater for the home

computer user as well as those who
have an office at home.

So if you care for your

environment and want to help this

worthy cause contact Samantha

Hansen at BIBC for a free

information pack.
BIBC

Tel: 01278 684060

E-mail: info@bibc.org.uk

Invoice
This is a new entry-level program
aimed at the small to medium sized

business wanting an Acorn-based
invoicing system. It comes from the
same stable as the excellent

IHardCash wages/salaries programs
from RaspSoft Business Software. I
intend to feature the program a little
more fullyon a future page but if
you have a pressing need for
invoicing software you coulddo
worse than checking this program
out. The price is a not very bank-
breaking £30(no VAT) including P&P.

RaspSoftBusinessCentre
Tel: 01274-671922

E-mail raspsoft@argonet.co.uk
WWW: http://www.argonet.

co. uk/business/s. dine/

Correction
Following my mention of ImageFS
from Alternative Publishing Ltdon
the June page, I was told that the
phone number was unobtainable. I
checked and sure enough it was -
even though the number was correct
as given on the packaging I had
receivedfrom Alternativeonly one
month before. I was therefore

surprised and pleased to see them at
Wakefield. On mentioning this the
only explanation seemed to be that
they had used some old packaging-
not a good idea if it also features old
telephone numbers.

Anyway the current and correct
telephone number for Alternative
Publishing Ltd is 0141-418 0881 -
apologies all round on my part but...

Contacting me
You can contact me, Mike

Tomkinson, by post at the usual

Acorn User address or by dropping
me an e-mailat: aubizniz@idg.co.uk

August 1998 Acorn User
http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/
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Order a PHOEBE 2100 and get a
CJE Bonus'

Details to be decided, but may be a free memory upgrade or ?
(£100 deposit reserves your place in the queue)

RiscPC System 1:
9MB (4+4+1), 1.2GB HD, CD-ROM & 14" SVGA 0.28mm £ 1120

RiscPC System 2:
34MB (32+2), 4.3GB HD, 586 133Mhz, PC Pro, Windows95,

PC Pro, 15" SVGA & CDROM £ 1750

Or have a system built to your specification at a competitive price.
These are completesystems including monitor, mainland Delivery and VAT.

A4 Flatbed Scanner Parallel Plustek Optic Pro 600x300 optically- £ 140
Inc Image master and Twain Driver

A4 Flatbed Scanner SCSI UMAX Astra 610S 600x300 optically- £ 200
Inc Imagemaster and Twain Driver

Canon BJC 4300 Colour Printer 720dpi £ 160

32MB RAM Simm £ 45

64MB RAM Simm £ 140

19" SVGA Monitor 0.28mm FST MPC 1600x1200 3 year warranty £ 600

4.3GB Quantum Fireball Hard Disc £ 160

8 Speed CD ROM Drives £ 405

New A7000*s 10MB from £ 400 — New RiscPC 700*s 18MB from £ 750

&ncs «*

Official Orders Welcome

CJE Micro's

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex
NORWICH COMPUTER SERVICES BN11 2EN

Tel : 01903 523222

Fax: 01903 523679

All prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5% email : sales@cje.co.uk
web : http://www.cje.co.uk

Ver38 86091



cover disc
Fixture Secretary RichardWalpole

This WimpBasic program allows you to mon
itor and schedule the fixtures for amateur

football competitions, it can handle
more than one competition simultane
ously. Launch IFixtureS in the usual way
and then click on the iconbar icon, a
toolbar will appear.
The first step is to enter a start date: A

Click on the green box below Season •
start, enter a date and click OK. The

program will look up the date you
have given and then amend it to
the nearest Saturday. If you want
to name the data enter a title in

Season Title.

You must now enter at least four

teams. Click on the Teams icon, a

menu will appear and you should choose
Full Database and this will give you a new I
window, for each team you must enter the
name and a symbol - a maximum of five
characters.

Next you need to set up the dates. At the far
right of the toolbar there's a box repeating
the season start date. The program will try to
fill in the end date box later, but you can put
in the date you think the last game will have
been played by - it can be changed at any
time.

The last main data is for competitions. Click
on the Comp icon and enter the competition
name and a code. The Competition type
brings up a menu offering Cup or League.

Forming fixtures
Before the fixtures can be created you specify

which teams are playing
.in which competition

.and which dates the

tcompetitions are to

be played on. The process
is similar for both.

Click on the calendar

icon - if the end date had not been set

a box will inform you that a computer
guess will be made and then you will

need to click on the calendar

again.
If all is well, a large grid
screen will appear. On

he left are dates, at the
top are the Competition
codes. To choose a date

click on the grid box
cross-referencing the date
and competition. Clicking
again in a ticked box will
cancel the choice.

Be sure to allow suffi

cient dates for all the

matches to be played.
Entering which teams
play in which competi
tions is very similar, ("lick
on the teams icon again
but choose Competitions
from the menu. A similar

Igrid to the last one will
appear and a tick shows
the team as entered.

Fixture maker
To automatically create fix

tures click on the Fixture Forming icon. A
window opens and a smiley face on the left
guides you through the choices. Choose the
competition and then choose the competi
tion from the menu. The next box will

change from Type to either League or Cup.
The smiley face will then be by Divisions if
it's a league competition or Number of
Winners if it's a cup competition.

Clicking on the Divisions icon brings up a
window in which you can name the divi
sions and specify how many teams there are
in each. This number must add up to the
number of teams entered. When you are sat
isfied click OK. If your maths arc wrong
nothing happens, otherwise the smiley face
moves down to Play each other.

Again click on the menu icon and you have
a choice of playing once or twice, choose the
one you want and again the smiley face

comprehensive
program are given i
in the programs *
manual supplie
both as an

Impression doc
ument and as a

text file.

moves down

to Selection

Method. If it was

a cup competition
instead of Play

each other you have a choice of playing to
one winner (normal) or three winners, used
when the top three go on to other
competitions.

Selection method
Clicking on the menu icon brings up a
choice of Computer Random draw where
you leave it all to the computer and the
draw will be made; Size: If you
have entered a number in the

teams database under Size the

teams will be sorted in

order of size and

entered into the com- /1

petition in that
order. Or you can do
it yourself.

Further details of

how to use this

Demos and
Freeware

• llconizBar- put your iconson a bar
• '.Office 98 version 0.37

• Latest revision to '.QuikBoot

• Another update to the IXuen toolkit

Regular items
• Mike Cook's sound sampler
• All the *INFO programs

L

Disc information
The software on these discs has been compressed using ArcFS 2 from
VTi, and are opened by running a copyof /ArcFS then double-clicking
on the archiveto open it. There isa copy of ArcFS on the disc.

Most software will run straight from the archive, but some
programs may need to be copied out of the archive before being
run, uncompressing them in the process. Any program that saves a
file to disc, for instance, will be unable to do so into the archives on
the disc.

Faulty disc?
If your disc is faulty, test whether it will verify by clicking with
Menu on the floppydrive icon and choosing Verify.

If it fails to verifyor is physically damaged you should return it
to TIB, TIB House, 11 Edward Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD4 7BH.

If it verifies successfully return it to the Acorn User editorial office
at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover disc has been checked for viruses using
Killer version 3.001 from Pineapple Software.

August 1998 Acorn User
http://www.idg.co.uk/acornuser/
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Clone

Just when you thought all the fuss over
the new Peanut portable had died down,

another company steps out of the wings
and says "Urn, we've got an Acorn clone
too". And they have, it's the Medi from
MicroDigital.

The Medi is based around an A7000+

motherboard which means a 48MHz

ARM7500FE running RISC OS 3.7 - not
lightning fast, but a very serviceable speed
for normal tasks.

The most important features of this
machine - as it is just an A7000+ inside -
are the differences: The hard disc system
uses the IDFFS developed by one of
MicroDigital's sister companies and as such
has partitioning and very thorough pass
word protection.

Unlike the A7000 design which has one

Company facts
We asked DavidAtkins of MicroDigital to tell
us about his company and the new machine.

Ali: Who are MicroDigital?
DA: MicroDigital are an arm of Focus-IT, a
family owned partnership formed in1993 to
develop hardware add-ons for Eltec
Computers, a large Acorn dealer owned by AB
Electronics PLC then Hugh Symons PLC, both
in their time Acorn distributors.

As with all markets, the Acorn market has

evolved and to keep pace we have
had to modify and

adapt our corporate

aims. This in turn

necessitated our

setting and
implementing flexible

objectives; not only to

ensure that we meet the

needs of a changing market

place,but by the development
of strategic divisions to greatly
improve our opportunities to

24 Acorn User August 1998
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report on an amazing developm

succeed. In June

1996 we redefined

our medium term

corporate aim and set
two objectives by

which we intend achieving

our aim,without going into the
rationale behind the objectives:

1. Developand market a computer

system.
2. Developand market innovative
software to go with it.

\U: Why didyou go for RISC
OS?

DA: To achieve our

first objective

realistically designing a

processor and operating
system from scratch was a

non-starter, so we had two

options:

1. Windows on a Pentium

. RISC OS on an ARM

From market research

we identified

Home/Home educational

market as the best fit to

our strengths and

weaknesses.

We looked closelyat the
Pentium/Windows combination and

decided that for our market, the continual

upgradepath of this technology was far too
expensive for the market. Easeof use was
also taken into account while Windows looks

good it was not as easy to use as RISC OSand,
of course, there is the support issue.

We also felt that the Pentium processor is

nearing the end of its development cycle
while the ARM is not yet on the steep rise on

its development.

So,putting these two facts together, we
decided that while initially sales would be less

than those if we took the Intel route, in the

medium to long term Acorn's technology

esented the better investment.



AU:Howwas the designworkdone?
DA: Idid the initial designon myown RISC
OSmachine and then exported the result as a
DXF file to a high-power CAD machine.The
output fromthis is then fed directly to the
machines that cutand bend the metalshapes.
AU: Why "Medi"?
Thecomputerall but nameditself. Having
decidedon our target market, we felt that the
normal office colours, multilightgrey,were
inappropriate - we want a homecomputerto
be both exciting and non-threatening,
something that looks easy to use. We
spent a long time selecting
colours that met this

profile.

The colours

selected are a vivid

blue and pearl green.
The colours are a

result of a new process,two
coat powder finish. This involves the
normalone coat powder coating processes
being carried out twice, the second time while

the first coat is still hot from the ovens. This

podule slot and an optional CD-
ROM drive slot, which are
mutually exclusive, the Medi has
a CD-ROM drive as standard and

two podule slots, both of which
can be used. Using another piece
of existing hardware, the Medi
also has a standard 8-bit sound

digitiser.
The box returns to the A5000-

style metal case but unlike that
machine the front piece is also
metal - it's a very chunky
machine. The colours are totally
outrageous - deep blue and pale
green - while the logo is yellow.

The main problem I have with the
machine is the use of an 80Mb hard disc.

While it's true that on RISC OS machines

"Weare always keen lo expand the uses
of our technology and MicroDigital's
Medi represents just one more excellent
opportunity."-Chris Cox, Acorn

new process gives the colours

depth or levels of colour, a

consequence of
which is the computer
changes colour
dependingon the light
- the result is a very
Mediterranean look, hence

the name Medi.

AU: You havementioned disgruntled
PC users as partof yourtargetmarket, can
you explain why?

DA:This group believed the

"industry standard" lie,

only to find out there's
no such standard. While

large companies can
afford to write down

assets against tax, the home

user cannot afford the many
hardwareand software upgrades

thrust onto the captive market.
So this group has two choices:

Stay with the expensive,ageing PC
technology byreplacing processors, memory,

Clone
35

you don't need huge hard discs for nor
mal activities, connection to the ffj
Internet and digitising sound is going
to grab a lot of space. Booting up the ^
machine gives the standard messages
you would expect on a RISC OS mm
machine, but you get a Medi logo
before the standard Acorn screen.

David Atkins of MicroDigital
explained that they deliberately kept in
the Acorn screen because they want

every owner to know whose operating sys
tem they're using.

This machine is only the first step for
MicroDigital, the next one involves produc
ing their own motherboard, hopefully with
a StrongARM chip or perhaps an ARMS.

Only time will tell as to whether
MicroDigital can make this machine into a
real success -but by it's mere existence
it makes Acorn that much stronger. Au

hard disc drives and software, the

cost of which is almost

equivalent to the cost

of the original
computer, or cut their

osses and upgrade to
RISC technology with its

stable, fully-featured GUI and
operating system plus associated

ow running cost.

Our market research indicates that a

considerable number will choose the latter

route.

AU:How willyou sell it to these
disenchanted PC users?

DA: PC readers will be reached on a rotational

basis with the message that MicroDigital
replacement windows cost less and last longer.
AU: What plansdoyou have for the future?
DA:This machine isonly the first step for us,
we intend to replace the motherboard with
our own as soon as possible. We do have

quite a few ideas that are near readiness and

won't be resting on our laurels - you'll be the
first to know.

August 1998 Acorn User
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http://members.aol.com/artexsoft

1
tales of mystery

the ultimate egyptian adventure game

featuring high quality graphics, cd-audia tracks
and a quest yau will never forget...

IJ IT 1
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out now for

RISC-PC / CD-ROM
distributed by r-comp interactive



"HTMLEdit [v3] is
the outright winner"

Acorn User. Sept 97

"The only HTML editor
worth considering"

Acorn Publisher. August 97

"[HTMLEdit] is going
to be hard to beat"

Rise User. July 97

"Using the program
is simplicity itself"

Archimedes World. June 97

"The editor and

browser are superb..."
Archive. September 97

LockSmith £15

& PCSound Pro 2

now out too! £40

Next Generation

WWW Authoring For RiscOS

AH the tools you need for £105!

The press agree with us when we say that our RiscOS Web
Authoring solutions set new standards in power and ease of use.
Now, in our quest to produce an even more integrated and
powerful solution, we've put together a single pack containing:

HTMLEdit 4+: Java support, sound and music, link and image
checking, syndax colouring and OLE.... £53

Enhanced Web Toolkit: Visual frames, tables, animations,

maps, palette control, drawfile conversion... £30

WebSpell: A complete HTML-aware spelling checker £15

Webster XL: The latest version of our hot new browser with

frames, tables, forms, sound and JavaScript. £25

Also, check out our new SiteMaster for absolute control over your whole site! £25

R-Comp, 22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS
Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 Email: rcomp@rcomp.co.uk rcii@rcomp.co.uk



Simon Kiff looks at

several patches for RISC
OS to see just how useful

they are

There are now many patches which
improve the very way in which RISC OS

itself works, improving the function or
adding brand new features. Many of these
patches arc simple modules which can be
run in the Hoot sequence, while others
need installation. Either way they tend to

28

Filer

Display

Dir. 'Archives*

Select all *A

Clear selection ~Z

Options

New directory

Open parent B

The improved Filer menu structure

Acorn User August 1998
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Access

be unobtrusive and you only notice them
when you need to use them.

QuickFiler - David Thomas
Qitkkfiler adds key presses to many of the
Filer's functions. It lets Filer windows gain
the input focus and then the function keys
and control-key combinations let you
change the display, access restrictions etc.
For example, click on an application and
press Control+H and it will load the help file.

1 found this program very useful, even if
you forget it's there it won't do you any
harm. It can speed up tasks like deleting
files as you simply select the files and hit
the Acorn standard Control+X.

Protected T5

Unprotected T6

Cool Switch - Wonderworks
This is a somewhat controversial piece of
software, if only because it is a blatant rip-
off of Microsoft Windows' Alt+Tab window

selector.

When you have many programs running
at once (such is the flexibility of RISC OS),
it is easy to lose a window that you need
within the 'stack'. This program imple
ments a window from which you can

Extrakeys,
MenuClose, Spaced
Files and TextCopy -
Justin Fletcher
Justin Fletcher is well renowned for his

patches of the operating system and he has
probably added more features over the
past few years than anyone else. All these
four are modules which can be added to

the Boot sequence and don't make them
selves visible until you need them.

Extrakeys providesa few macroswhich
people find useful as ALT-char combina
tions. These include single and double
sexed quotes ("&") the current time and
date in several formats, and even your own
address. This is the kind of module I see

being used by someone well-experienced
with RISC OS, who is looking to save time

wherever possible.
MenuClose saves you reaching for the

keyboard if you wish to iconisea window



Where has file manager
gone?

choose any
task currently
open, simply
by pressing
Alt+Tab, and
pressing Tab
until you have
highlighted the
one you want.

Like Quick
Filer it is un

obtrusive. You

would never

know it is there

unless you accidentally pressed Alt+Tab.

Freemem - Alan Gibson
Everyone has seen free memory programs
before and many of us already have them
in our Boot sequence. They simply sit on
the iconbar keeping an up-to-date display
of how much RAM you have spare for
applications to use and this one is as
capable as any I have seen.

It has two options. Firstly to use its own
font or to use your current desktop font

Freemem is fairly unobtrusive

(which will be system font on most pre-
Risc PC machine) and secondly a quick
option, which means it updates less often.
It takes very little memory itself and I find
it very useful, though less so since getting
more RAM. On my A5000 it comes in
much more handy since memory is always
tight.

onto the pinboard. Instead of holding Shift
and clickingon the close icon, you hold Menu
down over the close icon and click Select. This

two clickcombination emulates Shift being
held down, and the window disappears onto
your backdrop.

Fora long time, RISC OS has been without
spaces in file names. It has always been possi
ble to simulate a spaceusing the 'second
space' created by Alt+Space, but this is not
easily then included in Boot files and so on.
Spaced Files automatically converts an ordi
nary space into an acceptable Alt+Space,so
that it appears you have a space in the file
name. As Justin himself says, it's purely
cosmetic, but we can't have Windows 95

users showing us up, can we?

The final program from Justin is the one I
find most useful. TextCopy has two basic
functions. Firstly, it lets you drop a text file
into any writable icon under RISC OS. For
example, if you saved a URL as a text file, you
could drop it into your address book.
Secondly, it allows you to pick up any

Autofocus and ToplconBar -
Vincent Lefevre
ToplconBar provides one of the new fea
tures of RISC OS for older machines - that

of bringing the iconbar to the front if you
move the pointer to the bottom of the
screen. That sounds simple, but how many
times have you lost the iconbar at the back
of the window stack and been forced to

press Shift-F12 to bring it forward? This is
a quicker solution and the iconbar disap
pears again after you've moved the pointer
away.

Autofocus causes the window under the
mouse pointer to gain the input focus (i.e.
the title bar turns yellow). I don't person
ally find this useful, but there are so
many of these programs around that
somebody must like them! The only real
problem I see is that if you click in a
writable icon, then lean forward to type
into it with the keyboard and knock your
mouse, the pointer leaves the window and
removes the caret from the writable. This

caused me irritation on a number of

occasions!

Conclusions
I suppose the best way to conclude a
round-up like this would be to ask which
software I am actually using as a result of
trying all these programs out. Well, I now
am the happy booter of QuickFller, since I
am so used to pressing Control+X to delete
that translating that to Filer windows
seems incredibly useful.

Currently I am not using CoolSwitch
since I do not often seem to lose windows

around the desktop, and it is a little too
similar to Windows for my liking.

I am using Freemem because it uses
such a negligible amount of memory, and

Name

Desktop enhancers

occupies a tiny fraction of the iconbar. It
provides a useful function without trying
to be clever. As I probably made clear
before, I am not a fan of autofocus pro
grams because they can be extremely
irritating, but ToplconBar is useful on my
A5000 since it cannot run the new win

dow manager which has this feature as
standard.

As for Justin's patches - 1 really wouldn't
be without them. They are invisible until
you need them, and extremely useful
when you do. How many times have you
come across some text you want to put
into, or take out of an icon?

Next month I'll be looking at programs
which let you organise your desktop better -
from button bars and program launchers to
diaries and phone books. Aj T

Product details
Quick Filer

http:/fwww.tristone.co.uk/davespace

Cool Switch

http://www. wonderworks,co.uk/free

Freemem

AlanGibson (no URL yet)

Autofocus&ToplconBar
http:/Avww.ens-lyon.fr/~vlefevre/acorn/
riscpc-eng.html

Extrakeys, MenuClose, SpacedFiles &
TextCopy

httptfusers.essex.ac.uk.8000/acorn/

Create new sprite

newspritej i
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writable icon in RISC OS

and drop it elsewhere as
a text file.

With the two func

tions combined you can
copy the contents of one
writable into another by

dragging from one to the
other. This lets you copy
items around in address

books, grab URLs from
any Web browser and
save them onto your
hard disc. Of course it

allows you to bypass the
copying of a file by
either holding down
Shift, which copies the
filename (instead of file

contents) to the writable

icon, or by holding down
Control,which hands the accepting of the
file into the writable icon over to the pro
gram itself. I now frequently use this patch, it

Palette (% colour

Cancel OK

Just grab a writable icon and out pops a text file!

saves so much typing and is otherwise
transparent.
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Over the past couple of years, the quality
of output from computers both in

terms of graphics and sound has increased
dramatically. Whereas a relatively short
time ago we would have been happy with
the 8-bit output of the early Archimedes
range, the latest machines from Acorn are
capable of so much more.

With the impending arrival of Phoebe
2100, sound output on Acorn computers
looks set to get better still, plus with the
ability to utilise high-end PCI audio cards,
the Acorn sonic scene has never looked (or

sounded) better.
One of the first rules of setting up a good

hi-fi is to make sure that the output device
- the speaker or speakers - is as good as you
can get. It's no use having digital-quality
sound being played on a tinny little built-
in job. What you really need are a pair of
decent, separate speakers capable of repro
ducing the frequency range produced by
the latest software and hardware.

Because of the current big interest in
home music making, plus the massive PC
games market, the choice of speakers is
phenomenal. There are now systems to suit
every situation and budget and in this
review I've tried to cover different types of
each. Whether you're just a occasional
games fan, or you're serious about making
music at home, this review should give you
a good idea of what's on offer.

Acorn User August 1998
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The speakers
Before 1 continue, I just want to mention a
few words about how I've reviewed the var

ious systems. Obviously sound quality is
important, but just as important to some
people is the practicality. So, I've devised
four categories and given each system a
score out of 10 for each one.

These are:

• Looks - or how the system fits in with
the rest of your computer setup;

• Music sound - a mark based on the

quality of music played via the speakers,
from music CDs in your CD-ROM drive;

• Game/other sound - the quality of
reproduction of game sound effects and/or
other non-music software, and finally;

• Practicality - how easy it is to set up
the speakers and how much physical space
that they take up.

PCWorksCSWIOOand

SoundWorks CSW200

(Creative Labs)
First off are the PCWorks CSW100 and

SoundWorks CSW200 speakers from
Creative Labs. These are an extremely com
pact design and both are accompanied by a
larger sub-woofer to provide the bass. The
three speaker design also means that it's
possible to contain all the amplification
circuitry in one unit - in this case the sub-
woofer - and the left and right speakers can
be both small and light in weight.

Setting up the CSW100/CSW200 is a sim
ple case of plugging them into a sound
source via a 3.5mm stereo socket (like that
on the back of the Rise PC) and powering
them up. The speakers are driven using a
12V power unit (complete with fitted plug)
that comes supplied as part of the package.

Unlike most computer speakers, the
CSW100/CSW200 are supplied with more
than enough cable and it's even possible to
stretch them from one side to the other of

an average room. This made it easy to set
them up in just the right position while
still being able to tuck away any loose
wires. A handy volume remote control

SoundWorks CSW200

means that they can even be placed out of
reach safe in the knowledge that you don't
need to fiddle around behind them to

change the output level.
After turning the speakers on there was

no discernible humming (always a good
sign) and it was only once some sound was
pumped through them that they burst into
life.

To be honest, I'd not expected much
from such tiny speakers but I was more
than impressed. On a noisy game like
Doom, the output was excellent, especially
when the sub-woofer kicked in for the bass

frequencies. High notes were equally as

Comparison Table
Looks Music Game Practicality Overall

PCWorks CSW100 7 8 8 9 32

SoundWorks CSW200 7 9 8 9 33

Labtec LCS-2420 8 8 8 8 32

Labtec LCS-1224 8 7 7 8 30

Yamaha YSTM100 9 10 10 7 36
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PCWorks CSW100

clear. As a rather more melodic test, I tried
the speakers while running ESP's MIDI
software synthesiser.

Again, the results were extremely good
with the "real" instruments such as oboes,
violins and pianos sounding just like, well,
real instruments. Other music programs
such as the various tracker players fared
equally well with excellent reproduction
in all cases.

All in all, both the CSW100 and CSW200
performed extremely well. The CSW200s
are the more expensive of the two, justified
as they have a distinct edge over their
smaller brother. Both sets are ideal for an

average computer setup where sound is
important - go for the CSW200s if you can
afford it.

Labtec LCS-2420 & LCS-1224
Next up are the Labtec LCS-2420 and LCS-
1224. Both sets of speakers are
mains-powered and both sets come in the
usual grey/cream finish favoured by
peripheral manufacturers. While the
Labtec LCS-2420 are supplied with a sub-
woofer as standard, the Labtec LCS-1224
aren't, although they do have a rather
nifty spacialiser built-in which is meant to
give a 3D effect to the sound.

Setting up both sets is easy, although the
two-pin plugs on the power supplies meant

LCS-1224

a quick trip down to the local electrical
shop for a converter before I could plug
them in. The cabling, while not as long as
that supplied with the Cambridge
Soundworks CSW100/200s, is adequate for
the job and allows the speakers to be
placed far enough apart for a decent stereo
effect.

One point that Labtec are keen to stress
is a rather odd bracket device that's sup
posed to be fitted on the top of your
monitor, on to which the speakers can be
mounted. This is meant to do away with

the need for trailing wires everywhere
although I prefer to have the speakers fur
ther apart. I was also concerned that
having the speakers so close to the monitor
might affect the picture (have you ever put
a strong magnet next to a television?)
although fortunately this wasn't the case.

Soundwisc, the Labtecs performed well
but not as well as either the

CSW100/CSW200S or the Yamaha YST

M100/MSW10. They're fine for the average
user who wants to play the occasional
game, or bit of music, but anything too
taxing like a booming bass was jusl a bit
too much for either set.

LCS-240

To be honest, the two sets of Labtecs are

to the speaker world what the Ford F.scort
is to the car world. They're nothing spec
tacular although what they do, they do
well. To sum up, they're ideal for those on
a budget.

Yamaha YST-M100 speakers
& YST-MSW10 sub-woofer

Last, and by no means least, are the
Yamaha YST-MlOOs. Unlike the other

speakers in this test, the cases are not the
usual plastic but are actually made from
chipboard, just like those for audio hi-fi. In
fact, if it wasn't for the colour, a slightly
off-white cream, it's hard to tell the differ
ence - both in terms of looks and sound

quality - between these and normal hi-fi
speakers.

Setting up the Yamaha YST-MlOOs is
simple, although the size of the cabinets
and the relatively short length of cable
between them means that you need plenty
of extra desk space to house them. The

Sub-woofers
Forthose not up on speaker jargon, a sub-
woofer issimply a single speakerdesigned
specifically to reproduce lowfrequency
sounds. Without getting too deep into
acoustics, sufficeto say that you only need
one sub-woofer which can be placed

anywhere in a room,unlikenormalspeakers.
Mostsub-woofers are quite large and

work by pushing a volumeof air through a
hole to produce the bass notes. On its own,

a sub-woofer can sound almost inaudible,

but with normal speakersplaying alongside,
the effect is amazing.

Audio

YST-M100

speakers have their own built-in power
supply and connect directly to the mains.
They also have the option of being linked
to a separate sub-woofer (the Yamaha YST-
MSW10) which in turn requires an
additional power source. For this reason,
I've given them a relatively low score for
practicality.

In use, the speakers performed superbly.
Effects from games became almost believ
able and I just can't wait to hear what
Quake II might sound like through such a
system. Music software was pushed to the
limit with MIDI playback being especially
good. Just for a quick test, I tried playing
an audio CD through my CD-ROM player
and the resulting sound was as good if not
better than that from my midi hi-fi.

If you want the best and you have the
money, these are the speakers to buy. For
the same price you could buy a separate
hi-fi amp and speakers although I think
you'd be hard pushed to tell the difference
in sound quality. I reckon they're also the
best looking of the bunch and of course,
would make an ideal partner for the
Phoebe 2100.

Conclusion
By far the best speakers are the Yamahas
although they were also the most expen
sive. The Cambridge PC Works and
SoundWorks are fine as all-rounders and

the Labtecs make an ideal choice for those

on a budget.
In part two of this review, I'll be looking

at a few more makes of computer speaker,
plus I'll be doing a comparison with
Wharfedale's latest in their Diamond

series, the (active) Diamond 7s.
Av

Product details
Availibility:Contact your ocal dealer

RRP (inc VAT)

Yamaha YST-M100 £119

YST-MSW10 Sub-woofer £99.99

Labtec LCS-1224 £59.99

Labtec LCS-2420 £59.99

PCWorks CSW100 £39.00

SoundWorks CSW200 £99.00
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Labtec competition

We've got four
sets of the LCS-1224 and LCS-

2420 speakers to give away
courtesy of Labtec. All you have to do to

enter our competition is answer the
questions and send back your completed

entry form to the address below.
Closing date for entries is 1 October 1998.

LCS-2420 features
t Newestthree-piece space-saving

speaker system

• Dynamic Bass Equalisation-
activelyadjusts the bass for
distortion-free sound

• Ported Enclosures - specially
designed to reduce distortion

t Max-X drivers help to deliver
increased bass response, volume
and overall dynamic range and
speaker efficiency

• ClearDeskMounting system -
suspendsspeakers from monitor
using no desk space

• Crossoverfrequency -180Hz

ower output 20 watts RMS

Labtec
THE COMPUTER AUDIO EXPERTS'

Acorn User August 1998
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op £59.99

C M*< ffUK

LCS-1224 features
• Built-in headphone microphone pass

through and subwoofer jacks

t Spatializer™ 3D sound technology for a
surround-sound experience

• Labtec's Clear Desk bracket for secure

mounting of the speakers to any monitor
(up to 21 inch)

• One-touch mute button allows easy
reduction of output by 20dB without
exiting apps

• Three inch, high excursion Max-X drivers
for maximum performance and quality

t Power output of 10 watts RMS at one per
cent distortion

• Frequency response is 70Hzto 20,000Hz

Labtec competition entry form
1. What type of experiencedoes the
Spatializer™sound technology give?

O Surreal
O Surround-sound
K_J Mind-blowing

2. What type of speaker mountingsystem do
Labtec use?

O Tidy Desk
O Clear Desk
O Empty Desk
3. What type of drivers are used with Labtec's
speakers?

O IMAX
O Maxl
O Max-X
If Iam a winner Iwould prefer the

Name.

Address.

Postcode.

Tel

Send your entry form to AcornUser Labtec
Speaker Competition, IDG Media, Media House,
Adlington Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 4NP

I am a current AcornUsersubscriber • Yes • No

I I Please tickIfyoudonotwish toi
literature

clve additional promotional

Closing date for entries is 1 October, 1998.
O LCS-1224 speakers O LCS-2420 speakers The Editor's decision is final



Phoebe is Coming to Town
Q 32Mb SDRAM

a 6.4Gb Hard drive

• 32 speed CDROM
Q 15" AOC digital monitor
Q 4Mb VRAM

• RiscOS 4 operating system
• 3 standard Acorn expansion slots
Q 4 built in PCI sockets

• 233 MHz SA processor
• E1DE interface for up to 4 drives
• 15" liyama monitor - add £150.00

Acorn A7000*
Multimedia system

Special Offers only from AJS
15" AOC monitor - £50.00

17" AOC monitor - £150.00
(When ordered with Phoebe)

£1499*00

Typical trade-in allowance
on old systems

RiscPC - £450 A5000 - £200

A4000 - £125 A3020 - £100

Please phone for a firm quote

Q 24 Speed CDR0M
• ARM7500FE processor

• 14" SVGA monitor

• 8MB RAM

Q 12 months warranty

£795.00
Substantial discounts for

quantity orders
Network A7000s also available

Strtmgarw RiscPC
Still going strong!

Q 20Mb RAM

a 1.7Gb Hard drive

Q 32 speed CDROM
• 233 MHz SA processor
• 15" AOC digital monitor
Q Stereo speakers
• 1MB VRAM £975.00

AOC 17" Monitor
0.26 dot pitch

Shuttle control knob

30-85KHz Horiz

50- 130Hz Vertical
100MHz Bandwidth

3 year warranty

£225.00

Second Hand RiscPC Ethernet Cards
Q BNC and RJ45 (Combo)
Q DCI4 software
• Flash ROM
Q 12 months warranty
• Suitable for all RiscPCs and A7000s

£55*00

Second Hand Equipment
RiscPC600 - £475.00

A5000 - £250.00

A4000 - £150.00

A3020 - £125.00
A30I0 - £95.00

A3000 - £65.00

AKF60 - £65.00
AKF50 - £85.00

AKFI8 - £75.00
AKF40 - £65.00

CUB3000 - £45.00

SX33 PC Cards for RiscPC - £40.00

Castle Technologies SCSI II cards - £40.00
Nexus interface cards - £25.00

These are sample prices. Please phone for
a firm quote and for availability.

All prices plus VAT and carriage (carriage £10.00 on larger items, postage £4.00 on small items)

Official orders welcome from Schools, Colleges, Government Depts. and nationally recognised PLC s Visa and Access accepted

Unit 26

East Hanningfield Estate
Old Church Road

East Hanningfield
Essex CM3 SAB

(.between Chelmsford
and Southend)

sales 01245 400066

technical 01245 400034
fax 01245 400014

email sales@ajscoinps.deinon.co.uk
http://ivivMr.ajsconips.demon.co.uk
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Graphics

Steve Turnbuii explores a new dimension in
graphics for the Internet

There are several criteria on which to

judge Web pages, the two most impor
tant are its content and its aesthetic value.

It's the second of these which is addressed

by !WebFX3D from Dansoft Developments
- not that it will guarantee good graphics
but it gives you the tools for creating an
interesting variety.

Essentially it allows you to turn 2D
objects in draw format into 3D
objects with a variety of light
ing and colouring effects. The
draw objects can be derived
from any source that produces
draw files, or from within the

program itself from text using
any font you happen to have.

The program also comes with a couple of
add-ons which generate specific types of
shape and bypass the draw file stage:
'.Spheroid and '.Torus. The first step is to

Figure I:Rendering a simple squaredrawfile

either drag in a draw file or
enter some text and the

font you want. You can then
adjust the aspect ratio (does it
look squashed or stretched, this
also works on imported draw files)

and, most importantly,
the type of 3D look you
want.

Imagine a square, then
imagine it "extruded" into the
third dimension so it has thick

ness. The way the front face is
joined to the back face can be

defined as flat, curved or bevelled,

the latter two can be convex or con

cave with respect to the object itself.
You can see an example of a curved join in
Figure I.

Once you're satisfied with the options
you click on Generate and the program

34 Acorn User August 1998
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converts the whole image into polygons -
the mesh - that it uses for rendering. The
time needed for this depends on the com
plexity of the object, and the processor
speed. I was using a Rise PC 600 for this
review and creating the mesh for the
"Smooth" example took about two
minutes.

You are then presented with the main 3D
screen, it's here that you control the cam
era position, object colour and shininess,
and have access to the plug-ins which can
be used to distort the mesh, the ones



supplied are called Bend, Scale, Twist and
Wave.

Both plug-ins and add-ons use an open
architecture and Dansoft look forward to

other interesting additions.
From the menu you can get to a number

of further dialogue boxes, the main
options such as whether the mesh should
be displayed as wireframe, solid or both -
for complex images the wireframe option
is a must though you can get away with
more complex ones with a faster processor.

If the solid option is used you can select
various render options: Whether to have
lighting highlights or not; whether to use
directional lights; have atmospheric effects
or use lighting attenuation.

Other dialogue boxes are the
Atmosphere control, which allows you to
produce a fog effect, the fogging level and
colour is configurable. There's also a scene
gallery, the various options that have been
set for a given scene can be saved under a
specific name and then re-activated in a

different scene later on, partic
ularly useful if you're

trying to achieve a
consistency of
design.

From the

main window

or the menu

you can also go
to the lighting

window which

presents three orthog
onal views plus a smaller version of the
main display. From here you control the
overall lighting level (the ambient light)
plus the position and colour of individual

Figure II: A square punctured with the shapeof
an H was created in Artworks and then

exported as a draw file to WebFX3D. The first
example wastoo complex- but WebFX3D didn't
crash, it issued a warning saying it couldn'tdo
it. The simplerversionworked fine

Graphics

The lighting control window: Nota lotof style

Colour Selector

Set

Themain editwindow: Styleround the edges The colour selector - why isn't thetitle inthetitle bar?

lights, you can also set their attenuation
levels, which are activated and de-acti
vated globally from the main options
window.

Attenuation is defined by two circles set
concentrically around a light, the lighting
effect is at full power up to the inner circle
and then drops to nothing at the outer cir
cle. Using this you can half-light an object
- which could then be rotated if you were
creating an animated image. From the

main window menu there are two options
for saving. You can save the display as an
unshaded draw file - it will appear more or
less the way the mesh does on screen. The
other option is as a VRML file which is a
popular 3D viewing technique used on the
Web.

Once you've created the image that you
like it's time to render it and there are a lot

of options you can use. You can control
the size of the output image in pixels; how
the rendering is done, whether z-buffer
and/or anti-aliasing are used which can
significantly improve the final quality of
rendering. You can also set the background
colour to pure white or pure black
independent of the scene description.

Drop shadows are de riguer for Web
graphics and you can add
one at the render stage,
this has lots of useful

options such as rela
tive positioning,
transparency,
sharpness and so
on.

Another impor
tant feature is the

ability to create anima
tion, these are fairly limited
in some respects: Youcan rotate the object;
zoom it back and forwards; fade into the
background or you can make the lights cir
cle the object. There's an example of this
in the "smooth" sequence.

There are also a whole set of output for
mats you can use: 16 million colour sprite,
256 colour sprite, JPEG, Targa and PBM.
For the 256 colour sprite you can have the
standard Acorn colour set, an optimised set
of 256 colours or a grey scale.

After rendering a save window pops up
and you can save the image out.

5
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The interface
Up to now I have made a point of not
referring to the user interface, and before I
do I want to make it absolutely clear that I
think this is an excellent product. It works
very well and does the job it's designed to
do without crashing - it hasn't fallen over
at all-but...

The initial create window is innovative

(for an Acorn program) and very stylish.
The design is carried through partly into

the main window, but is never seen
again. In fact, the other windows some
times look like Acorn windows and

sometimes look like nasty Windows-
hybrids. This doesn't stop it working, but
is irritating.

The "analogue" controls in the create
window are fine except that sometimes it's
difficult to set the exact value you want.
The ability to type-in values would be
appreciated.

The main window redraw code needs

some work, because on a non-StrongARM

machine the

redraw testing of screen areas that
absolutely do not need it slows things
down horrendously - you can switch to
wireframe display, of course.

In the lighting window I want to be able
to double-click on a light and have the
edit window appear, not have to move the
mouse up to the icon every time. I'd also
prefer to be able to Adjust-click the Set
button to keep dialogue boxes on screen,
or have an Apply button. Which would

also alleviate the screen redraw speed
problems.

Currently there is no way to save
the object you're working on at the

Smooth

s***\&**

Figure III: Rendering a single,
white word with a drop
shadow, plusan animation
using circulating coloured
lights
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intermediate stage before rendering.
So if you get interrupted you're

stuck. Just saving the mesh would be
useful, being able to save all the

options would be ideal.

The manual
The program comes with a
main manual, a hints and
tips booklet and an online
help manual. The elec
tronic help is not based on
StrongEd but a home
grown program.

I find this a bit annoy
ing for two reasons: For a
start it means I have yet
another electronic manual

format, but more impor
tantly the one supplied isn't

very good. The content is fine and I have
used it successfully, but it's limited. For
example, it doesn't reformat the text to
the new window width if I reduce it, and

that means I can't have a narrow window

at the side of the screen with the text in it.

The manual has no tutorial section. The

first part describes the controls in each sec
tion as you would use it and there is some
explanatory text, but it really could have
done with some worked examples illustrat
ing how to implement the main features. It
took a fair bit of experimentation before I
started producing the effects that I really
wanted, instead of just interesting accidents.

Summary
Despite my comments about the user
interface this is a worthwhile product, it
provides a low-cost way of producing
some excellent graphical effects that have
not been available before.

It's at version one and I feel that

Dansoft should spend some time cleaning
up the front-end before they start develop
ing the graphics end further. If you want
good Web graphics - or graphics for some
other application - this program is a A
must. i±V

Product details
Product: WebFX3D

Price: £34 (no VAT, inc P&P) Orders

only accepted from UK or NZ
at present.

Supplier: Dansoft Developments, P.O.
Box 18855 Christchurch, New

Zealand.

UKAgent: Dansoft Developments UK,
P.O. Box 1955,Leigh-on-Sea,
Essex SS9 5BF

Fax: -1-64/3 3884362

E-mail: dansoft@dansoft.co.uk

Web: www.dansoft.co.nz

Requirement : Minimum 4Mb, RISCOS 3.1,

hard disc. For serious work

over 8Mb and StrongARM

recommended.
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The protected educational desktopforRiscOS

• Easyto use &install
• Protectscomputers t software
•Supportsmultiple classes/pupils
• Disables desktopescaperoutes
• Keepspupilsworksale &secure
•Only allows aceesstospecified apps/files
• RequiresRiseOS3&harddisk

•Scots2070.AVital utility lorallhard drive computers."
Arc World

1 reccomend thisapproach.'
Acorn User

The Font Editor

"-much HskttouM than Fan:£0-
NaJty rtcomran**vtl net rotfi Ihtmoney.

Arrtv.tUa, l«3

• Enthusiasts version of FontRend •
•Loads alltypesofAcorn outline fonts <
• Export andImport as Drawfiles <
• Loadsandrepairsfaulty fonts •
• Make boldoropenfontsautomatically •
• Easy to use toolbars <
•On-line manual andrealtime helpsystem
•Inbuilt Kerning editorand MlscDataeditor

Easilyscallolda font
Flipcharactershorizontally or vertically
Makes small capsautomatically
Extend, Condense,Oblique e.t.c.
Edit Outlines, Skeletons c.t.c.
Saveout protectedlonts
Savefontscompletewithkerning
OS 3.1 or later, 8MBRAM& hard disk

How do you produce
complicated reports

in seconds
• Contains 100's of statements
• Easily addyourownphrases
• Works withANY wordprocessor
• Havemultiple statementbanks
• Keepstatementsingroups
• Keep pupilnamesinclasses
• Editanyexistingstatements
• Comprehensive on screen manual

"Excellent, takes thetoiloutolreport writing.
Mr I. Midlands

'Constructing thereport is really very simple...a godsend."
Rise User

9

FQ®,
Thedesktop network for2 co
• Connect any2 RiseOs3 machines
• Share hard disks 4 CD-Roms
• Unique Network Printing system
• Transferfiles &applications
•Senda receivemessages
• Supports highspeedserial cards
• Maximum speed over50Kpersecond

Supplied without cable but
with wiring diagram

'...hail theprice 14 times thespeed.
(SerialNET) hasgottobethewinner."

Archive Jan 1997

TabieCalc
Spreadsheet and Table Generator

• OLE Links withImpression, onlyuses 260K
' Point&Click expression editing
• Export as TableCalc, Draw andCSV
• Insert 1 delete columns before & after cursor

• Adjust cellsizesby dargging
• WYSISYG displaywithuser definable styles
•Simple andeasyto use buttonbar
• Multiple filesinmemory /cut &paste
• Usesfull24bitcolourSsupportsinteractive help

'...shouldgive theproducersol Schema"
ResultzandEureka something tothink about"

Acom User March 1995

. nrnivWnrkO

The Font CD fo
"...very good...excellent valuelormoney."

Archive Feb 1997
"...NDT reallydoes do whatit claims."

Richard Hallas Acom Publisher

"...NDTfonts are even better..."
Geott Preston Acom User

"...something loralldtpusers..."
Acom Publisher Vol3lss3 ....

"...produces superior results." Al1 ,on,s mi hinled usin9 our NDT sys>em
AcomPublisher Vol!Issi ' Totally eliminates dropoutat anypointsize

"...high qualily lonts.excellent value..." Sophisticated scaffold trees toensure alignment
Computer Shopper '*"weights have custom designed kern pairs

lnr>IiiHoc 'Linear "n,ted !CaHollls within eacn character
I(101 LIU cb . Fully compatible with other outline lonts
•FontPack277(rrp£25.00) •FontToolkit (rrp00.00) -.-_——.
•Font Pack 298 (rrp £25.00) •250* bonus lonts (rrp £20.00) | N K] pwcxcpx*
•Font Pack 312 (rrp £25.00) •Blackletter Pack (rrp £15,00) LNJi>LJr«*"^W

• Supportsboth DMC andAnchorcolours.
• ProducedesignsIrombitmapsorfromscratch.
• Drawon the canvas withcircles, lines e.t.c.
• Easy to use button bars
• Printoutcomplexdesignsand refcharts.
•SavedesignsinCanvasor Draw lormat.
•Block copy, llip, undo e.Lc. :.jmazing...a classproduct
• Comprehensiveon screen manual AcomUser

"...absolutely brillianL.auite remarkablc.highty recommended."
Archive

OS™

• Photo-realistic onscreenswatch samples
•Onscreenpunchcarddisplaywithfloats
• Easilychangecolours
•Saveoutas Draw, Sprite &Falrlsle lilos
•Print punchcards with anyprinter driver
•Automatically makerepeatingpatterns
•Easytousetoolbars with Interactive help
• Fullyillustratedon-linemanual

SaveSwatch samples assprites
LoadcoloursIromotherdesigns
Automatically cycledesigncolours
Fullycustomisedisplaypreferences
Suppliedwithexampledesigns
Set gridsize, maximum stitchesina float
Produce designseasilyandquickly
RequiresRiseOS3.1or laterand harddisk

Worried about security on your
computers?

Da Ei Pats

DtlkLoek Stlup Wnflow This directory Is
Password Protected

Enter Password & RETURN

•Passwordprotectnameddirectories
1Passwordprotectapplications
1Easydrag&dropconfiguration
' Canl copyfileswithout password
1BlocksF12escape fromdesktop
1Filescannotbe renamedbyuser
•Totallytransparent to the user
' For Rise OS 3.1 or later ♦ hard disk

Desk

LOCK
©iSV products 1998

The desktop security system
includes a FREE site licence

All quoted prices (unless stated)
are for single users versions only.

Site licence prices are double single
user price.

Overseas orders please add £2.00 carriage
Alldetailscorreelat the timeofgoingto press E&OE

NDT &Typography aretrademarks ofiSV Products. All othertrademarks areacknowledged
This advert was produced using NDT lonts
stored on the Typograhy CD & DrawWorks

®m

The best vector graphics software

"...asuperb pieceol software thathastransformed Draw."
Mr I. Solihull

"Jam usingthisinpreferencelo Artworks"
Mr B.London

"THE program Ihavebeenlooking tor..."
MrB,Warrington

"Outstandmg...wbrth everypenny."
Archive

"Excellent...! thoroughly recommend DrawWorks Designer..."
Acom Publisher

c

The clip art manager for Rise OS
•Handles Sprites, Draw, Artworks, Gift, JPEG e.t.c
• Display clips 1at a timeor on pagesof20
• HandlesCD's,floppies andallotherdevices
• Upto 0.5million clipsin77groups
• Fullon-linemanualand interactive help
• Findclipsby nameor partialname
• Handlesmultiple clipswiththesame name
•Comprehensive on screenmanual

Value 5 out of 5
Archimedes World

"jets highmarks...very niceindi
Archive

Don't buy a
graphics tablet

The low cost graphics pen

• Requiresa RiscPC or A70QO computer •
•Plugsintoserialportsocket <
•SwitchbetweenmouseS penwith1click •
• Compatible withall multi-tasking applications •
• Unique Vector freehand drawing tool <
• Mousebuttonsalsoavailablefromkeyboard •
• Easyto controlfreehandresolution
•200dpi resolution <

Hovepointerwithcursorkeys
Rubberbanddrawing mode
Suitable forbothVector S Bitmap packages
SavePenconfiguration settings
Produce freehand drawing directly inIDraw
Can also be used with a PC card

Fully illustrated on-line manual withexamples
RequiresRiseOS3.5orlaterandharddisk

FREE demo versions available

from our website

iSV Products
86 Turnberry • Home Farm

Bracknell • Berks • RG12 8ZH
Tel 01344 455769
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Printers

For along timethe two undisputed inkjet
printer leaders have been Canon and

Hewlett-Packard. However, inthe lastyear,
Epson have beenthe leader of the pack ininkjet
printer innovation andthis yearthey have been
joined by Lexmark, the formerIBM-owned
printer manufacturer.
Reviewers havebeenregularly showering

awards onthe latter two at the expenseof the
old favourites. Neither Canon or HPcan match

the top printing resolutions offered by either
Lexmark or Epson. Whilethe newcomers
havenot beenableto compete closely .$
in price terms with their much larger £
competitors, there aresignsthat
disadvantage ison the wane.We'll
be looking at Epson and Lexmark
offerings next month.
This month, however, we'relooking

at two old favourites,Canonand Olivetti.

Both havea history of co-operating on inkjet
technology, orbubblejet asCanon prefer to call
it Unfortunately, bothcompanies havefallen
behind inthe race to deliver higher resolution
printing andotheradvanced features. The latest
BJC-7000 answersmanyof Canon's critics, but on
paper Olivetti don'tyet have anymodels to bring
itback to the level of the bestinkjetofferings
market Olivetti's main attraction is price.
IfCanon havebeenknocked off theirperch,

whatwent wrong? Somesuggestthat market
leaders Canon and Hewlett-Packard have been

caughtbasking in theirearlier success. Hewlett-
Packard appearto haveconcentrated moreon

colour printers for business use, where speed, text

printing andquality for graphics likelogos, graphs
andcharts hastaken priority over photo-realistic
printing. HP inkjettechnology largely remains in
the domainof 600dpi (dots perinch) resolution
andthe companywere relatively slowin introduc
ingso-called photo-realistic inktechnology.
Canon, too, considered ultimate resolution less

important thanthe waythe inkwasdeposited on
the page.One area inwhichCanon remains
supremeis mechanical refinement, a legacy, per
haps,of theirmicromotor technology developed

for their conventional camera division.

However, even there, Canon's lead is

beingerodedby Lexmark, whose
SWgs, latest 5000-series printers boast a

novel paperfeed systemwhich is
both quietandso precise that you

canfeed a pagethroughtwicewhile
r printing the samedocumentand you

£'•&'•"** won't beable to see any ghosting.
When we askedCanon to respond to the sug

gestionthat they had losttheir gripon the inkjet
printing qualitylead,we were told that quoted
resolution was not the be all and end all. One HP

representative we spoketo at a tradeshow even
claimed 300dpi tested the limits of the eye's
visual acuity, which is plainly nonsense.

Canon say they have worked very hardto
perfecttheir inkjetspot positioning capability,
dithering routinesand both the ink formula
tions and specialist papers. That may
be true, but Canon (and HP) inkjetprinters
are still being rated lower than Lexmark and
Epson models by the test labsof the computer
press.

Canon BJC-7000
Canon are back with a

vengeance with the new BJC-
7000. This printer takes bubblejet
technology to new heights. The BJC-7000's
optional P-POP (Plain-Paper Optimised
Printing) BC-62 photo cartridge uses six
primary colour ink shades plus black
instead of the more usual five and adds a

unique ink 'conditioner' which is designed
to prevent the ink from being absorbed
too rapidly by the paper.

This should reduce the effect of fibres in

the paper absorbing the ink along their
length, causing spidery or feathered dots.
It should help maintain contrast and
brightness without the express need for
expensive inkjet paper. »

Win a BK-7000

^J':::.

AM that's fit to
Canon BJC-250
The Canon BJC-250lies at that budget end
of the market. You could buy nearly three
BJC-250s for the price of one BJC-7000.
Yet despite this, you can add optional
extras like a photo cartridge and even flu
orescent ink cartridge - useful for
producing posters or way-out graphics.
Canon also expects BJC-250 owners
to use their printers for pro
ducing T-shirt and
other fabric transfer

designs. The 250 is
also a very compact
design which takes up
very little desk space.

With only a maximum
resolution of 360dpi, the
BJC-250 does not pre
tend to be a high-quality
photo-realistic printer.

38 Acorn User August
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However, when you realise this printer
sells for close to £100 + VAT in basic form,
you should be aware of that old adage -
you get what you pay for.

In this case, the photo cartridge is not
really comparable to others we have looked
at as intermediate inks are not used.

Olivetti JP 90
The Olivetti JP 90 is one of the smallest A4
inkjet printers on the market. It's a mono
chrome inkjet which can be upgraded
using a colour kit. With the colour car
tridge fitted, only three colours are
provided so 'black' will be a composite
colour rather than a true black.

Portability is its main asset, as a NiMH
battery pack is available and this can print
up to 140 pages on a single charge. A
cheaper NiCad pack is also available but
this cuts print capacity per charge by
nearly 50 per cent. That figure is likely to
be much lower when printing solid graph
ics rather than plain text. A European
journey planner application, called Visual
Map, is supplied with the printer as stan
dard, but this is only of use if you are
running Windows.

Colour resolution is limited to just 300
dpi, making this printer only suitable for



Theoretically, continuous tone reproduc
tion should be better than ever as all three

base colours, Cyan, Magenta and Yellow
are provided in two shades using the BC-
62 cartridge.

Indeed, Canon claim that photos printed
on a 7000 using high-gloss paper will look
indistinguishable to real photos when
viewed from a distance greater than
15cm. The 7000 also marks Canon's

arrival at the dizzy heights of 1200dpi
level, if only in one dimension as the true
resolution is 1200x600dpi. A nice feature
is A+ mode which enables the complete
width of an A4 sheet to be printed free of
any border.

Paper up to 550gsm - that's actually
heavier than business card - can be han

dled by the 7000 via its straight-through
paper feed facility. Paper up to 105gsm
can be fed via its 130-sheet feeder and

... __._ envelopes are also catered for.
1200x600 dpi printing in text
mode can reach a speed of 4.5
pages per minute. This rate is
a substantially reduced 0.1
pages per minute when print
ing complex graphics and
photos in the highest quality
mode.

Canon quote a figure of 320
pages as being the capacity
for the standard BC-61 colour

cartridge at the average cover
age of 7.5 per cent of the page.

This will probably be nearly
halved with the BC-62 cartridge as

each colour-well is halved in size to

accommodate the extra shades. The

print
' Ian Burley and Jack Kreindle

charts and simple artwork - photos will
be poorly reproduced. Mono resolution is
a better 600x300 dpi, providing reason
able text quality. HP PCL3+, Epson
LQ850 and IBM Pro Printer emulations
are supported.

BJC-7000 will work best using
Windows 95 drivers via a PC card.

However, an Epson LQ-2550 emu
lation is also supported. Acorn
have traditionally prioritised
Canon for RISC OS driver sup
port and hopefully this will
bring a quick native solution for
Acorn users aspiring after the \
BJC-7000

Physically the BJC-7000 is a very
large beast, almost twice the width
of the A4 paper it prints. However,
unlike some others in the Canon

bubblejet family the BJC-7000 is
sturdily built and is classified as a
'professional' printer
by Canon, which
implies it is built
to last.

Without a

doubt, the BJC-
7000 was designed
to re-position
Canon back at

the head of the

inkjet printer
roll of honour.

Technically, it's a
fine attempt, but
test results were

perhaps under-
whelming
considering the
technological
punch this
printer packed.

>-

ust 1998 Acorn User
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Olivetti JP 190/192
In the middle of Olivetti's range is the JP
190. As with some of its stablemates,
there are in fact two models, the JP 192

being supplied as standard with a colour
cartridge.

Resolution is 600x300 dpi, so photo
quality isn't likely to be very good, but
text output should be reasonable. There is
no photo cartridge available for this

The first major breakthrough in desktop

colour printing came over five years ago with
the entrance of low-cost inkjet printers.

At this time, the best desktop colour

printers boasted resolutions of 300 to 360
dots per inch (dpi) which, compared to the
front-runners of today, seems poor. Graphics

Acorn User August 1998
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printer. Compared to the bulky JP 792,
the JP 190 series is compact and neat with
a small desktop footprint. Up to 40 sheets
of paper can be stored in the sheet feeder.

As with the JP 90, with the colour car
tridge fitted, only three colours are
provided so 'black' will be a composite
colour, which can be rather muddy look
ing compared to a true black. The JP 190 is
cheap and cheerful, but no photo printer.

users have recently enjoyed another break

through in colour printing in the form of
'photo realism'. Most colour inkjet manufac
turers now claim that their 1200 or 1400 dpi

printers, using anything from five to seven
colour ink systems, can produce prints indis
tinguishable from photographs at arm's

Olivetti JP 792/795
The Olivetti JP 792 is at the top of
Olivetti inkjet range. Its maximum res
olution is 600dpi, which is adequate
rather than stunning. It also offers top
speed of six pages per minute when
printing text. The JP 795 version
includes a 'Personal Photo Lab' option
- which includes Windows software for

designing greeting cards, calendars and
other image-based creations.

Olivetti call their extended ink photo
technology 'Pentacromia'. As its name
suggests, Pentacromia photo cartridge
uses five 'colours', however, this seems

to be a bit of a cheat as all you really
get are the usual cyan, magenta and
yellow plus two shades of black.
Olivetti say that their 'Graphical black'
ink was developed specifically for use
with the other colours to give detail
extra 'chromatic' quality and to
enhance image sharpness in photo
mode.

Olivetti claim that their ink

cartridges are cheaper than
some of their rivals as

the print head is ?.^i
separate and can
be used over the life

of several cartridges. HP
PCI. 111+ printer language
emulation is standard, which

should ensure a reasonable level of

compatibility, though not necessarily

length. While some manufacturers are well
justified in their claimsand have proven
themselves over time, others are relatively
new to the game and appear to have used

the hype for sales purposes but still use old
technology.

We must make it clear that these printers
were not reviewed using RISC OS printer dri

vers. It is much to the shame of the platform

that neither Acornnor any third-party has
kept up with the technological break
throughs in printing and written software to
fully utilise the potential of the latest inkjets.
However, many users have PCco-processors

or podules in their machines and have taken
advantage of Windows printer drivers.

For this review a Rise PC was used with a

100MHz 486 PC second processor running
Windows 95 and CorelXara as the graphics
software because of its ability to load

Artworks or Draw EPS files and print bitmaps

exported from RISC OSpackages without
fuss. For bitmap artwork and vector graphics

this is fine but unfortunately printing DTP
files from RISC OS software like OvationPro

will have to wait until Acorn or someone out

there writes the drivers.

The battle
The printers on test were not all in direct

competition. The BJC-7000 and the JP792



in 'photo' mode. Overall, this
printer has an unexciting specifi
cation, though it did better than
we expected in quality tests.

both claimto be photo-real printers using
twin printheads, one blackand one photo-
colour cartridge and so were tested against
each other. The BJC-250 and JP 190 are both

single cartridge desktop printers, while the
JP-90 being a portable printer, like its rival
Canon BJC-80 which was not on test, was

assessed individually.

Setting up & use
The printers on test used either a single
colour cartridge or separate colour and black
cartridges. The BJC-7000 and JP792 both had
the latter configuration and required a print-
head alignment procedure before using the
printer.Theonly other hurdlesencountered
were the minor irritation of the Canon BJC-

7000 regular head cleaning regimen and the
BJC-250's more serious problem of occasional
banding from excess ink deposition. The

Olivetti JP792was not very happy with
paper feeding with only one sheet in the tray
but apart from that was trouble free, and
was the fastest printer on test.

Software
Canon are renowned for their very compre
hensive printer driver applications. Besidethe
standard paper size, type and print quality
settings, there is also a full window dedi
cated to CMYK colour balance (though

Product details
Availability: Contactyour localdealer

Canon Tel: 0121-680 8062

BJC-7000 £269

BJC-250 £99

Olivetti Tel: 01908-220111

JP90 £138

JP 190/192 £89/£89

JP 792/795 £134/£153

AllRRP (ex VAT) correct at timeof going to press

Printer Definition Files:

The Cybervillage site (http://www.cybervil
lage.co.uk/acorn) is a good source of up-to-
date info

interestinglythere was no Gamma correction)
and colour matching. If I had to make a com
plaint it would be that the number of
different areas and windows made the appli
cationfairlydifficult to navigate at first. The

Printers

T he test page
Thetest page (seenext page)comprised of
six photographic images,several colour test
stripswith colourblendsand gradations,a
complexcolourvector graphicand plain
blacktext ranging from 14pt to 6pt. Thisput
unusually high demands on the printers
which in normal use would not be expected
to reproduce such a variety of graphics
except, perhaps, in DTP.

As we have to show the output at it's

original size to show the true resultswe
only havespace to show someof the graph
ics, although the resultsof the test are
outlined in the table at the end of the test

page.

All the printer drivers offered settings such
as Vector Graphics, Line Art,Photo,Vivid
and such like,altering colour balance and
ink density across the whole page. Butit is
no good buying a printer that can onlysatis
factorily print vector graphicsand bitmaps
separately, especiallysinceexisting and
forthcoming graphics packages for RISC OS
allow composition of both vector and
bitmapartwork.

BJC-250 software is essentially the same as its
big brother's but with fewer bellsand whistles.
The Olivetti drivers were easy to understand
and simple to navigate and also included
colour correction and balance adjustments.

Discussion
Without beating aroundthe bush, there isoneclearwinnerhere.TheBJC-7000 isa bigA4plus printer
withthe capability of producing outputquiteindistinguishable fromsometypesof photographs.
Those typesof image include lighttones,fleshtones and vivid colours and Iamcertain that withcare
ful,buttime-consuming experimentation using the colour correction settingsinsoftwarethe problem
with rapid over-saturation of colour goingfrom mid to darktones could be reduced.
It isa much moreheavy-duty and moreflexible printer than the JP792whichisonlyA4and cannot

handlethe samevariety or weightof media. Myonlyrealqualityissuewiththis particular Canon is
the subtle1mm mid-tone banding seen on close inspection, which isonlyan issue inthe lightof the
excellent reproduction of everything else.
TheOlivetti JP792isthe best printerfor text here and its imageoutput, though not competing

withthe bigCanon, certainly compares wellagainstthe BJC-250 which with itsCMY (andno black)
inkcartridge produces a ratherwashed-out output and poortext despiteprinting excellent light
tones and smooth colourgradations.
TheOlivetti JP190was definitely outclassedinthis company. It represents old technologyand its

printsare vastlyinferior to anythingelse on test here. Itssimilar but smallerJP90 producedsimilar
results but was slower and even in rough comparison to the old portable Canon BJC-70 did not fare
well at all.

Before you rushoff and buya BJC-7000, note that there are stilltwo more manufacturers of graph
icsprintersthat willbe featured in next month'sAcornUser. Also, be wary of pricesas
photo-cartridges maynot comeasstandardand the medianeededto yield the best graphics output
comesat a premium. Epson and Lexmark are currentlythe market leaders intechnologyand even
their lower-endmodelsare generallythought to challengethe quality of the BJC-7000. Will they be
faster, higherquality and cheaper? Tuneinnext monthand see.

August Acorn User
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Mid-to-dark tones may be problematic
Produced vivid colours

Excellentlight and flesh tones
Vector colourgradations as good as a dye-sublimation printer

Poorcolourreproduction- notice the flooded coloursthat are too dark
Very coarsedithering
Poor resolution

Produced muddytext

TEST PAGE RESULTS

SPEED (to print test sheet)

PRINTER MODEL

BJC-7000

20mins

Blacks appear washed-out as there is no blackcartridge
Vivid colours - but a little lacking in contrast
Produces good skin tones
Occasionalquality problems

Good contrast - look at the deep skies
Vivid colours although a little flat
Goodconsistentoutput, but visibledithering and quite dull overall
Produced superb laser-quality text

JP792

12 mins

BJC-250

/

JP190

/Photo quality
High quality 15 mins 12 mins 15 mins 15 mins

GENERAL OBSERVATION

Photo-real at arm's length? Yes Grainy Pale No

Artefacts None Fine Dithering Fine Dithering, Banding Coarse Dithering
Overall colour matching Excellent Good Pale Very Dark

BITMAP GRAPHICS

Resolution and detail Very good Good Average Poor

Light tones Excellent Good Good Average
Mid tones Very good Good Good Average
Dark tones Average Average Poor Poor

Flesh tones Excellent Average Good Poor

Vivid colours Excellent Good Good Poor

Contrast Excellent Average Poor Average
Colour gradations Excellent (not mid to dark) Very good Good Average

VECTOR GRAPHICS

Colour gradations Excellent (not mid to dark) Average Good Poor

Line art quality Very good Very good Average Poor

TEXT

Sharpness Very good Excellent Average Average
Density Good Excellent Poor Average

42 Acorn User August 1998
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Bargain Basement
[Alderbarron (Evolution) £5.00a
'Apple FS (Oragan) £20.00a
•'Boxing Manager (Krisalis) £5.00a
ICorruption(Magnetic Scrolls) £5.00a
jFrame-It 1or 2 (Davyn)each £5.00a

Publisher irregular frames

iHero Quest (Krisalis) £15.00a
1Landmarks full range(LL)each £28.00a
Music Box (Topo) £20.00a

; Number Tiles (Topo) £17.00a
I PhotoBasei930s.50s.60s Each(Li) £39.00a
(Prime Mover (Minerva) £20.00a
jPro Artisan 2 (Clares) £90.00c
IPro Driver (Ace) £10.00a
;Science Series CDx3 (YITM) £40.00a
'Small (Virgo) £15.00a
jSmArt (4Mation) £37.00a
|SmArt Files (4Mat)each £17.00a
[SmArt FileMod.Lang.(4Mat) £21.00a
jStartWrite (AP) £8.00a
Tiny Puzzle (Topo) 15.00a

.'Waiter (Digital) £15.00a

|V Spares & Repairs >
| A300/400
(backplane 2/4 pod S/U £30.00b
[memory upgrade 2mb new £79.00a
memory upgrade 4mb new £89.00c

; Power Supply Refurb/Exch £40.00c
IA400/1
(backplane 4 pod S/U £30.00b
IFloppy Drive S/U £30.00b
(memory upgrade 1mb new £35.00a
'PowerSupply Refurb/Exch £40.00c

A3000

•Floppy Drive S/U £30.00b
| High Density FloppyDrivenew £90.00c
(Keyboard S/U £20.00b
[memory upgrade 2mb new £39.00a
memory upgrade 4mb new £65.00a

'PCB Refurb/Exch £90.00d

[Power Supply Refurb/Exch £30.00c
jPower Supply Refurb £40.00c
|A3010
[Floppy Drive new £89.00c
jKeyboard S/U £20.00b
memory upgrade 1-2mb new £34.00a

:memory upgrade 1-4mb new £65.00a
IPCB Refurb/Exch £120.00d
jA3020
JFloppy Drive new £89.00c
(Keyboard S/U £20.00b
;memory upgrade 2-4mb new £59.00a
PCB Refurb/Exch £120.00d

IA4000

(Floppy Drive new £90.00c
(Harddisc 210MB IDE S/U £80.00c
[memory upgrade 2-4mb new £59.00a
jPCB Refurb/Exch £120.00d
•'Power Supply Refurb/Exch £40.00c
IA5000
!Floppy Drive new
| Keyboard inner S/U
(memory upgrade 2-4mb new
JPCB Refurb/Exch £139.00d
Power Supply Refurb/Exch £40.00c

l RPC

IPCBMK2
\Power Supply
. Fits All Computers
(IDE/CD interface new £69.00c
1These are just a small selection of new

and refurbished spares ring for details

£99.00c

£20.00b

£79.00a

Refurb/Exch £149.00d

Refurb/Exch £60.00c

Printers )i
!Canon
jBJC-250
(BJC-4300
;BJC-4650

JBJC-620
IEpson
(Stylus 400
(Stylus 600
jStylus 800
{Stylus 1520
i Hewlett Packard

(DeskJet 400L
[DeskJet 690C
(LaserJet6L
ICalligraph
rA4 1200 Laser

(colour) £129.00d

(colour) £169.00d

(A3 colour) £299.00d

(colour) £229.00d

(colour) £159.00d

(colour) £199.00d

(colour) £289.00d

(A3 colour) £729,00d

(colour) £99.00d

(colour) £189.00d

(Black) £329.00d

(black) £1099.00d

Computers

Printer Inks/Refills)

: Inkjet Refillsare an economical way of re
charging your exisling cartridge All inks come I

Icompletewithgloves,syringeand easy to
juse instructions.
ISingle 20ml Any Colour £6.00a
[Twin 2x20ml Any Colour £10.00a
IBulk 125ml Any Colour £21.00b
'CartridgeMate' a new and

Ieasy to use cartridge refill system for
jHP 51626A high cap. cartridges

A refill system with no mess
'Comprises: CartridgeMate &2 x 40ml
jInk TanksCartridge not included £30.00b
|Ink Tank 2 x40ml £20.00a
;HP51625A Tri-Colour Cartridge refill Kit|
13 x 3 colour refills Comprises:

C/M & Y Inks, Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £30.00a
We also carry a large stock of inkjet

cartridges and ribbons

.EP-L Toner for LBP-4

JEP-E Toner for LBP-8
'HP Laserjet 5/6L Toner

£69.00c

£79.00c

£54.00c

Printable Items
•Colour'n Wear (2 white Baseball Caps
(+ 3transfer papers) £10.50b
i Colour'n Wear (2 white T Shirts
|+4 transferpapers £13.50b
' Colour'n Wear

(4 transfer papers only) £9.00a
1(10 transfer papers only) £13.50b
IDesign & Print Mouse Mat £4.00a
ICol Inkjet mattphoto white paper
125 sheets x120gms £5.50b

Scanners y
jEpson GTX5000 parallel
IEpson GTX5500scsi
\ Epson GT9500 para/scsi
| Image Master/Twain Driver

V*

£189.00d

£239.00d

£539.00d

£35.00a

m

CD 5-

cd"_

CD

IgCD

laCD
|£1499f
j+vat!

Advance Orders Now Being Taken |
£100.00 Deposit

\% 64MII/, busperformance ♦ 0.35umprocess
II Semaphore formultiprocessing
|l Multiple DMA controls
l%Multiple Master Arbitration System
\% A HighSpeedI/Oworldand multiple bus
Imastering
i» An Improved VIDC20 forbiggeriV betterscreen
• modes
It ACodecforbelterstandard audiosupport
M A new high speed EIDR interface for up to 4
t drives

» A PCI bridge lo provide industry standard
'expansion. 4 slots
II 3 x Acorn podtiles
it Memory 32 Mb synchronous DRAM (or
greater)

•'» 4 Mbof EDOVRAM » 2 x serialpons
•AJoystick port » Irda & MIDI port
116.4 Gii: IID »32xCD

(Tel: 01924 254800 Fax: 01924 258036
^E.Mail: sales@davyn.demon.co.uk
I WEB: http://www.davyn.demon.co.uk

^vAcorn Computers
Down In Price

Acom*

I A7000+

• A7000+
RiscPC

RiscPC

.2GB HD £799.00d

.2GB HD8xCD £849.00d

.2GB HD £949.00d

.2GBHD8xCD£1249.00d
Simply select your preferred computer base, then addoptionsfrom listbelow, eg.Monitor.PC curd

AllComputers arcbuilt andtested before dispatch, With primers andsoftware purchased, installed as
required at noadditional cost

^Extended Warranty)
' A7000 / A7000+ 3 years £94.00

A7000/A7000+ 5 years £188.00
£235.00

£470.00

i^RPC StrongARM 3 years
If RPC StrongARM 5years

Monitors
JSAcorn AKF60

jAcorn AKF92
jliyama 17"MF8617E ,26dot
sSamsung 15" Syncmaster

£264.00d

£640.00d

£399.00d

£179.00d

||RiscPC 16Mb RAM £29.00b
iSfRiscPC 32Mb RAM £79.00c
jjCRiscPC IMbVRAMsimtec £59.00c
IP:RiscPC 2Mb VRAMsimtec £95.00c

Memory

lv RPC Upgrades
2^2podule Backplane £34.00a
||486-DX4-100PC Upgrade
• 586-100 PC Upgrade
[•J586-133 512k PC Upgrade

;Access+ Card
^Strong Arm upgrade 233
'•Audio Mixer

£230.00d

£350.00d

£360.00d

£139.00c

£289.00c

£39.00a

2| Movie Magic £279.00c
11Rise OS 3.7 Chips + Software £58.00b

• Second Slice no PSU £90.00d

('Second Slice with PSU £116.00d

:Sound Card £69.00b

Hardware Upgrades)
!l70mblDE 2.5" HD

|f340mb IDE 2.5" HD
|4.3gb IDE 3.5" HD
j4.3gb SCSI 3.5" HD

JcasioQV-11 inc.Software
^Casio QV-100 inc.Software

Ii Casio QV-Mains Adaptor
!fLark Midi Sound-Sa.
|]S Rise OS 3.1 Upgrade Chips

JRiscTV (Irlam)
rB Teletext module for above

I•.SCSI 16bit
:SCSI 2 32bit (power-tec)

||'SCSI 332bit (power-tec)
iSTV Tuner + Teletext

All Upgrades fitted free if ordered
with Computer else £18.00

j| Portable Computers)j

£65.00c

£95.00c

£169.00c

£319.00c

£376.00d

£519.00d

£15.00a

£172.00c

£30.00a

£295.00c

£45.00a

£110.00c

£158.00c

£205.00c

£159.00c

!Jtti!i Special
Offer

£169
|| Pocket Book 2(1 MB)

JA.M.or PC+-Link (each)
J Parallel Link

LSPowerSupply
'SFIashSSD 1MB

C169.00c

£59.00b

£29.00a

£14.50b

£119.00c

O Finance
Clearly the Best Choice

(based on 20% deposit and 0% finance over 20
month pcriod)(Acorn Items Only)

Personal financeisavailabletoqualifying
purchases. Credit subject to status.

Writtenquotationon request.

APR 0%

m
How To Order

Cheques! should bemade
payable to Oavyn Computers
Credit Cards: you may also pay j
byVisa. Delta. Euro. Switch.!
Electron, or Master Card. We normally
make no charge for this, and take not
payment until goods are ready fori
dispatch. We need the card holders I
address and telephone number, cardl
number and issue number if any and thei
expiry date.

Carriage: charges areas follows
a Small Recorded £2.00

b Medium Recorded £3.50
C Mcd/Large Recorded £5.00
d Courier £10.00

e Courier Large £15.00
Official Orders: arewelcome from UK |
education and government institutions!
(invoices are due for payment within 14
days and are subject lo carriage and late]
payment charges).

VAT is included:
Order Address: please send yourj
orders to;

Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street, Sandal, I
Wakefield, West Yorks. WF1 5NY
Opening Hours:
Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30- 5.30
Thursday 9.30- 7.30
Friday 9.30- 7.30
Saturday 9.30- 5.30

Terms: All products, prices andI
specifications are offered ingood faith and]
are subject to change without notice. We
Process all orders immediatly, but!
Suppliers do sometimes keep us waiting.
Goods are guaranteed but tire not suppliedi
OHapproval. Returns and cancellations can
only be accepted by prior agreement and
there may be a restocking andi
administration charge A full copy of ourt
terms are available upon request.
E.&.O.E 18th June 1998

a

Additional Adverts at our Web Site www.davyn.demon.co.uk & TheAcorn S/W Consortium
DAV^DAV"DAV~DAVhDAV^^



HyperStudio

Cross-platform capability is a con
tentious issue with any program that

attempts to move its own file format
between different computers. Different
font handling, different monitor display
settings and different operating systems
conspire against HyperStudio's intended
portability between platforms.

The Acorn format is very different to
the Mac/PC format, but TAG tell me that
there are still problems in transferring
stacks between the Mac and PC, so in a

sense we are not alone! Despite the cross-
platform niggles, a large number of
triple platform products have been
authored with HyperStudio with notable
success, so it is a case of being aware of
the existing limitations and how to over
come them. TAG can provide you with a
booklet on cross-platform development
on request.

The Acorn version produces foreign
stacks if the user adds an /STK suffix at

the end of the stack filename in the save

box. In an instant, the file icon changes
to the standard DOS filer icon and can be

saved to any DOS, Mac or NT accessible
medium. TAG recommend that you test
your stacks extensively on each platform
before you unleash it on an unsuspecting
world, otherwise you will end up with
egg on your face, like I did.

One notable addition to the menu

structure is 'Stack Export Options',
whereby you can set up the Mac or PC
path names for easier location of exter
nal resources that your stacks may

44

Creating multimedia
with HyperStudio
Theexampleshown here couldbe a touch-screen in
a supermarketexplaining how to choosethe right

cosmetics foryourskin type.Thefollowing describes
howto put the graphic, textual, interactive and
audio visual elements togetherto createthe final
result. Whatyouseeheretookabout halfan hourto
put together, except the movie andgraphics which
wereproduced from anearlier project
Stepl

Having defined a stack, it's time to import the
graphics. This dialogueletsyouchoose whether

Loadfjnjohh i

How wouldyoulike tousethis grophics file?

Load backgitxnkl

Add graphic item Add clip art

the graphicisa background,a movableobject,
or a movable clipart which will then glue to the
background. I have selectedgraphic item,for
easier editing and positioning.
Step 2

Thegraphicitem is imported into the Graphic

Acorn User August 1998
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require. The presence of this option
removes the potential for cross-platform
disaster in stack transfer. I have not tried

this new option but am confident that it
will work well.

The Acorn version will also accept
stacks created with either the Mac or PC

version, opening up a wide library of
existing material, but certain aspects of
the transfer may fail and some external
resources may not be supported, such as
perhaps Quickt'une movies. Most of the
example stacks provided on the CD-ROM
were sourced from the other platforms,
but have been tweaked by TAG to work
properly on the Acorn.

If you wish to know more about the
current condition of HyperStudio in this
and other respects, contact TAG for more
details, using the methods listed at the
end. Cross-compatibility is a convoluted
and frustrating subject that is outside the
scope of this review, but take a look at
my websites for more information.

Stack distribution
Once you have finished your stack and
tested it thoroughly you can distribute it
to the wide world. For this purpose, the
run-only stack player application is pro
vided.

Versions exist for each platform so, if
they are distributed alongside your stack,
anyone can view it. Each copy of the
player, as well as the software, is
engraved with your name and registra
tion number. As long as you register your

[Disk based

i .-air—

=n_L!

/ .> («/ Lock aspect ratio

Cancel

appearance dialogue box.Givethe item a
name using the name writable icon,or attach
an action to it usingthe same Actions
dialogue box as that of buttons.
Step 3

Positioning and resizing the selectedgraphic
using the handles positionedhalf way down
the sides and at the corners of the image.

Stephen Scott expresses
himself even further with

HyperStudio

Step 4

Thegraphic isnow positioned correctly, but the
white area on the righthandside needs to be

changed to blue, to suitthe image's background.
StepS

•;-!;•'• •• "••-•••'- —
3iU—i »* i» .- .•.-•. •
V"- * '",'"" "•••>"•'•<••••

bfi?*8i ] I



copy, you are free to distribute the play
ers in any way you wish, with the
exception of commercial gain, for which
you will need to obtain a licence agree

Having selected the right colour from the
palette, double-click the rectangle icon on the
toolbar to toggle it to filled shapes. Click, drag
and release a rectangle over the white area,

and...

Step 6

...voila - we have a blue backdrop. Now to

add some text-

Step 7

Selecting Add a text object from the Objects
subitem of the main menu brings up the text

item window. Enter your text and use the
icons provided to select the size and style of
the text. The Features button allows

transparent backgrounds for text, among

HyperStudio

ment from TAG.

This is actually
free to obtain,
although you are
asked to submit

two copies of the
final product to
them in return.

Conclusion
This article has

barely scratched
the surface of

what is, on princi
ple, an excellent
package. When I
was using the pre
vious version for

the Acorn User CD

the keyboard

shortcuts did not There isextra provision for cross-platform distribution, asthis new
always function, addition, the Stack Export options window, proves
Most of the time

the menus displayed the shortcuts but, on
occasion, displayed only the A part, ren
dering them useless. I had to resort to
traversing the menu structures to activate
the desired operation. It was very annoy
ing, but in the short time I have used
3.01, no such problems occurred.

Again, while producing the AU CD, I
regularly found myself crashing the pro
gram rather inexplicably, with one phrase
'(memxl 1)' among various error messages,
before clumping the whole program.

The error may have related to lack of
memory, as I was using an 8Mb A7000+,

Stack export options

When exporting a slack in PC!Mac format:

Project roc: \

Exported root C

Tiie project root is thefolder in whichthe topmost stack in the
project resides on the Acorn.

The exported root is the location of the topmost stack on the
PC/Mae. On a PC. use X:' or X:.folder.folder': on a Mae. use

'volume' or 'volume:f< >!Jei:f>lder'.

(.'(»!(•<'/ OK

j''.....';.,.'.V _J»i)»/>amr
jlM/uin/

other things, while tickingthe Read-only
checkbox prevents the text from being
editable.

Step 8

/IWdir.l/F/vummv

Name

_j .tn

£31 _£j
[>7 AVi.-ii nouw

Isiiowkm
\7 Highlight

I Clickt, * |
II,«i

Nam." \ciickiopla\\ ]

Actions,., 1 Icons... | Key-

Cancel | OK |Paslnan i Faitum... \

With the text correctlypositioned, it's time to
add a button to play the movie. Selecting Add
a button from the same Objects submenu

with HyperStudio and Photodesk running
together on the desktop at the time.
However, an option to at least save your
work before losing it would have been
welcome. Again, in the new version, this
bug did not appear but I was using a
32Mb Rise PC this time, so the extra

memory may have affected it.
A welcome change is the increased

amount of example stacks from Britain
and other non-American countries.

Earlier editions practically waved the
stars and stripes in your face and the
work itself was rather lacklustre (not dis-

brings up the Button dialogue box, where the
buttons appearance and interactivitywith the
user can be defined. Type the desired text into
the Name writable, choose an appropriate

border for the button and then click the

Actions icon, to bring up...

Step 9

Place»lo v<>

_) Another card..,
O Nextami
J Prtrloui 1.11,1

JBa,k

J HomeMilI

J Ixairaarh :,„i,'

j Anotherstack...

^J Anothttprogram

<• fW,m..„

THngi m Jo

[Play asound...
(•Play amovlt..

| New Buittm Actions.
jPlay anbnaion...
JAutomatic timer...
\Vse Hypertogo..,
jTeabigfunaiom...

...the Actions dialogue window. Here you can
decide what happens when the button is

clicked on. We don't want our button to take

you anywhere, just to play a movie.Tick the
Play a movie checkbox, and...
Step 10

...yet another dialogue appears, this time to
control movie attributes. Drag your Replay (or,
if you have MovieFS, a Quicktime or other

format movie) file into the window, and the

August 1998 Acorn User
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Order from a participating dealer

Liquid Silicon

Ant Internet Suite II 110.51

ArcFax 35.00

ArcFS2 29.37

ARCshare 49.95

Artworks 104.69

BBC Emulator 6502 17.63

Bitfolio More Cartoons 10.00

Bubble Help 7.00
Cardshop 22.45
CD Burn 58.75

CD Fast 2 29.37

CDtracker Plus 24.95

Celebration 31.46

Cineworks 151.95

Complete Animator 94.05
DataPoweM 110.00

DataPower2 166.32

DaVinci90 81.08

Desktop Tracker 41.23
Diagram It 50.00
Digital Symphony 56.95
Disc Doctor 28.45

Disc Rescue 45.00

Draw Works 2 21.50

Draw Works Designer 31.50
EasiWriter Professional 132.82

Easy C++ 116.32
EasyClip 39.95
EasyFont Pro 59.95
Eureka 3 110.51

FastSpooh- 17.62
Fireworkz 110.50

Fireworkz Pro 166.31

Font Directory v2 45.00
Font Pack 312 25.00

FontFX6 29.95

Formulix 72.96

Game On! 2 15.00

Graphics Loaders 41.23
Graphmate 45.00
Holy Bible (lllus.) BP(KJV) 82.25
HTML Edit 3 49.00

ImageBank Pic.Comp.Lib. 31.13
ImageFS 2 44.59
Image Outliner 57.58
IMaster/Epson FilmScan 35.00
IMaster/EpsonGTTD 35.00
IMaster/Canon TD 35.00

IMaster/UMAX Astra TD 35.00

Impact Major 106.04
Impact Pro 139.53
Impression Publisher 136.41

:.'u

Davyn

NCS

Beebug.

Data Store

CJE

mpression Style 83.54 [
Keystroke 34.95 I
Knowledge Organiser 2 71.95 I
MacFS Light 51.81 I
MellDI 129.00 I
Midi Synthesiser 46.94 I
Midi Works 151.95 I
MovieFS 29.95

Mr Clippy 20.00

Ovation Pro 193.87

Parallel port Zip drivers 35.19

PC Pro (+PC Exchange) 46.55

PC Sound Professional 30.00

Personal Accounts V3 44.95

Photo Link 65.55

Photo Real (Canon) 65.86

Photodesk Lite 128.01

Photodesk 2 256.02

PhotodeskFF1-file formats 18.95 |
Photodesk FX1 (Effects) 18.95

Photodesk FX2 (Effects) 18.95

Plot 71.95

Poster 104.57

Pro Sound 113.95

ProArtisan 2 79.14

ProArtisan 24(RPC Only) 89.95 |
Prophet 3 179.77

Quick Link SA/V only 32.90

Ramplify 19.95

Rhapsody 3 89.95

RiscCAD 279.06

RSDFS 45.00

RTF & WP Load's+Save' 5 30.66

S-Base Dev. Ver. 2 110.50

Schema 2 121.50

Serenade 89.95

SerialNET 20.00

Shortcuts 15.00

Sibelius 6 110.00

Sibelius 7 Student 389.00

Sibelius 7 775.00

Sleuth 2 116.32

Snapshot 57.58

SparkFS 25.00

Speed 9.00

Squirrel Database 155.15

StrongGuard 25.00

Studio 24 Pro 139.52

Studio Sound 113.95

Tablemate Designer 60.00

Tablemate v3 34.50

Talking Textease MMedia 90.00

TBAFS 23.74

TechWriter 166.31

TechWriter Professional 222.12

Termite Internet 89.24

Textease Mutimedia 54.69

Textures 11.99

Titler 89.95

TopModel2 145.11
Topographer 71.95
Touch type 46.88
Turbodriver (Canon) 54.69
Turbodriver (HP) 54.69
Turbodriver(Epson Stylus) 54.69
Undelete 18.95

Virtualise 22.45

Web Designers Toolkit 30.00
WebMaster53 116.32

WebSpider 40.00
WebTool for ANT Suite 2 29.38

WIMP Basic 44.99

WIMP Progs Toolkit 21.95
Win95FS 41.12

WinRisc! 29.95

XStitch 2 35.00

Education,

Advantage 58.04
Amazing Maths 29.31
Animated Alphabet, Talk 33.43
Arc Venture AngloSaxons 39.01
Arc Venture Egyptians 39.01
Arc Venture Roman's 39.01

Aztecs, Age 7-11 50.17
Badger Trails.age 9-11 50.17
Best Four Maths 46.41

I 1 Calabash Pirates 25.98

Copernicus 29.99
Cromwell the Fire Fighter 46.94
Crystal Rain Forest 50.17
Datasheet 47.00

DataSweet 3 69.33

Dazzle + 83.71

Dinosaurs 13.49

Doodle 32.37

Early Essentials 13.49
Elf Tales 36.78

English 13.49
Essential Maths 13.49

Essential Science 13.49

Expl with Flossy the Frog 28.79
First Logo 29.02
First Words with Smudge 25.98
Freddy Teddy's Adventure 23.50
French 13.49

Full Phase 43.52

AU Prices

Include VAT

@ 17.5%

Fun School 3: age 0-5 24.99
Fun School 3: age 5-7 24.99
Fun School 3: age 8+ ' 24.99
Fun School 4: age 0-5 24.99
Fun School 4: age 5-7 24.99
Fun School 4: age 8+ 24.99
Geography 13.49
German 13.49

Granny's Garden 28.79
James Pond Run. Water 27.00

Junior Sibelius 54.69

Kid Pix 32.31

Mathmania 35.25

Maths (Geometry) 13.49
Maths (Number) 13.49
Maths Circus 32.31

New & Featured

Software

NEW!

Syndicate
The classic strategy
game comes to the

Acorn

£29

ANKH

New Game from Artex

CD for RiscPC & Arc.

£25

Get that console ?
feel....

Single GamesPad j
£26

•Dual Pro GamesPad|
£40

PC SOUND PR02 V

I Enhance your PC Card"s|
Performance

£40

Light Aircraft \
Simulator Pro v 5.11 1
For use on a RiscPC j"
with a PC card fitted I
(Runs under DOS) [

£69.95

1 MathsBook (Talking) (+/-) 41.13 j
I, Mega Maths 24.99

1 Micro English 24.99

I Micro Maths 24.99

1 My World 2+2 54.70

I Naughty Stories Vols 1-6 44.65

J New Teddy Bear's Picnic 36.78

f Nightsky 71.95

L Nursery Rhyme Time 33.43

K Oxford CLIP ART 22.32

I Oxford Reading Tree 2 44.65

I Oxford Reading Tree 3 44.65

1 Pendown DTP 65.85

I Pendown, Talking 60.27

1 Photobase: Science 58.04

L Playdays age 3-8 23.40

i Playground (Freddy teddy) 23.50 |
1 Portfolio (1-5 users) 35.25

1 PrimeSolver full ver KS1-4 69.95 [
| Rosie &Jim Activities 16.69

1 Smudge theSpaniel 25.98

I Spelling &Punctuation 13.49

s, Spex+ Home Version
1 Splosh+ (1-5 users)

39.95

51.70

Wj* Starspell (Speaking) 49.94

P Table Aliens 27.85

A Talking Textease 72.55

I TinyDraw/TinyLogo 29.37

1 Tizzy'sToybox 47.94

f Versatile 45.76

k Watch Magic Grandad 30.13



o L°XDiri£©

Games

2067 BC 18.95

ACross 24.99

Alone in the Dark 34.99

Anagram Genius 19.95

Aries 22.50

Axis 23.74

Battlechess 29.99

BHP Brutal Horse Power 28.49

Birds of War f 34.95

Black Angel 34.95

Break 147 &S'pool t 31.45

Burn Out 23.70

Carnage Inc. 23.34

Cataclysm 19.95

Champions Collection 29.99

Chocks Away Compend. 31.46

Chopper Force t 29.95

Chuck Rock (NRPC) 9.99

Cobalt Seed 23.74

Command Ship 23.74

Crystal Maze, age 7+ 28.45

Cyber Ape 18.99

Cyber Chess 31.44

Darkwood 20.70

Demon's Lair 25.95

Drifter (DD) 31.45

Drifter (HD) 31.45

Dune II 26.60

Dungeon t 31.46

E-Type 2 f 34.94

E-Type Compendium 23.34

Eclipse Collection 22.49

Empire Soccer 24.95

Enter the Realm 24.95

Exodus DD 25.00

Exodus HD 25.00

Exotic Adv of Sylvia Layne 25.94

Fervour 17.95

Fire and Ice 23.39

Formula Two Thousand 23.74

Global Effect 27.00

Gods (NRPC) 9.99

Groundhog 12.00

Haunted House 25.95

High Rise Racing 25.00

Holed Out Compendium 25.94

Interdictor II 17.95

James Pond 2+ 16.20

Krisalis Collection (NRPC 29.99

Logic Mania 31.45

Lotus Turbo Ch2 (NRPC) 25.98

Magic Pockets 22.09

Mirror Image 18.99

Pandora's Box 25.94

Patience Addict 19.95

Play It Again Sam 1 24.95

Play It Again Sam 2 24.95

Play ItAgain Sam 3 24.95

Play ItAgain Sam 4 35.00

Powerband (NRPC) 34.95

Premier Manager 24.69

Pushy(Shovy) 12.00

Real McCoy 2 34.95

Real McCoy 3 34.95

Real McCoy 4 34.95

Real McCoy 5 31.45

Repton 3 24.95

Rick Dangerous 15.26

Sally &Wally 23.70

Saloon Cars Deluxe 31.45

Scrabble 26.59

Shuggy 25.95

Silver Ball 12.00

Sim City 2000 (for A5000) 39.99

Simon the Sorcerer 27.00

o

1 Small t 21.20 1
1 Spectrum Emulator Z80M 17.63

| Spobbleoid Fantasy 29.32

I Starfighter 3000 29.95

1 Stereoworld 26.95

1 Stuntracer 2000 f 34.99

I Tanks 25.95

1 Time Machine 25.96

1 VG Augusta Course 15.26

Virtual Golf

Wavelength
Wolfenstein 3D

31.46

13.50

29.95

CD-Rom Business

& Utilities

Address IT 198.99

All Fonts 29.74

Arm Club PD CD 1 19.00

Arm Club PDCD 2 15.00

Artworks 104.69

Artworks ClipArt 1 20.08
Artworks ClipArt 2 20.08
Artworks Tutorial Video 18.99

Bitfolio 7 42.74

Digital Symphony Sample 23.75
Font Emporium 29.95
GrafixCD1,The 19.95
HyperStudio 111.56
PDCD4 15.00

PDCD5 15.00

PublishArt Draw/ArtWrks 39.95

ProArtisan 2 98.93

Rise Disc Vol.1 15.00

Rise Disc Vol.2 20.00

Rise Disc Vol.3 25.00

Rob Duncan Cartoon Kit 42.74

Task Force Clip Art 33.20
Tekkie Disc (PRM's etc) 47.50
Typography 45.00
Zenta Clip Art Collection 29.95

CD-Rom Educatio

•n

Ancient Egyptians 42.30
Ancient Lands 50.53

Anim Alphabet, Talking 33.43
Being a Scientist 42.30
British Isles from the Air 42.30

British Countrysides 42.30
Cars - Maths in Motion 58.69

Castles 42.30

Counties of British I. (NK) 42.30
Countries of the World(NK) 42.30
Crystal Rain Forest 2 50.17
Dangerous Creatures 50.53
Dinosaurs 50.53

En Route 89.29

Era of the 2nd WW (PB) 81.08
Eureka Discoveries & Inve'42.30

Frontier 2000 58.69

Garden Wildlife 42.30

Granny's Garden 39.95
Guardians of' Greenwood 58.16

Hutchinson's Encyclopedia 52.82
Illustrated Shakespeare 29.32
Industrial Revolution (IK) 116.32
Industrial Revolution (NK) 95.17
John Cabot & Merchant V. 42.30

Journeys into History 100.45
Kingfisher Micropedia 76.38
King Arthur 58.69
Kiyeko with Acorn reader 36.43

Life & Living Process. (PB) 81.08
Map Detectives 50.17
Musical Instruments 50.53

My 1st Incrd. Amaz. Diet. 41.13
Nelson & the Brit. Navy 52.87
Number Time 2 28.99

Oxf. Talking Infant Atlas 22.32
PB Bears Birthday Party 41.13
Perspectives Franca. (PB) 81.08
Photography 42.30
Primary Web 37.00
Rocks, Min's & Fosl's (PB) 81.08
Romans 42.30

Science Explorer 66.96
Seashore Life 42.30

Secondary Web 37.00
Settlements (PB) 81.08
Science In Action 13.73

Space Exploration 13.73
Survival: Mysteries of Nat. 42.30
The Way Things Work 50.53
Tizzy's Toybox 44.65
TOTS TV 19.95

Ultimate Human Body 50.00
Understanding Energy 52.87
Understanding the Body 42.30
Vikings 42.30
Water 13.73

World of Robert Burns 93.94

World Population Atlasfile 37.01
World's Weather, The 52.87
WW2 home front (NK) 26.43

1500 titles Available!

Some dealers may not
stock some titles

Minimum delivery
charge normally £ 2

Credit Cards and Official

Orders welcome

E&OE

All Prices Include

VAT@ 17.5%

CD-Rom Games

Ankh 25.00

Crystal Maze 28.45
Doom Trilogy 35.00
Dune II 31.50

Simon the Sorcerer 32.40

Wizards Apprentice 24.95

Key :

NRPC Not for RPC

NK Needs Key+
IK Includes Key+
PB Picture Base

WS's Worksheets

t Separate RPC version
available

Please note many titles
have been abbreviated for

the advert Revision 4e

Order from a participating dealer

CTA Direct

Tel 01942 511000 Fax 01942 749325

email sales@cta.u-net.com

Liquid Silicon
Tel 01592 592265 Fax 01592 596102

email liquid@cableinet.co.uk

Beebug
Tel 01727 840303 Fax 01727 860263

email sales@beebug.co.uk

CJE Micro's / NCS

Tel 01903 523666 Fax 01903 523679

email sales@cje.co.uk

Uniqueway
Tel 01222 464020 Fax 01222 440071

email sales@uniqueway.co.uk

Desktop Projects
Tel 0161 474 0778 Fax 0161474 0781

email sales@desktopp.demon.co.uk

The Data Store

Tel 0181 460 8991 Fax 0181 313 0400

email sales@datstore.demon.co.uk

Davyn Computer Services
Tel 01924 254800 Fax 01924 254036

email sales@davyn.demon.co.uk
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HyperStudio

>• crediting American tastes here, you
understand). Work is considered for
inclusion in future releases - an excellent

incentive for wider exposure.
HyperStudio is an excellent package,

slightly frayed around the edges by
minor bugs. However, with TAG'S con
stant development, the aforementioned
snags can be (or may already have been)
rectified, making it an absolute essential
to all Acorn users wishing lo create mul
timedia software. Even as it stands now,

great pieces of work can be produced
with it. The fact that it takes full advan

tage of the RISC OS multitasking
environment makes its use a far more

pleasurable experience than it can ever
be on the Mac and PC versions.

It is certainly not comparable with
Macromedia Director. It is not intended to

be. Director is far more advanced and has

a price tag in excess of £700. HyperStudio
forsakes complexity for outright simplic
ity and, in doing so, succeeds. The
attention to detail and design is spot on.
Considering the relatively low price tags,
HyperStudio delivers on every level in
spades.

To conclude, I would gladly utilise
HyperStudio for my future project work.
And if I were to choose between the Mac,

I'C and Acorn versions, I would definitely

Product details
Product: HyperStudio

Prices: £99.95 (Single educational user),
£299.95 (five user educational site

licence, then £37.00 for additional

extensions),£149.95 (Single user),

£449.95 (five user site licence)

Supplier: TAG Developments Ltd

Address: 25 Pelham Road, Gravesend, Kent,

DA11 OHU

Tel: 0800 591262 (Freephone orders

only),01474357350 (Sales and

enquiries)

E-mail: sales@tagdev.co.uk

WWW: http://www.tagdev.co.uk

Pros: •Brilliantly designed 'Attractive
educational price•Easy-to-follow
manuals »Good customer support

•Onlytripleplatformauthoring

packageon the Acorn (or anywhere!)
Cons: 'Slight,but notserious bugs

•Imperfect cross-platform compatibility

Other information

Main HyperStudio website:
http://www.hyperstudio.com

Acorn HyperStudio website:

http://www.arachnesoft.demon.
co.uk/hs

Mywebsites:
http://www.geocities.com/Silicon
Valley/Pines/2760and

http://www.fortunecity.com/
lavendar/clint/40

choose the Acorn one - it feels far easier

to use, its OLE editing facility makes tin
kering quick, easy and elegant in
execution, and damn it, it should have

been made for the Acorn in the A-,-,
first place.

Creating multimedia with HyperStudio (cont.) step 12

> first frame of it will appear, in this case, the

WSS logo of MovieFS (the moviehas been
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converted to Replay format using MovieFS).
Clicking on the Position iconallows you to

placethe movieanywhere on the stack.We'll
placeit under the text on the right hand side
of the screen.
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Step 11

Having positioned the movie, clicking OK in the
Button dialogue box, will attach the movie to

the button. Nowit is just a case of movingthe
button to below the movie, achieving the final
result.

Now to watch the final result; rewind the

movie using the move to card pane attached

at the bottom of the stack window, and

select the browse tool (the hand) in the top
left of the tool pane. Now clickon the button,

and the moviewill play.Don't forget to save
the stack - this one was only one card, with

the movie as an external resource. Movie and

audio files are considered too large to be

included within stack files.



rchimedes fublicDomain Liibrary
^^^~ Incorporating
||U«Da\afilePublic Domain, Shareware and other low cost

hardware and software for Acorn computers

mmmmi APDL CDs _^_
rU"l 'serious' programs and utilities Z. I £..0\J
i \J~2. games, music, novelties, etc. £ I 2.0U

Both PD CDs for just £22
DTP-1 and DTP-2 £15.50 each, DTP-3 £17.50
The ever popular APDL Clip Art CDs. DTP-1 and DTP-2 have over
500Mb, DTP-3 more than 720Mb. All ready lo use in Acorn format,

Just £40 for all three Clip Art CDs

The new (%>e*ten#ti04t> ^&Uo*t Games CD
A collection of six popular games for just £17.50. AlfaXLS, Pharoahs Secret Tombs,
Last Cybermoch, Sea Trek, Caves of Confusion, Robocatch. Normal price £7 each.

Also available on floppydiscfor £16.50 (specify 800K or 1.6Mb)

Especially for schools. Has all the things nnlv
.«_. Education weknow you want. More than5,000 Acorn

rAAf/ff.f.ir+A format clip art images, hundreds ofe-texts, OtS ci\s&y*9AAyw*&& 0VC1.300 popil|ai. alld |Isdui |)roarams.... cX I U.3U

Earth in Space
New version

Wizard
Apprentice

Pictures, databases, information onstars, only
planets, moons, space missions, etc. etc. n« .'. „

Ahuge amountofdata at a realistic price. %J*J\3

Havevou got what it takes to becomea new low
Wizard? 100 levels ofthis great game with >price
superh graphicsand sound. RISC-PC only 4?I £L QC

A3020
5" IDE
A3000/3010 Hard Discs 3.5" IDE

Drive with I/Face

30MI)

60Mb

80Mb

170Mb

210Mb

330Mb

420Mb

512Mb

810Mb

£36

£49

£59

£72

£84

£94

£107

£115

£79

£99

£111

£124

£131

£144

£155

£162

£187

SCSI

200Mb £45

280Mb £54

420Mb £74

3.2Gb £151

4.2Gb £186

8.7 Gb £379

Lots ofother sizes and types available
plus SCSI interfaces etc.

Syquest drives
230Mb EZ Flyer Internal IDE £122
230Mb EZ Flyer External SCSI £122
I Gb SparQ Internal IDE £154
NB. Syquest IDE drives cannot be
used with most IDE interface. It's
best lo use one ofour IDE cards.

Syquftsldiscs 135Mb-£15 £230Mb-£18

2I0Mb
420Mb

850Mb

1.2Gb

2.5Gb

3.2Gb

£52
£67

£80
£89

£123

£114

4.2Gb 5" £119
4.2Gb £127

6.3Gb £155

8.2Gb £203

£89

£99

£128

£137

£171

£162

£165

£175

£202

£251

New fast IDE interface
Supports 4 devices
DMA on Rise-PC

Up to 8 partitions
CDFS and ATAPI

Only £5
A3000/A3010 version £67

8x £48 £149

16x £48 £151

24x £54 £157

32x £61 £164

270Mb-£38 1Gb-£28

Veryspecial offers on Syqucst interim! IDE
SparQ 1Gb drive, two discs, fast IDE interface card £215
EZ 230Mb drive, two 230Mb discs, fast IDE interface £179

IDE CD ROMs
Internal External

External prices include an IDE interface with CDFS.
Upgrades for earlier ICS IDE interfaces available.

Internal prices include cables and drivers if required

Pre RO3.5 driver software alone £7.50 SupportsSamsung, Sanyo, Hitachi, NEC, etc

Hard drive upgrades
If you need a bigger drive we are the experts at painless upgrades and it might cosl
lessthan you expect to part-exchange. Forexample. I Gb to 6.3 Gb only£122.

Faster PC - E20 The PC emulator for any model with 2Mb RAM
PowerBase - £15 Ready-to-use version of the very popular and

easy to use Shareware database. With examples, tutorials and printed
manuals. Better than most products costing many times the price.

MenuBar, Tiger, WorkTop - £15 each Utilities no-one should be
without. We are now the distributor for Graham Crow's Desktop Suite.

Rise PC RAM 8Mb-£10 16Mb-£22 32Mb - £40
Other sizes and part-exchange available

As well as all this (and more) we have over 1000 discs of PD and Shareware from
only £1.25 each and 400 discs of clip art. For a catalogue on 800K or 1.6Mb disc
send 50p or two 1st class stamps or visit our web site at h ww.apdl.co.uk
A.RD.L. 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN

Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487

All prices include VAT at 17.5%. Prices include UK carriage except add £5
for internal hard drives and CD ROM drives, £8 for external drives.

odd
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ervices

NEW Phoebe 2100

(Rise PC II) Systems

Phoebe 2100

32Mb, 32xCD, 6.4Gb HD
with 15" llyama monitor

£1499

£1649

Deposit of £ 100 required to secure order only. NB Will not ship until
3rd quarter 1998. The above is minimum spec - it may improve!!!

LAUNCH OFFER - FREE ADDITIONAL

32Mb with orders placed before 30/6/98

SA Rise PC & A7000+ Systems

SA 233, 32Mb RAM, 2MB VRAM,

1.2Gb HD, 24xCD, 15" Monitor
A7000+, 24Mb RAM, 1.2GbHD
24xCD, 15" Monitor

£1040

£840

Examples only - call for custom configured machines

Components & Peripherals

24x & 32x Hitachi CD ROM drives from £ 40

16Mb EDO RAM (tested for RPC) £20
32Mb EDO RAM " " £ 35

64Mb EDO RAM " " £ call

15" Monitors (3yr warranty) £ 120
17" Monitors (3yr warranty) £ 230

We also supply a full range of printers, expansion cards, modems
etc. Please call for more info.

Clearance Corner

A7000 NET, 8Mb, Mouse, Keyboard £ 419
A5000, 4Mb RAM, 500Mb HD, OS3.11 £ 200
Mouse & keyboard (3mth warranty)
A3000, 4Mb RAM, OS 3.11, Mouse £140
(3mth warranty)

Tel 0141 644 4952

Fax 0141 644 5299

http://www.tecs.co.uk
E-mail sales@tecs.co.uk

140 Busby Road, Clarkston, Glasgow G76 8BG

NB ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT @ 17.5%
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Web enhancement

The World Wide Web is a vast resource,

partly because it is so easy for ordinary
people to add their own pages - often at no
extra cost, as many Internet providers offer
Webspace as part of their package. If space
does not come with an account it is not too

difficult to find some elsewhere for free.

Usually this "homepage" Web space has
only limited facilities, allowing static
pages, perhaps with a standard hit counter
to show how often a page is viewed. There
may he image maps to allow visitors to
move to other pages in a free-form way and
a simple response form, hut often no access
to the more interesting programmable and
logging facilities.

Ibis article looks at ways to get round
some of these restrictions and how to add

hells and whistles to enhance homepages
and get them noticed. Everything described
is free, hut there is generally some sort of
commercial motive behind the service.

Who's visiting?
Commercial Web customers arc able to

track who has visited their site. For admin

istrative reasons, information about visitors
is not generally made available for non
commercial users. It is possible, however, to
identify visitors to a homepage site by
using a logging service on another site.

Logging services work by having a small
graphic in the user's page which is stored
on the logger's site. Whenever the page is
viewed the picture is requested, using an
identifier unique to that page. Information
about requests is stored and made available
at a later date, perhaps with some analysis
of them. As this is potentially such a useful
service I will describe three different

providers, each giving a different range of
services.

zn

Your Captain's Log account has been set up

•IMU.>|tt(V'|Ml;,-/l*^v„vml|fJlVi.JA.t.^«l.i:((*rtU*«ijMMl.^*-
ii.-,.„.m Will.--:- Mtiiv ):>*„*> iy-

Your account name Is AUserDemo

'***?• 'Virnnswt'

33T

first, Captain's Log. Users get a weekly
e-mail for each page they register, with the
time and date of access and the visitor's site

address. A more advanced chargeable ser
vice was planned hut that has since been
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abandoned. Adding the name of the
browser used by each visitor is currently
under test and may he a part of the service
by the time this article is published.

Captain's Log is available from:
http://www.rooml01.co.uk/captains-log/
There is a form to fill in and a choice of

Captain's Log logos to incorporate into the
page. Finally, the necessary HTML code is
generated and displayed - ready to he cut
and pasted into the user's page. If text can
not easily he cut in your browser, save the
text of the whole page to Edit and copy the
relevant section from there. This style of
registration and automatic generation of

j®@© • i r
Have AWeb Page?

FastCounter

Su««»lw.«.rHll:K.Mi.™iiiLt

I • . | MMI.

'*»** te .aj*rt.>dWl*a8F'idr'*

. '

HTMLis typical of the services described in
this article - it is not necessary to under
stand how these add-ons work to use them.

A second way of tracking visitors is Link
Exchange's FastCounter. This does not pro
vide as much information about individual

hits as Captain's Log, it simply gives the
number of visits per day. However, the
graphic returned is an updating hit counter
so it is well worth considering if you have
no other way of counting visitors.

FastCounter can be found at

http://www.fastcounter.com In this case
you register a password and view the statis
tics via your browser. You also get periodic
e-mails.
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ShowStat is a very comprehensive logger
and analyser but access to its server can
sometimes he a little slow and often visitors

have moved on to another page before the
visit is recorded. It can be found at

http://www.showstat.com The statistics it
produces are in the form of a huge array of
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graphs. They can be seen by all visitors to
your site if they click the ShowStat icon on
your page. It collects information about
operating systems being used, country of
origin and Web browsers as well as lime
bands and dates of users.

It also displays the latest 10 accesses in
raw form. Interestingly, the raw entries tell
you the name of browsers used by visitors
but in the statistics they are classified as
Microsoft Internet Explorer, Netscape and
Others - no use for tracking the use of
Acorn browsers.

Banner exchanges
Often sites advertise others and clicking on
the advertisement takes you straight to
those sites.

A Acorn Style Web Counter
l-Mp ••••Ihe.hypennart nelaccrn

i BMPC i:"'..igage

These ads, normally long and narrow,
are known as banners and are often sup
plied by a banner exchange site - a
different banner is displayed each time the
page is viewed. Every time you display a

banner for someone else you gain entitle
ments to have your banner supplied to
other people's pages, and so have an oppor
tunity to draw people into your site. After
registering you are supplied with pre-made
HTML to incorporate into your page - the
hardest hit is generally designing your own
banner!

Exchanges generally allow you to specify
what type of banner you will accept on
your site, so it is possible to exclude, for
example, commercial companies or adult
sites.

A popular general exchange is Link
Exchange at http://www.linkexchange.
com If you are interested in an Acorn spe
cific exchange, for example if you have
RISC, OS Public Domain software for down

loading, you could try the Acorn Banner
Exchange at http://the.hypermart.
net/acorn/

Change notification
It is handy to have a means of notifying
users that a page has been updated. One
way of doing this is to use the Netmind URL

Em iyour e mail 11
.. . ..

page s updated.

1
Your Internet e mail address:

|
Press Here iiRegister I

minder. There is example code for this at
http://www.netmind.com/URL-minder/
simpleform.html The code is copied into
your page and provides a form for the user
to enter their e-mail address and register.

There are a number of variations in how

this service can be used, so it is worth hav
ing a good look around Netmind's help
pages before using the service. I use the
URL minder on my Attacher pre-release
page with two of the extra features - any
one that registers gets a page from me
thanking them for their registration rather
than a default page from Netmind and I've
also put an identifier line at the top of the
page which allows me to collect statistics
about users.

This really is quite a neat service.
Netmind presumably intend to make
money by including advertisements in
their e-mails notifying change, but so far
they have been few and far between.

Web rings
Web rings are a way of linking together
sites which have a common theme. They
exist for all sorts of topics and many are

Thii U.irnWilirlnjvltc
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listed at http://www.webring.com but you
may well come upon other examples as you
browse the Web.

A site that is part of a Web ring gives
links to go to the next site in the ring, lets
you go back to the previous one or visit a
site in the ring at random. There is usually
a link for joining - if not, follow the link to

Web enhancement

the ring's home page. After registering you
will be sent HTML to put into your page.

Some ring maintained are quite strict
about who can join - but that's good as it
ensures that users come to value the links.

There is a Web ring for Acorn computer
enthusiasts with links to software you can
download - including mine - and you can
find that homepage at http://www.acom-
ring.home.ml.org/

If you have a site of specialist interest
and there does not appear to be an existing
Web ring for that subject, it is possible to
create one via http://www.webring.com/
There are full instructions and you can be
as strict as you like over who can join.
However, to get a ring going docs require
some effort to find other people with simi
lar sites who are prepared to be founder
members.

Search engines
Normally you go to a special site for a
search engine, such as Yahoo or Alta Vista,
but it is possible to incorporate most of the
popular engines on your own site. You
should note that this does not enable them

©infoseek-
Typc a specifie question, phrase or .Name.

;|the Web 13j seek

to search your site - it just provides an
interface to their normal database.

Generally there will be a link from a
search engine's homepage to a page giving
details of how they can be incorporated in
your own pages. To add Infoseck, for exam
ple, go to their homepage at http://
www.infoseek.com/ and click on the link

"put Infoseek on your site" which gives a
page of options of how it could look. Click
on one and the HTML for the link will be

displayed, save the page and incorporate it
into your own page.

Conclusion
This article has just scratched the surface of
the things you can add to your website.
Many Internet Service Providers have use
ful clipart and background textures which
are guaranteed to stay in the same place so
that you can refer to them without having
to store the image on your own site. It is
worth looking at your provider's homepage
for this.

There are many other facilities being
offered on the Web - if you sec an interest
ing facility in use there is usually some sort
of link back to its homepage and instruc
tions there on how it use it on your site.

To make it easy to use these add-ons I
have created a demonstration page on my
own website with examples of everything
described plus a few extras. It also has links
to relevant registration pages making it
easy for you to use them on your own
pages. My page is at http://www. i
bramber.demon.co.uk/auser/. f\\j
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DATA STORE
15th Anniversary Year

From Data Store

Software...

New contrul panel with
many improvements

including 'compass' knobs

|33I

New

toolbox controls

FONTFX
New border effect

FONTFX
User-definable shadow length and direction

F IF
New rainbow fill option New 3DShadow effect

«**tfx VERSION.
Newgrowand shrinkfeature

NOW AVAILABLE!
PRICE £31.95 inc.VAT and postage

SITE LICENCES AVAILABLE
Upgrades at special pricesforownersof

earlier versions: phone for details

Place your order for the latest, greatest
Acorn Computer NOW!

PHOeBB
1 D D

£100 Deposit paid now puts your name into the queue for
delivery from September. Total prices from £1750,

balance payable on delivery/collection.
We shall rewardthose ordering from us with bonus offers,
selected nearer the time of release - ask for more details.

We're a member

of the

Acorn Software
Network

Seeourdouble-page
spread elsewhere in
this issue for a list

of some of the
available

titles

Sibelius

SPECIALISTS

IDE hard discs

for RiscPCs and A7000s

3.2GB £115

4.3GB £139

SIMM DRAM

(RiscPC/A7000)
16MB £22

32MB £42

KTX 33k6 BABT-approved
external fax modem

£69 including cables
Epson scanner bundles...
CT5000 (parallel) £249

CT5500 (SCSI) £299
including ImagcMastcr, Twain and Windows

software. CT5000 also includes dual switch box and

cables

STOP PRESS!

NEW EVEN LOWER PRICES!
Sibelius 7 Professional v3.5 ^£995700

NOW FURTHER REDUCED TO JUST £725.00!!

Sibelius 7Student v3.5^£5&r%2~
NOW FURTHER REDUCED TO JUST £365.00.'.'

Sibelius 6 v3.5J2*ffr3TNOW£116.33

PLUS...

Scan your printed music straight into Sibelius
with OpticalManuscript.... £275.00

The DataStore is one of only three dealers in the
country which offer full, detailed demonstrations of
Sibelius software. Ifyou want to find out how the

best just got better, ring us NOW for an
appointment - you'll need at least an hour!

THE.DATA STORE
microcomputers

^PENiNGHOURS

The Data Store is proud to
:^p[j have served the Acorn

community for nearly 15
years, from the days of the
BBC Micro and the Electron

right up to the forthcoming
'Phoebe 2100'. If you're in
the Bromley area, just 10

miles south-east of central London, why not visit our
well-equipped showroom? If not, our mail and
telephone order service is second to none. If it's
made by Acorn or for Acorn, we can supply it, andat
competitive prices. Come and join our

ever-growing family of satisfied customers!

StrongARM RiscPCs from £949
A7000+ from £699

liyama 17" monitors from £440
Acorn 20/20 Finance Scheme (20% deposit plus20 monthly

payments with nointerest topay) ENDS 31st JULY- call for details

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 0181-460 8991 • Fax 0181-313 0400

Web http://www.datstore.demon.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

ALL PRICES IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT INCLUDE VAT @ 17'A%



Welcome to another edition of the Game

Show - this month, I'll be looking at
several budget games from the Fourth
Dimension and Intertek, but the major news is
from R-Comp Interactive who have
announced three more titles to be released in

the immediate future.

They'll also be distributing Artex
Software's graphical adventure game Ankh,
which is almost ready for distribution as we
speak. With the current rush of games contin
uing unabated, and the recent unveiling of
Phoebe, the Acorn games market looks dis
tinctly buoyant at the moment. Without
further ado then, let's continue and take a
look at some of the games just about to enter
the scene.

games from RG1
R-Comp Interactive have a surprise for all
those people who might have been thinking
that AcornDoom was the last new game they
were going to see for a while. Just before the
Wakefield Spring Show, RCI announced the
imminent arrival of three new titles, all of
which look set to cause a stir in the games
market.

The first one that I mention has to be

AcornQuake - although people around the
world have been playing 'unofficial' versions

flT^!17iT^lill-llraliT^i"ffiup-

uses the Quake

player co-developed between TBA and
R-Comp Interactive. Following on in the man
ner of the AcornDoom release, the Quake
player will be bundled with a limited-edition
boxed set, containing the extra add-on packs
Q-Zone and Malice, as well as the original
CD.

The ability for network play should be
incorporated as standard, which will please
those who prefer the mechanics of the multi-
player game. However, if you don't happen to
have a network of Acorns set up in your
study, don't despair. The Malice pack has

Steve Mumford reveals

three new games from the
stables of R-Comp

Interactive

been created as a standalone adventure, and
is thought to provide a much stronger single-
player experience.

As was the case with Doom, level editors
have been available on the PC for an age, and
Quake utilities are already appearing for the
Acorn, so I'm hopeful that we'll see our own

l^«l<«Vi'ilBl^'i^K«:|lTtB»KllHiI^<liMh[:»iI:M<

. Needless to say, AcornQuake is aimed
rely at the StrongARM market,
e next product to be revealed is per-
a little more unexpected - Bullfrog's

ticate series has been a big hit on the
other platforms, creating a powerful cock
tail of strategy and action as you are put in
charge of an underground team of cyber-
netically enhanced 'agents' who, under
your control, battle to expand your influ
ence and the Syndicate's power. The game
domain itself is presented in an isometric
view and, using a point-and-click interface,
you can guide your operatives around the
map to tackle various missions - suppress
ing rebel factions, converting people to
your cause and retiring those who prove to
be obstinate.

We'll be receiving a conversion of
Syndicate Plus, comprising the standard mis
sion selection as well as the harder American

Revolt pack, although various modifications
and improvements have been made since the
original. Graphics and music have both been
enhanced and RCI are once again turning
towards MIDI technology to provide the solu
tions. Syndicate Plus is a game I'm definitely

New re lea

looking forward to playing in full; I've been
able to investigate a pre-release demonstra
tion version of the game, and you can read
the results later in this month's column.

Finally, R-Comp Interactive will be releas
ing the full commercial version of Abuse, a
game you might have seen featured a few
months ago in Acorn User's public domain
pages. A sideways-scrolling A/Zen-inspired
shoot 'em-up, this package offers action in
great meaty slabs. The full version has a
whole load of new levels, but also features
such improvements as high-resolution game-
play and dynamic light sourcing, as well as a
multitasking level editor.

I'm overjoyed to see that R-Comp
Interactive are pushing to release more PC
classics on the Acorn; all three of their new
releases are strong titles that deserve to do
well. If all goes according to plan, the final
versions of these games should be available
by the time you read these words - keep
watching these pages for full reviews.

One final word - R-Comp Interactive are on

SYNDICATE

the lookout for talented programmers at the
moment, so if you fit the bill and want to help
a few more of their projects see the light of
day, it might be worth your while giving them
a call.

intact details
R-Comp interactive
Tel: 01925-755043

WWW: http://www.rcomp.co.uk
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yndicate is a game that I've enjoyed in a
number of different forms - most

recently, the sequel Syndicate Wars made an
appearance on the PlayStation, proving that
the game's overall design is still as popular
as it ever was.

R-Comp Interactive are due to release a
conversion of Syndicate Plus, a compilation
that contains the original game as well as the
extra missions pack named American Revolt.
Prior to the release of the full game, RCI have
produced a single-level demonstration that
gives the player a taste of the game engine -
I've been taking a look around
Syndicate's mean streets in a pre
view of what's to come.

To describe the game A
briefly, the action takes place J
in a dark, lawless future where I
the population is controlled *
subliminally by the use of -
mood-altering silicon chips -
these are embedded in every citizen's
neck and control hormonal levels and behav

iour. Ifan organisation can take control of the

manufacture and use of these implants, they
can control the people, and that's the point
where the game starts.

You play the part of a syndicate overseer
whose job is to manipulate and control the
local populace as well as extending your own
sphere of influence. In classic style, this is
done most often through the use of force and
terrorism, although more subtle approaches
can be employed where required.

Your pawns in this game of corruption are
cybernetic agents, luckless humans who
have been altered and enhanced using the
latest robotic techniques and now serve your
bidding without question. Controlling their
actions from a tactical airship floating over
the target city, you can direct their move
ments and choose how to tackle each

mission as it is revealed to you.
However, the agents still retain some of their

original intelligence and can act autonomously
should you allow them the freedomto do so. In
the case of this demo level, the mission is quite
simple; you have to get your agents inside the
city before hunting down and 'retiring' any
enemy

any unnecessary entanglements with the
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converted for the Acorn

R-Comp Interactive

police. Automatic barriers prevent pedestrians
from entering or leaving the city; however, the
Syndicate has thoughtfully provided you with
an unmarked hovercar which can be used to

infiltrate their defences.

Each city is drawn as an isometric map
which takes up the bulk of the screen; the
remainder is occupied by a radar-style scan
ner showing the locations of police, civilians

and enemy agents, and a series of status indi
cators showing the health of your four agents
as well as what they're up to. For the most
part, this will involve running from one place
to another, but as soon as your forces engage
the enemy, the four icons allow you to see at a
glance what sort of punishment they're taking.
In 'panic mode', in which your agents are
dosed to the maximum with psychotropic
enhancers, the status indicators are an invalu
able way of keeping tabs on the proceedings,
which routinely become quite messy.

Two major weapons have been revealed in
this demonstration - the mini-gun and flame
thrower - along with several other devices,
and even within the limited confines of the

level you get plenty of chance to try them
out. The graphics, for their day, were
impressive and the explosions, shrapnel
and raging fires were expertly captured.
Even though the graphics are limited in
colour, the detail in the animation brings
them vividly to life - the effects of the
flame-thrower can be particularly

r gruesome.

One part of the game that this preview level
doesn't show is the atmosphere that's built up

, through the in-game menus and briefing
screens; Bullfrog spent a lot of time designing
an interface that enhanced the title's dark, men

acing feel, and placed the player firmly in the

hot seat. Selection screens exist to allow tor

new technological research to be planned and
carried out, and the inventory screen is where
those new devices can be distributed between

the agents. Access to the Cryovat lets you train
and pick particular agents for certain mission
types - choose carefully and your chances of
success will increase. There's a lot more to

Syndicate than the arcade action alone.
Although the demonstration level represents

only a fraction of the gameplay, from the parts
that I've seen it looks like R-Comp Interactive
have made a good job of the conversion. The
game runs smoothly, and the graphics,
although looking a little dated, are crisp and
clear. The only disappointing area is
Syndicate's sound, which isn't particularly
Inspiring.That said, I'm looking forward to play
ing the full version of the game -1 just happen
to have a PC version of SyndicatePlussitting in
front of me as I write, and I'll be particularly
interested in comparing it to the Acorn version.



32-bll MIDI S .•!•.:.•i-vc-

so drag & drop

r maps (e.g.
and volocity)

'alterable by
rig with Iho mouse

is can be linked to

• other patterns

Handles System Exclusivcs

Multitasking playback

""* any MIDI
interface, including
parallel and serial

Up to 192 MIDI channels
and no track limit

Demo disc available

lable-E129.00

Complete MIDI sound expansion £229.00

Mil i o MIDI sound module (676 sounds in total, 21 drum kits. 11
reverb. 11 chorus &42 variation clfccts (with audio inputs lor
microphones etc.). Absolutely superb sounds lor the price.

- Serial driver connects the MU10 to a last serial port (Rise PC. (/)
A7000. A5000 or multiple serialcard)and turns it intoa 1 In,1 fc
Out MIDI interlace as well as a sound module. No need lor a *-<
separate MIDI interlace - you can plug n keyboard straight into 3
the MU10. Ideal ifyou already use your parallel port etc. D-

- Excellent results with McllDI,Sibelius (you can hoar playback
when recording with Flcxi-Tlmo!) and otherMIDI applications. q

- Roquiics either headphones, a HiFihook-up or a pair ol f\
trb results with Iho Yamaha YST scries).

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom

Tel: (01592)592265 Fax: (01592)596102

Phoebe is coming,
iiyama prices are

down again!

Junior Sibelius - £49.00

Sibelius 6 - £99.95

Sibelius 7 Student - £349.95

Sibelius 7/VMP - £699.95

Optical Manuscript - £259.00
Please call lor bundle & site licence prices

Computer Systems
Monitors are not included in these prices

Phoebe 2100 -£1691.00

Phoebe advance order deposit - £100.00
Rise PC SA 4*0Mb 1.7Gb HD- £911.00
Rise PC SA 8»2Mb 1.2Gb HD - £1199.00

A7000* 4Mb. Network - £675.65

A/000. 8Mb. 1.2Gb - £767.00

Modem (28.8) Network Computer - £345.00

Monitors:

Acorn AKF60 (14") - £253.80
Acom AKF92 (17") - £614.76

iiyama 350 (15°) - £185.00
iiyama 17 (17") -£361.30

iiyama 17ES (17") - £420.00
iiyama 400 (17") - £361.30

iiyama Pro 400 (17") - £380.10
iiyama 450 (19") - £596.30
iiyama 501 (21") - £866.50

iiyama Pro 501 (21") - £866.50
iiyama 502 (21") - £908.85

iiyama Pro 502 (21") - £937.00
iiyama Pro-Lite 35 13.8" LCD - £1013.45

iiyama Pro-Lite 36 14.1" LCD - £890.00
Proper glass louchscrcens coming soon -

PJoase contact us lor lurthcr details!

PC cards:

5x86-133, 512K cache & PC Pro - £360.00

PC Pro (includes PC Exchange) - £47.95
PC Sound Pro- £29.50

Other options (with machine):
8 speed CD ROM drive - add £49.00

24 speed CD drive - add £99.00

Psion Series 5
Drool ovor the new ARM-powcrcd palmtops!

4Mb, with PC connection kit - £409.00

8Mb, with PC connection kit - £449,00

Parallel link - £34.95 Other Sof ware
PsiRisc link - ECall

Memory Upgrades
Abuse -

Ankh- E25.00
• j^Rij-':nl(«I»lil.H:«':llii-lili'l'iW-I--<H ANT Internet Suite 2 -

Brutal Horse Power -

C112.00

C2G.00Other upgrades are available.
A3000 1-4 Mb - £64.60 DataPower 2 - CI 65.00

A3010 1-4Mb- £69.30 Acorn DOOM Rise PC CDs - £32.50
A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb - £52.80 Driller - E30.00

A5000 2-4Mb- £69.30 Dune II - £31.00

A300. 400. 5000 4-8 Mb - £128.00 Dune II CD - £31.01
Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs: Empire Soccer 94 - £22.00

16Mb- £18.75 Exodus - C22.0I
32Mb (not original RPCs) - £35.50 Impression Style - £88.00

64Mb-£147.95 Inferno - £9.5(

1Mb VRAM- £49.00 iXRC- £14.99
1-2Mb VRAM swap - £60.00 Kcystroke - £34.95

2Mb VRAM- £92.80 Kinglishcr Ch. Micropcdia - £64.95

Music & Sound Section
Kiycko -

My 1st Incredible Amaz. Diet. -
C35.0(

£39.50

Please call lor other musical items Ovation Pro - £174.50

MIDI interlaces: Personal Accounts 3 - £43.0(

A30x0/A4000 internal 1x1x1 - £57.50 Photodesk Light - £125.00

DMI 50 dual MIDI card (2x2) - £138.65 Photodesk 2 - £247.95

XG upgrade lor DMI 50 - £129.25 Prophet 3 - E160.0C
16-bit sampler lor DMI50 - £70.50 Syndicalct - £29.01

MIDIConnect 1x1x1 - £75.00 Acorn Quake Rise PC CDs - E35.0C

MIDI Max II internal 1x1x1 - £92.00 Tok- ECal
Parallel Port 1x1x1- £89.00 Texlcasc 3 - ES4.5C

Synth 8- £44.60 Talking Tcxtcasc - £71.95

Basic Synth - £44.60 The Ultimate Human Body - £48.50

Synth Plus- £55.75 Undelete - £18.95

The Way Things Work - £48.50

y . ycT M7 cnaakore PAT Art Wizard Apprentice -

YST-M20 DSP speakers - E65.00
YST-M100 speakers- ECall

YST-MS25 speakers & subw.- £79.00
YST-MSW5 subwooler - £59.00

YST-MSW10 subwooler - £89.00

Sound Byte Recorder - £57.50

Other soltwarc:
MIDISupport- £18.50

Prosound-£116.95

SMPTE extension lor Sib. 7 - £550.00

Sound module serial driver - £37.95

Studiosound - £116.95

Other Hardware
ARM Switcher-£119.00

Connect 32 SCSI 2 RPC card - £211.50

Hard drives & kits - ECall

Pocket Book A-Link - £59.50

Rise PC second slice - £116.30

RPC second slice (no PSU) - £90.00
StrongARM upgrade - £275.00

Books & Manuals
BBC BASIC Manual - £21.95

Impression Tutorial Guide - £7.95
RISC OS 3 PRM- £104.00

RISC OS 3 PRM V5a - £32.75

TheTekkicCD- £45.00

Cables
We do hundreds ol dillcrcnt cables -

please call for details.
Data switches arc also available.

&TDK„
I0x HD black/whito discs - £4.49

5x HD red/bluo/grn/white discs - E2.99
Audio & Video Tapes - EVarious

Batteries- EVarious

We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

email: Liquid@cableinel.co.uk All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/liquid/ Official ordersandcallers welcome. Finance available, i IS

, Monitors
(0.28mm Dot pitch, 3 year warranty.)

14" 15" 17"
£96.00 £146.00 £254.00
£124.55 £183.30 £310.20

Sox ROM
'Provides Cumana SCSIcards with compatibility £35.00 £42.30
andfunctionality oftheEESOXSCSIcard.'

SCSI Card
Wenowhaveourownfast SCSI-2interface £125.00 £161.88

cardfor theAcornplatform.'

Imi 24x speed drive.
IDE 32x speed drive. ♦ • £65.00 £88.13

£85.00 £111.63

Four disc, 8x speed, Auto-changer drive. £79.00 £i04.58
24x speed, Parallel Port drive. £165.00 £205.63

potiw Four disc, 8x speed, Auto-changer drive. £165.00 £205.63
SCSI 32x speed, Internal drive. 4fa £105.00 £135.13
SCSI 32x speed, External drive. \& £155.00 £193.88

CD-Recorders
(Acorn &PC writing software included.)

SCSI 4x speed writer, SCSI card, Internal drive. £399.00 £480.58
SCSI 4x speed writer, SCSI card, External drive. £449.00 £539.33
SCSI 4x speed writer, Internal drive. £329.00 £398.33
m-.".I 4x speed writer, External drive. Sfe £379.00 £457.08
Hi:-: 2x speed writer, Internal drive. H £275.00 £334.88
1'u.im 2x speed writer, External drive. £399.00 £480.58

Also Harddrives. tikmonj. Speakers, graphics lattch, Audio mixing
hards. CD-ROM uiiliiitt andMastering service availitte.

Prices including VAT and Carriage. e &OE.

CO
CD
CD

CD

o

cod

PCiTDSJ Enables the use ol a wide PS2MoUSe Allows ,he USB °'anv PS;2
range of PC-style analogue mouse (6 pin connector) on
joysticks, includes easy to an Acorn machine, including
use configuration software •-^fc^, trackballs and remote control
forRiseOS and the PCcard. *1W devices!

£39.95
Light

Aircraft
Simulator

£09.95

CUMANA
The bestnameinmemory

Have fun analogue control
on flight simulators etc!

From DIGITAL AVIATION.

Special version lor Acorn PC
card. Hand coded for speed
even on low spec, cards.

_. VISA

PS2MouM+ ••ncluoos

ndlacks£24.95 PSIMouse

£39.95 PS2Xf,r\ f %"#vd

* •

IICO| A +0s
acclaimed so.aiimeo soi ^li^dTor

..^ «-». J? 1 A HC a limited time with a FREEIdeal for use with PCJoy. £14 .VJ Cheetah 125* joystick!

Orange:
lnto@STDovol domon.c

AU prices include P5P. All trademarks acknowteged
Access/Visa/Delta/Mastercard accepted.

Just a selection from ourrange ofGame, Interface andAccess products.% %♦ ^^^
** j** +?

Stuart Tyrrell Developments ^>^zl<^'
POBox

Want more
Information^



CUMANA
JP' The best name In memory

The names you can trust for all
your computer requirements. rpsmm $

Acorn Computers
We supply the range of computers, A7000s, RiscPCs, Pocket Books and NetWork Computers (NCs).

We offer extra discounts for Education - Call us now for the most competitive value, high specification quote.
Whatever your needs or budget we can help with Leasing / HP / Educational accounts / Cheques or Credit & Debit cards.

(Inc VAT)
.00 1761.32

00 1937.57

00 1937.57

.•b, mf\ it Phoebe 2100 - Base unit only 1499
RlSCr C II Phoebe 2100 - 15" colour liyama monitor system 1649
IIIWVI V II phoebe 2100 - 17" colour Optiquest monitor system 1649
A7000+ 8Mb HD1.2Gb with 14" monitor 905

A7000+ 8Mb HD1.2Gb 8xCD with 14" monitor 947

A7000+ 8Mb HD1.2Gb 24xCD with 14" monitor, 200 watt speakers & 2 Anglia CDs 999

233MHz Strong Arm RiscPC 4Mb HD1.2Gb with 14" monitor 1032
233MHz StrongArm RiscPC 4Mb HD1.2Gb 8xCD with 14" monitor 1075
233MHz StrongArm RiscPC 10Mb HD1.2Gb 8xCD with 14" monitor 1288
233MHz SA RPC 10Mb HD1.2Gb 24xCD with 14" monitor, 200 watt speakers & 2 Anglia CDs 1339

Upgrade above systems to 15" Optiquest monitor (3 year warranty) (add) 35
Upgrade above systems to 17" Optiquest monitor (3 year warranty) (add) 169
Upgrade above systems to High spec liyama 17" monitor (add) 320

»OLints fop Education ~ Ceil! now

Plus Pocket Books, Digital Cameras,
Software, Extended Warranties- Etc.

00 1063.38

55 1113.37

,00 1173,83

,66 1213.38

,21 1263.37

,00 1513.40

45 1573.85

,00 .41.13

.00 198.58

,00 376.00

CD-ROM Drives - CUMANA „ VATl
(Inc VAT)

Oscar Encore 24 speed CD-ROM Parallel external drive for Acorns & PCs with bi-directional parallel port 169.00 198.58
The Encore is suitable for A3010/A3020/A4/A4000/A5000/RPC/A7000 and comes with printer through port. Unsuitable for Archimedes or A3000

Indigo 32 Speed CD-ROM IDEinternal drives & Acorn driver software for A7000's and Rise PC's (after July '95) 84.00.
Special IDEdata cable for Indigo drives to RiscPCs with early motherboards, ie ACB15 / 25 / 45, as these were built before July '95 15.00.
Audio Mixing facility available for early RiscPC 24/32 speed IDE drives (includes above special IDE data cable) 40.00.

CD-R - #now in stocks
ICDBIaze Software for the Acorn platform -This software supports cd-r / cd-rw

and SCSl-3 MMC compatible drives - callfor currentlysupported drives ....79.99
CD-R Internal Panasonic 7502 SCSI drive & ICDBIaze Acorn software ...349.00

CD-R External Panasonic 7502 SCSI drive & ICDBIaze Acorn software ..399.00

CD-R blank discs (box of 10) 19.95
tfr Call for prices & specs of other makes of drive mechanisms £<

PrO TBUS -CD ROM drives with 650Mb removable cartridge storage
ProTeus CD ROM SCSI internal drives for A7000's and Rise PC's 349.00

ProTeus CD ROM SCSI external drives 389.00

ProTeus 6 speed Parallel external CD - includes 1x650Mb cartridge 349.00
ProTeus 650Mb PD Cartridges 26.00

.98,70

.17.63

.47.00

SCSI Cards
32BU SCSI 2 CARD interface, as fast as any on the market £149.00

Includes 12 months technical support
(THINK * belter quality products do cost a little more).

16 bit cards (RPC / A7000 / A5000 / A400 / A300 series) £69.00
8 bit cards (Archimedes. A3000. A3020, A4000) £64.00

Printers
(including // cable, Acorn & PC drivers)

Hewlett Packard (HP) 690c+colour Inkjet 139.00
HP Deskjet 400L colourInkJet 82.30
HP 6L mono laser 236.00

Epson Stylus Colour 400 colour Inkjet 126.00
Epson Stylus Colour 6001440 DPIcolour inkjet 170.00

QM Magicolor2 DeskLaser 600x600 DPI8Mb ram colour laser1795.00
QM MaglCOlor2 CX 600x600 DPI24Mb ram colour laser 2299.00

Call for other makes, models and quantities.

Trade & Educational

customers are welcome.

Please call for separate prices on
both Acorn and Cumana equipment.

Call us now on Tel+44 (0)1279-730800/730900 Fax +44(0)1279-730809. sales@cumana.co.uk.
Cumana is a trading name of: Cannon Computing, Whitegate, Dunmow Road, Hatfield Heath,

Bishop's Stortford, Hertfordshire, CM22 7ED. Partners: Nigel D. &Sara L. Cannon. AU8/98.
All Registered Trademarks acknowledged. Without Prejudice. All prices are UK£ sterling &, unless otherwise stated, exclude VATand delivery. E&OE.

Want more Information?
Please send us this coupon.

I would like to receive more information on :

I—I Acorn Computers

I—I Printers

I—I CD-ROM drives

I—I CD Writers

I—I Software

I—I Data Storage

I—I Scanners

D Other - please detail

Address.

Postcode

Tel (Daytime) (Evening).

SyQuest
Removable Media Cartridge Drives

(Parallel versions require Acorn or PC to have bi-directional port)

EZFIyer 230MB Parallel external (Acorn) with 1 media cartridge 140.00
EZFIyer 230MB Parallel external (PC) with 1 media cartridge 105.00
* NEW *SparQ 1.0GB Parallel external (Acom) with 1 media cartridge..199.00
* NEW * SparQ 1.0GB Parallel external (PC) with 1 media cartridge 169.00
SyJet 1.5GB both Parallel & SCSI (Acom) with 1 media cartridge 255.00
SyJet 1.5GB both Parallel & SCSI (PC) with 1 media cartridge 215.00

EZFIyer 230MB Cartridges 18.71
SparQ 1.0GB cartridges 35.00
SyJet 1.5GB Cartridges 55.31
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ntertek have recently announced the
release of a compilation pack of three of

their previous games, Blood Sport,
Aggressor and Sorcery, for the competitive
price of £6 including postage and packing,
although it's also possible to buy the games
individually for £3 each. The titles have
undergone a few cosmetic changes here and
there, all can be installed to a hard disc and

run happily under the StrongARM.

Aggressor
This sideways scrolling shoot 'em-up first
cropped up a good number of years ago and
plunged the player into yet another deep-
space battle between hardened marines and

prison ship. Graphical cut scenes introduce
the action at the start of the game and
between levels, and once the fight is under
way, it's up to the two main characters,
Heckler and Kosh, to save the day.

As well as the customary mass destruction
of alien life, the levels have two other objec
tives to tackle - vital machinery has to be
repaired and any human victims trapped by
the aliens must be released. The graphics are
simple but colourful and although the
method of play is a lot less taxing than a
game such as Abuse, if you're after a
straightforward shoot 'em-up. Aggressor
serves its purpose.

The control method is a litlle unusual in that

these tough marine lads don't seem to be

able to run and fire a gun at the same time - I
can only view this as a tactical disadvantage.
Still, you can sweep the direction of fire all
around the screen and, coupled with the

range of munitions that crop up throughout
the game, it's possible to make reasonable
headway through the morass of xenoforms
occupying the vessel. As is common with
many of Intertek's games, there's a simulta
neous two player mode to keep you

Do they stand up to time?
Aumford checks

it out

occupied, where both players act as a team
to clear the alien infestation.

Blood Sport
For some reason, certain games appear to
date much faster than other ones; the martial

arts category is one of the fastest to degrade.
Blood Sport is a two-player side-view beat 'em-
up, and provides the player with a variety of
punches and kicks as well as a special move
for each character. As is the norm, you have to
battle a number of contestants, each with dif

fering skills, in order to reach enlightenment -
or at least a hospital.

The two-player mode will go a little way in
recovering some aspects of the game's

payability, but I'm afraid once you've played
Tekken 2 or one of the later versions of Street

Fighter, it's hard to look at their predecessors
and think of anything but YieAr Kung Fu. The
controls aren't responsive enough to support
any degree of skill, and once players are
reduced to what amounts to random button-

pushing, they quickly lose interest. Blood
Sport is the weakest of the three titles on
offer here, but it's quite entertaining to see
just how far we've come.

Sorcery
Probably my favourite game of the three, this
is a reworking of the Bomberman theme, pit
ting ancient wizards and witches against each
other in an ongoing struggle for power. In the
game's 'story' mode, one or two players can
enter the labyrinth to defeat the guardians
within and run off with the treasure; alterna

tively, players can go head-to-head and
choose one of many unusual characters with

which to do battle. All manner of power-ups
are available, including the ability to lob
bombs over walls and kick them around, as
well as the standard speed and range tokens.

Sorcery showed the nicest title screen and
menu setups of the three, and was only really
let down by a 'feature' of the control system
that meant that if you were impeded by a wall

instead of stopping dead, your character
would suddenly veer off to one side - not
ideal when a mummified guard is heading
your way or you just happen to be near a vat
of red-hot lava. Sadly, this feature still exists
and can dent an otherwise enjoyable playing
experience.

Thp vprdirt

In summary, these games are all quite old and
have their own unique quirks; however, all
have multiplayer modes that make them a lit
tle more playable. The games share some
common faults though - the introductory
screens and messages are often cluttered
and hard to read and the games themselves

can leave the machine in a bit of an indetermi

nate state once you've finished playing.
However, the price at which the titles are
being offered means that these faults aren't
particularly serious. If you'd like to know
more, Intertek can be contacted at 7A Lovat
Close, Neasden, London, NW2 7RU.
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his month I'm looking at tv/o more games
from the Fourth Dimension's value for

money range - Silver Ball, a pinball simula
tor, and Groundhog, an arcade puzzle game.
Both cost £9.99 each, and are supplied in
resealable plastic bags with a sheet of
instructions.

Playing the silver ball
I'm afraid that pinball is one of those pas
times that's hard to recreate on a computer;
anyone who tries to implement such a game
has to have an incredible eye for detail.

I'm not saying that it's impossible to pro
duce a good computer pinball title, but I
don't believe that the simple act of bounc-

game of pinball, and anyone who's planning
to program a simulator should take a pot of
loose change down to their local amuse
ment arcade before even approaching a
keyboard.

S/7ver Ball has 10 different tables with five

graphical styles, using shaded fractals or
digitised photos for the backdrops. A multi-
player option is available, and along with the
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standard collection of bumpers, drop targets
and pins, you can enter a three-way multiball
mode if you're lucky. Although the instruc
tions make reference to state-of-the-art

ray-traced objects', the low-resolution graph
ics that confront the player once they've
loaded the game are by no means inspiring.

My main concern is that in terms of game-
play, Silver Ball reminds me of the pinball
construction kits seen, for instance, on the

good old BBC. The games in the arcades
have advanced several generations since
then, with tables having well-designed
themes and modes of play rather than the
somewhat arbitrary object layouts that
existed in the past. If we're on the lookout for

simple yet successful simulators, Kirby's
Pinball Land is a nice example and one that
has lessons to teach. Written for the Game

Boy and using the small, monochrome
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Steve Mumfoti looks

into the 4th Dimension

screen to its advantage, Kirby manages to
pack in plenty of special widgets and bonus
games that are great fun to play while pre
senting a simple, yet absorbing, table design.

It doesn't try to be ultra-realistic, yet the
way the ball bounces round the table and
lands on the flippers feels completely
authentic. I'd love to see a decent up-to-date
pinball simulator for the Acorn; it's a passion
of mine, I'll admit it, and the sooner someone

produces one, the happier I'll be. Anybody
fancy the challenge?

(••u-iMioliog Day
Groundhog is probably the strangest game
I've seen this year, and it follows the fortunes
of a furry rodent who just happens to be
stuck in a time loop. A puzzle game by
nature, it requires you to guide the ground
hog through a series of mazes, hindered by
varying numbers of automatic doors

«3fe

operated by remote touch pads.
This is where you discover the first in a

series of catches; as soon as the rodent

steps off a touch pad, the corresponding
door slams shut, so at first sight your task
appears impossible. However, help is at
hand; when your personal time anomaly

starts over again, your earlier self appears
once more to retrace the steps you've taken.
By synchronising your movements, it's pos
sible to progress deeper into the heart of the
maze.

Of course, nothing's ever straightforward,
and if the groundhog should bump into an
earlier copy of itself, an irreconcilable tem
poral paradox is created that results in the
destruction of the current timeline and all

those who lie within it. Typically, there are
also other denizens inside the corridors;

come too close to one of the service droids

and you'll catch a virus and lose your
strength.

The only way to solve the problem is to
catch up with the robot in the next time loop
and destroy it before it manages to infect
you. Having a handgun complicates the
issue even further; while you're spraying
bullets down corridors, you have to be wary
that you don't accidentally shoot earlier
copies of yourself, or make passageways
impenetrable with streams of gunfire.

To sum the game up, it's all very confus
ing, but strangely and pleasantly addictive -
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as well as arcade reflexes, it's vital to be able

to think in two directions as once, remember

ing your past movements as well as planning
ahead to make sure you don't inadvertently
block any passages.

Every time round the loop, another rodent
appears on screen, following the precise
movements that you've already traced out;
the longer you take to complete a level, the
more congested the maze becomes. Add a
simultaneous two-player mode to the game
and, well, I'll leave it to your imagination.

The idea behind the game is wonderfully
original and works well in practice, but I
would have liked to have seen it taken fur

ther. Groundhog is also let down by its
presentation; the price of the game is too
high for a standard low-resolution mode to
be acceptable. Contact the Fourth Dimension
on 01624 836744.



Micro Laser Designs

105 Midford Road

Combe Down

BATH BA2 5RX

Tel: (01225)833266 l,
Fax: (01225) 832200

Micro Laser Designs is an Acorn
Centre of Technology and supplies
the complete range of Acorn
Hardware and Software. We also
offer scanning, printing and
Imagesetting services and
specialise in litho printing from
Acorn files - Letterheads, School
Magazines, Brochures, etc

ALL PRICES SHOWN IN THIS

ADVERT INCLUDE VAT.

Carriage Charges:
For orders of £250 or more, carriage
is FREE. Small orders will have a
delivery charge of £2.50, £5 or £10
depending on weight.

E&OE.
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IMAGES

Check our FILM prices!
(P & P may apply). Prices are per page.

Don't forget prices INCLUDE VAT.

Pages A4/A4 + A3/A3 +

1 11.75 14.10
2-9 6.45 11.10
10-24 5.85 9.40

25-49 5.00 8.20
50+ 4.10 7.00

Bromide prices on request.

Further discounts available - please call.
Email: bureau@microlas.demon.co.uk

WHITE LABELS, 100 SHEETS PER BOX
followingsizes (mm) available all at £10.56

64 x 33.9 (24)
63.5x38(21)
63.5x46.5(18)
99.1x34(16)

99.1 x38(14)
99.1 x 67.7 (8)
199.6x143.5(2)
199.6x289(1)

AVERYLASER LABELS, BOX 100 SHEETS
7160, 7161, 7162, 7163, 7165, 7167, 7168

E23.49 per box
AVERYINKJET LABELS, BOX 40 SHEETS

8160,8161,8162,8163,
£11.74 per box

FULL COLOUR

LASER PRINTS

A4 & A3!

We now offer a fast turn-round colour

laser printing service, ideal for proofs,
certificates, short run colour brochures
etc or just a high quality print of your
favourite piece of artwork! Please call
for more details, or visit our web site!

Telephone: (01225) 833266
Facsimile: (01225) 832200
email : sales@microlas.demon.co.uk
www : http://www.microlas.demon.co.ukAll prices listed were correct at the

time ofgoing to press. We reserve
the right to change them if the need
arises - you willbe notified of any
changes upon ordering. Please
allow time forclearance of cheques.
Credit /debit cards willbe charged
on day of despatch.

We operate the Acorn 20/20
Finance Interest Free Credit

Scheme - Please call for details.

Acorn & PCComputer Systems w
Mono &Colour Digital Print M

Desktop Publishing if
Graphic Design m

Imagesetting M
Scanning if

THE RIGHT CHOICE

NEW LOWER PRICES ON ACORN HARDWARE!
Hard Disc Price

Rise PC 233 Mhz StrongARM 4M .
Rise PC 233 Mhz StrongARM 10M
Rise PC 233 Mhz StrongARM 34M
(Java RISC PC)
A7000 + 8M

Memory
..4Mb ..

.. 10Mb ..

.. 34Mb ..

8Mb

1.7Gb £925.00

1.2Gb £1215.00

1.7Gb £1480.00

1.2Gb £779.00

ALL PRICES LISTED ABOVE EXCLUDE MONITORS, PLEASE SEE LIST BELOW

FREE 24 SPEED CD ROM DRIVE WITH ALL ACORN COMPUTERS

PLUS OTHER OFFERS COMING SOON - PLEASE CALL !!
When buying an Acorn Computer, why not extend your warranty ???
Extra2yeais: RISCPC £235. A7000+ £94 Extra4years: RISCPC £470, A7000 £188

ADI Monitors:

14" Colour monitor, 1024 x 768,0.28dp, 2 years OSM +1yr RTB £145
15" Colour Monitor, 1280 x 1024,0.28dp, 2 years OSM +1yr RTB £175
15" MicroScan 4P 1024 x 768, 0.28dp, 3 years OSM £215
17" MicroScan 5P 1024 x 768,0.28dp, 3 years OSM £330
17" MicroScan 5G 1600 x 1200, 0.26dp, 3 years OSM £385
17" MicroScan 5GT1600 x 1200, Trinitron tube, 0.25dp, 3 years OSM £445
19" MicroScan 6P1600 x 1200,0.26dp, 3 years OSM £640
21" MicroScan 6G 1280 x 1024,0.26dp, 3 years OSM £825
Optional Clip-on Speakers for MicroScan's when bought at same time £20
Acorn 14"AKF60 £255.00 Acorn 17" AKF92 £610.00
liyama 8617E £515.00 liyama Pro 9017E £549.00

Acorn Network Computer (CALL IN AND SEE ONE FOR YOURSELF!)
NC with 28.8 modem 8Mb £340.00
NCwith 10BaseT Ethernet 8Mb £340.00

STRONGARM 233Mhz

UPGRADE

Reserve yours - Deposits now being taken (£100 inc. VAT)

PHflPRP 32Mb SDRAM> 64Gb +Hard Disc> 4Mb VRAM, 32 xCD
z i d o plus PCI expansion €1699 inc VAT (no monitor)

INK JET CARTRIDGES

Acorn JP150 £23.22

Canon BJIOetc £15.86
BJ300/330 £13.97
BJ200/230/210 £17.04

BJC800B!k £13.15

BJC800COI £17.85
BJC600 Blk £7.63

BJC600 Col £5.35
BJC4000 BC21 £32.89

BJC4000 BCI21Bk £5.86

BJC4000BCI21C £12.33
BJC4000 BC20 £21.37

BJ30BC10 £23.84
BJ30BCI10Bk(x3) £9.86
BJC70 BCI11Bk (x3) £8.21

/ INK JET REFILLS I

Epson SO20025 £8.21
Epson SO20034 £11.10
Epson SO20036 £23.02
Epson SO20047 £16.98
Epson SO20049 £20.67
Epson SO20089 £19.96
Epson SO20093 £15.97
Epson SO20097 £23.25

IBM 1380619 £30.30

IBM 1380620 £29.36

IBM 1361400 £30.84

IBM 1382050 £33.08

IBM 1382060 £36.72

TONER CARTRIDGES AT OUR LOWEST PRICES !

HP51604A £9.93

HP51625A £21.14

HP51626A £18.79

HP51629A £19.96
HP51633M £18.62

HP51640A £20.20

HP 51640C/M/Y £23.91

HP51641A £22.31

HP51645A £21.14

HP51649A £23.44

HPC1823 £30.42
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Canon Fax L500 £64.61

Canon Fax L770 £76.36

HP LaserJet ll/lll £37.59

HP LaserJet IIP/HIP £39.94

HP LaserJet 4/4M/5 £70.21
HP LaserJet 4L £37.59

HP LaserJet 5L/6L £48.16

HP LaserJet 5Si £239.69

HP LaserJet 5P/5MP/6 ... £66.26
Canon LBP4 £39.94

Canon LBP8 £64.14
Listed arejusta fewof tlieconsumables
we supply, please callforourAilcolour 52 page Catalogue which contains hundreds ol
productsforyourcomputerandofficeneeds!!

A1 /A2 POSTER PRINTING! BITS 'N' PIECES

PRESS RELEASE!

POSTER PRINTING

SERVICE

A1 /A2 Full Colour

Poster Printing
direct from disc

Photoreal Quality

Please call for more

details and prices

A305/A310 4Mb £110

A305 / A310 4 - 8Mb £185

RISC OS 3 Carrier Board £22

RISC OS 3.7 Upgrade (RPC only)... £58
MEMC1A Upgrade £49
A400/1 1Mb Pack £38

A400/1 4-8Mb £185
A3000 1 - 2Mb (expandable to 4Mb) £46
A3000 1 - 4Mb £83

A3000 4-8Mb £185

A3010 1 -2Mb £28

A3010 1 -4Mb £52

A3020 / A4000 2 - 4Mb £49

A5000 2-4Mb £80
A5000 4 - 8Mb £185

A540 4Mb Card £115

RISC PC 1 Mb VRAM £55

RISC PC 2Mb VRAM £79
RISCPC/A7000

4Mb SIMM £17

8Mb SIMM £25

16Mb SIMM £35

32Mb SIMM £70

64Mb SIMM CALL
MemorypricesatecunerJIy liucluating - pleasecalllorcurlales!pfice
We supply a lull range ol hardware and software
please telephone tor more details and a quote.

Epson GT5000 ParallelScanner +
TWAIN/ ImageMaster (ltdstock) £259.00
Watt Powered Speakers £25.00
50 Watt Powered Speakers £35.00
PowerTecSCSI II Card £200.00

Cumana SCSI IICard £175.00

Eesox SCSI II Card £145.00

Yellowstone RaplDE £139.00
Simtec IDE Interface £79.00

Audio mixer board for RISC PC ... £41.00

2.1Gb IDE Hard Disc £105.00

3.2Gb IDE Hard Disc £125.00

4.3Gb IDE Hard Disc £130.00

6.4Gb IDE Hard Disc £169.00

8.4Gb IDE Hard Disc £249.00

2.2Gb SCSI Hard Disc £145.00

3.2Gb SCSI Hard Disc £210.00

4.3Gb SCSI Hard Disc £225.00

IRLAM COLMBL SCANNER ...£149.00

Impression Publisher £139
Impression Publisher Plus £250
Sibelius 7 £775.00

Sibelius 7 Student £389.00

Sibelius 6 £110.00

Iomega ZIP + Software £159.00
SECOND HAND ACORN COMPUTERS



The Electronic Font Foundry, 11 SilwoodRoad, Ascot, SL5 OPY, tel 01344 875201, fax 01344 875202, e-mailsales@eff.co.uk, www.ejf.co.uk

New Promotions • New Releases

Highest qualityfontsfrom The Electronic Font Foundry

EFF Typeface of the Month New 1998 Releases
In our new promotion each month a different, carefully selected font
set isoffered witha great discount as EFF Typeface of the Month.
This month it is thelatest in our range of educational fonts,

EFF Edward Primary Font Set
EFF Edward Primary is the latest addition to tke range of

fonts designated for children learning to read and write.
As all fonts in the educational range the font is based on

the research of the writing models used bu teachers and pupils.
The dotted versions malce an invaluable tool for teachers
preparing the worksheets as theu are designed opeciallu for
children who can trace the letters over.

To match the largest number of styles, the font offers
a number of alternative letters, such as S- D or J - f.
There is also a slanted "high resolution" version, which
children find even easier to read (the standard version
shouldbe used on low resolution printers only).

This is the full alphabet with alternative letters:

ablrcde/fghykiWmrtoppqgrsDtuvwxxxuzzj
ABCDEFG9HInJ¥f(LMN0PQRSTU\rW(YyZG

01.23445667849 and the weights are:

EFF Edward Primary Regular
EFF Edward Primary High Resolution.
EFF Edward Primary Bold
EFF Edward Primary Bold HighResolution

Promotion Price XN+P&P+VAT (£24.03 UK
The promotion price is valid until 37.08.37. Normal price is
15+P&P+VAT per weight, or £30+P&P+VAT for the whole set
(37.01 UK incl.). Other educational fonts, including real joined-
up writing are also available from EFF - please ask for a leaflet.

x-

Name

Address

Postcode

• I am a previous EFF customer, my serial number is

irici.i

Details of all new products are now available on WWW.eff.CO.uk

EFF TrueTypeTranslator
Ifyou geta copy of EFFTTT you maynever need to buya single

font again. EFFTTT is the first ever translator ofTrueType®
fonts, the most common font format for Windows. EFFTTT

will convert in seconds anyTrueType font to the Acorn
format. It willenableyou to useall the fonts available to PC
users, including thousands ofTrueType fonts available for free
downloading on the Internet.

Features include:

• Instant TrueType font translator
• InstantTrueType font sample viewer
• Instant TrueType complete font tablecreator
• Full TrueType font infodisplayer
• Choice of encodings and settings
• Automatic adding ofhinting for improved quality
• On-linecomprehensive manual and interactive helpsupport

EFF Font Table
A very simple and effective application for producing font tables in

!Draw format. Creates professional looking tables in seconds,
and can beeasily customised bya number of options. Avery
useful application for compiling font catalogues, etc. Fully
supported by interactive IHelpand on-line manual.

EFF Font Table, single userlicence, E7+P&P+VAT (£9.99 UKincl.)

Best seller

EFF1 Professional Typography Cd
"500 masterfdly crafted, hand-hintedfonts... Remarkable valuefor
money" Acorn User, August 97
"Best quality hinting around. The range is very well balanced... generous
number ofweights - a real benefitforcreating a well contrasted but
unifiedpage design ... Fantastic value... Everyone with the
slightest interest in fonts should buy this disc! EFF
Professional [Typography] disc really is a highly desirable acquisition, and
heartily recommended" Richard Hallas, Rise User

EFF1 Cd, private user licence, £57.22 + P&P +VAT (£69 UK incl.)
school site licence £99 UK incl., business licence £149 UK incl.

Free EFF Poster, Price List, EFF 1998 New Products Guide and

EFF1 Professional Typography leaflet are availablefrom EFF.

I would like to order:

ITFEdward Font Set E19+P&P+VAT (£24.09 UK incl.) •
EFFTTT E39+P&P+VAT (£47.59 UK incl.) Q
EFFFont Table E7+P&P+VAT (£9.99 UK incl.) Q
EFF1 Cd (private user) E57.22+P&P+VAT (£69 UK incl.) •
I wish to pay the total of £ by chequeQ or credit card• N°:

exp /

P &P for overseas orders is £3. Edward Primary offer is valid until 31.08.98.

The Electronic Font Foundry, 11 Silwood Road, Ascot, SL5 OPY, tel 01344 875 201, fax 01344 875 202, e-mailsales@eff.co.uk, www.eff.co.uk
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News

No more
Acorn have decided to stop work on a RISC OS Macromedia
Player. It was promised almost two years ago and is a blow to
SEMERC who have produced their Wellington Square, Fuzzbuzz
and All About ... scries using Macromedia with the
intention of producing PC, Mac and Acorn versions
of the software. They will still be supporting the
Acorn, but this is definitely an own goal from
Cambridge.

Orders had already been taken from Acorn schools
and they have been told of Acorn's decision. Com
menting on the announcement, SEMERC's Paul
Nuttall told Acorn User. "We are disappointed that
Xemplar/Acorn seem unable to commit themselves to
fully developing a Macromedia Player. The implica
tion is that Acorn users will find themselves increasingly isolated".

The official line from Acorn is that the project is on hold: 'To
continue as a partner with Macromedia requires a considerable
amount of resources and money and it was thought not a viable
thing to do on our own. We still have an option to continue but the OS market if the player was completed.

window of opportunity is becoming narrower," commented Martin
Neville-Smith, Manager of Internet Technologies. The development
was started by Online Media when Macromedia was thought to be a

vital technology to develop, since the demise of OM
there is no real impetus for Acorn to continue with
out a partner.

And what about Xemplar who have been encourag
ing education software houses to go down this route so
that they have a three platform solution on a hardware
and software level? Nick Evans is sympathetic but
Acorn are one of Xemplar's parent companies and as
such he asserts that they have limited influence: "Acorn
are one of our suppliers.

We tell developers of opportunities in good faith, if
Acorn change their mind there is little we can do". The disappoint
ment is compounded when you realise the number of PC and Mac
publishers who use Macromedia Director and the potential for an
increase in number and variety of software titles available to the RISC

-.; Beware Greeks...
Following their excellent Vikings, Romans and
Egyptians, Anglia are about to release Ancient
Greeks. Aimed at 7 to 11-year olds, this intro
duces children to the history and importance of
this ancient civilisation in today's society. But
rather than a dry look at the classics, this starts
with the Oracle imploring you to help to
restore her ruined city to its former glory.
All you have to do is take on certain Herculean

tasks. A selection of reference tools are at your

disposal: A timeline, a specially-written version
of Homer's Illiad, a dictionary of Greek, Roman
and English alphabets, as well as a selection of
Greek stories and myths.

You can access these as you explore the tem
ple, stadium, amphitheatres and agora among
others. The CD-ROM costs £40 from Anglia Mul
timedia (01268 755 811) which includes a set of
photocopiable worksheets and a weblink to
recommended sites on ancient Greece.

The longest day
Normandy: 1944 - http://normandy.eb.com -
is a new, free site from Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica. The site unfolds by following the same
June timeline as in 1944. It builds on video

clips of British newsreels and documentaries,
clips from BBC Radio broadcasts including
one from Richard

Dimbleby in a RAF
spitfire formation
on a search and

destroy mission.
There is also infor

mation on weapons
and tactics with

details and illustra

tions of the

armoured vehicles,
aircraft, anti-tank

weapons and
amphibious vessels.

John Kecgan, Defence Editor for the
Daily Telegraph and the BBC's Rcith Lec
turer for 1998 has written the principal
article detailing how one of the greatest
invasions in international military history
was planned and implemented. There are
links to a variety of information sources,

from the personal accounts of British sol
diers landing on the beaches to the
reminiscences of French civilians. There are

also biographies of key British army, navy
and airforce personnel - there is even a
piece on British meteorologist, James Mar

tin Stagg. He was
the chief weather

forecaster who

gave the crucial
advice on condi

tions for the

invasion.

The maps are
varied, some with

overlays compar
ing the planned
assault with the

initial result and

final outcome.

Others show the relief of the dunes as well

as the fortifications, defences, roads and the
drive to Paris. Only online until the end of
August which coincides with the release of
Steven Spielberg's Saving Private Ryan, the
site offers a virtual march through the
World War II invasion.
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Upping the
ante

Version 1.03 of VirtuaCD, PEP Asso
ciates' CD-ROM emulator, is now

available as a free upgrade from
their website (www.pep-assoc
.co.uk). VirtuaCD allows you to cap
ture file-based images of CD-ROMs
and then access them as if the CD-

ROMs were present. The CD-ROM
transfer application - CDtoHD - is
faster and now provides visual feed
back of the process and the
installation has been improved to
make it easier for first-time users.

Contacting me
You can contact the Education page by

writing to me, Pam Turnbull at Acorn User,
IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or e-mail: aueduc@idg.co.uk
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Website

If you go down to the
woods today...

Now up-and-running is Anglia's new
Web-based subscription service for

schools. It promises access to the informa
tion rich world of the Internet with none of

the pitfalls.
Material is available at Primary and Sec

ondary level. The Primary side takes the
metaphor of a theme park with areas and
characters relating to subjects in the cur
riculum. For example, in Anglia Airways
Captain Country and his crew take you to

Lile Processes and Living Things: Question 2
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places throughout the UK and the rest of
the world while covering aspects of the
Geography curriculum. It contains varied
subject matter with nice maps, illustrations
and information easy to assimilate and
navigate. The content and words are just
right for the age group and I especially
liked the words in blue which took you to
an illustrated glossary section. Each topic,
whether Ladakh in India or Going Shop
ping, is tightly linked to the National
Curriculum and Scottish 5-14 Guidelines.

All 10 subjects of the National Curricu
lum are covered in Art Studio, Calculation
City, Haunted House, Jolly John's Island
(Science), Music Studio (inactive at the time
of going to press), Nature Park, Story Cot
tage, Technopolis and the Time Machine.

The online maths activities are interest

ing and only permit correct answers.
Corner Shop covers the basics of number,
colour - great fun - measurement and
shape, while Arithmetic Alley gives good

How Many: Question Three

Hew wony red butttirfHe*

SATs support. These are the same each time
you play and it will be interesting to see
how often these are updated or added to.
Each area has a message board attached for
teachers to discuss or exchange ideas.

As you'd expect with the impending Lit
eracy Hour, language is well covered
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Anglia want to show you
the way, with their new

educational online service

for UK schools.

Pam Turnbull gives it a
whirl

whether dealing with nouns or following
recipes, instructions or indulging in a little
comprehension or reading new stories from
a range of cultures. I found the Science and
History sections useful with a database of
500 flowers to download and masses of

information on Tudor life.

Move onto the Secondary area and this is
divided under traditional subject headings
- Science, Design Technology, Mathemat
ics, English, History, Geography, Language,
Art, Music, RE, PE and Information Tech

nology. Some areas are more developed
than others with coming soon announce
ments to whet your appetite or useful links
to other websites.

Choose a subject and one activity will be
highlighted or you can look for something
more by browsing or using the search facil
ity. It's less developed than the Primary
side but the content is excellent and very
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specific to curriculum requirements
nonetheless. It is full of good ideas for the
classroom, especially the more developed
English, Maths and Science areas.

Supplementing the curriculum content
are monthly activities, interactive projects
and events linked to topical events - from
communicating with scientists while inves
tigating a stretch of British coastline to
following a group of virtual pilgrims as
they explore the route of a medieval pil
grim trail to an online interactive activity
with a school in Istanbul. In addition,
Anglia plan to combine real-time interac
tive chat with online gaming and increase
the number of downloadable datafiles

(mostly Key datafiles at present) and My
World-type online activities.

Schools also get the curriculum website
on CD-ROM once a term, which is available
on subscription This means that schools

with networks can share resources quickly
or create their own subject-specific Intranet.
Alternatively, the CD-ROM can be used on a
standalone machine and Anglia allow
teachers to use this at home (most licences
being school-based) so that they can prepare
work using the material without incurring
an even larger phone bill.

One of the problems that schools will
increasingly encounter is the problem of
copyright clearance on material pupils
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might download and use from the Internet.
Anglia have cleared the copyright on all
material to be found on the site for educa

tion use by pupils and teachers in
subscribing schools.

It's still in its early stages, but there is
already a good deal of information for all
Key Stages with some excellent study, dis
play and revision tools. Similar sites have
skimped on the Key Stage 1 and 2 areas but
this isn't the case here.

Whether you would use enough of the
information to justify the cost depends on
your individual school, luckily the trial
area will give you a taster before you sign
up. If they continue in the same vein,
Anglia Interactive could have one of the
best websites around for UK schools.

Product details

Product: Anglia Interactive

Price: Annual subscription - Primary £79
(schools over 150 pupils £125),
Middle £249 (these schools receive

both Primary and Secondary
service), Secondary £399 (schools

over 500 students £499). This

includes a CD-ROM which comes

with aWeb browser,Argosphere
and AngliaInteractive sites.

Publisher: Anglia Multimedia
Tel: 01268-755811

WWW: http://www.anglia.co.uk/
education/try/ - for a trial



Studio Quality Products for the
Full-time Graphics Professional
and the Dedicated Enthusiast

Hl(:

"1 \J I vJUfcOrV c. is the package which defines studio quality image editing and
artwork on RISC OS machines. It is easy to use but has many powerful features, including
a sophisticated colour management system (CMS) for the full-time graphics professional.
Most of the extensive programming effort invested in this project has been concentrated
upon ensuring a predictable user interface with an integrated design and most importantly,
all operations have been engineered to the highest quality possible. £269.50 (£229.36
ex VAT) PHOTODESK 3 (with LAYERS) coming soon £299.50
PHOTODESK LIGHT, an economic alternative to PHOTODESK2 retains most of its
creative features apart from the Colour Management system and some features essential to
the professional user. £134.75 (£114.68 ex VAT)
Plug-in Effects Packs are available for both Photodesk packages. 2 packs (FX1, FX2)
each containing 10 special effects, or FF1 with 5 extra loader/savers. £19.95 (£16.98 ex
VAT) the NEW FX2 contains: Chrome, Posterise. Colour-Contour, Twirl, Glaze,
Raindrops, Dimple, Channel-map, Median, and Crystallise!

TopModel 2 the 3D editing package from Sincronia ofItaly has been rewritten to
include many new features including an easy to use interface and the fantastic GEMINI
graphics engine.This package is particularly suited to artists and designers, because for the
first time it is possible to model objects in a single 3D view. New features include texture,
chrome and bump mapping, lens flare, up to 1024 light sources, fog & haze and many many
more! £152.75 (£130.00 ex VAT) TopModel CD-ROM and Plug-ins are available
including TopDeform with 7 exciting new tools. The CD-ROM contains 700+objects
and 300 HQ textures, utilities and JPEGs. An invaluable rsource for all 3D modellers

and web designers, not just TopModel owners! CD-ROM collection£34.99
ITopDeform Plug-in £24.95 (inc.VAT)

'hOtOLink isan Acorn multi-driver for the most popular makes ofdigital camera.

Cameras currently supported include the new OlympUS range including the fantastic
C840L. and the C1400L SLR Zoom "...if you buy a digital camera at all it should be
an Olympus; personally I would also opt for the Spacetech driver" Richard Hallas,
Rise User, "...the results from the Olympus/Spacetech combination are stunning..
.Spacetech's offering is by far the most comprehensive..."Stuart Tyrrell, Acorn User.
Superb hard copy can be obtained via our FotoFun printer or Canon PhotoReal
PhotoLink is available on its own at £69.00 or bundled FREE with a camera.

NeW Prices! Olympus 420L £299.00 (was £499), C820L £499.00 (was
£899), C1400L £999.00 (was £1299) (including VAT) C840L £599

PhOtoReal is theAcorn driverextension for the Canon BJC4300 and the
Canon BJC4650 printers with photo-realistic capability. PhotoReal makes use of the
same advanced techniques for producing high-quality four colour separations as Photodesk
and comes ready calibrated for the special dye-based inks used for photo-realistic printing.
A calibration application is also supplied to allow you to tailor the results to your own
specification Driver only £69.00 Inc.VAT. BJC4300 A4 printer + driver £269.00
BJC4650 A3 printer + driver £399.00 Inc.VAT. New drivers in the pipeline!

p +

NEW!

Olympus C840 L
1280x96d Digital Tele-wide

~Only £599

Coming Soon!

F+New7
ink Photo-real Drivers

CAMERA PRICES DOWN AGAIN!
Olympus C420L now £299 (save £200!)
Olympus C820L now £499 (save £400!)

Olympus C1400L now £999 (save £400!)
PLUS! NEW Olympus C840L only £599

Spacetech Ltd
The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset, DT5 2JS, U.K.

Telephone: +44 (0)1305 822753 Fax: +44 (0)1305 860483
Email: sales@spacetech.co.uk Web : http://www.spacetech.co.uk
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Reviews

Once upon a
One of the best programs I've found for

handling data is Pinpoint - a database
system available in two forms for Key Stage
1-2 and 3-4.

It helps children develop not only their
data handling and interpretation of infor
mation in a straightforward way, but lets
them do so by creating their own question
naires using dialogue boxes to specify the
type of answer they expect, copy the infor
mation into the computer and then analyse

19! sheets of n* ; I L_ &ld!JBEi€
.JjAUhor

Literacy hours are not about
just deciphering the words
but also understanding how

books are put together.
Pam Turnbull reports on

one package looking to help

there though. They have
developed a range of
data files which you can
use straight or edit.

Latest to join the
range is Storysearch - a
questionnaire and
database that asks indi

viduals, groups and
whole classes to analyse
books, poems, films,
plays and so on that they
have heard, seen or read.

The supplied question
naire asks for basic

information such as

when a book was pub
lished, its author,
illustrator and reader

(and their gender) as well
as looking at the styles
of narration used, the

genre, themes, characters,
settings and so on.

Children can add

their own notes or

mini-reviews and you
can customise, fine tune
or completely alter the
questionnaire to fit your
needs. One hundred

items are in the initial list and cover the

most popular works from authors such as
Anne fine, Allan Ahlberg, Anthony Browne
and C S Lewis. You can use the information

|j«i«_ en
| From Author

J

J Second quesfton

as it stands and there are five activity sheets
which will ask for a variety of analyses or
give you ideas for your own.

Children can then look at gender prefer
ences, the most common themes in
children's books, the use of narrative
voices, the influence of film or an analysis
of one author's work.

This not only gets children to use data
handling as a means to an end in a context
other than a maths lesson, but in this
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the answers in a table with simple tools to
sort, select and do statistical analyses, pro
ducing a range of summaries in graphs,
chart or table form. Logotron have not left it

Other Logotron data files
Logotron have a range of data files all with helplul photocopiablemastersand ideasfor data
handling in a variety of subject areas from history to language:
HISTORY Dinosaurs (KeyStage 2-4)£15
Ancient Civilisations (KeyStage 2-4)£15 Environment (KeyStage 1-2)£15
Britain Since 1930 (Key Stage 2-4) £15 Food Glorious Food(KeyStage 2-4)£15
The BritishMonarchs (KeyStage 2-4)£15 Materials (Key Stage 1-2) £15
1851Census (KeyStage 2-4)£15 Natural Forces (Key Stage 1-2) £15
The Second World War(Key Stage 2-4) £15 Plants&Animals (Key Stage 1-2) £15
Victorians(KeyStage 2-4)£15 The SolarSystem (Key Stage 2-4) £15
VictorianCrime&Punishment CD (KeyStage MODERN LANGUAGES

2-3)£41 Kartei (KeyStage 2-4)German £15
GEOGRAPHY Les Fiches de Francais (KeyStage 2-4)
Looking at the World (KeyStage 2-4)£15 French £15

FarawayPlaces (Key Stage 2-4) £15 OTHERS

SCIENCE Festivals (Key Stage 2-4) RE £15
Animal Kingdom(KeyStage 2-4)£15 Junior Olympics (KeyStage 2-4)Maths/
Diet&Nutrition(Key Stage 3-4) £15 Science/PE £15

instance encourages them to think about
the stnicture of fiction, understand the lan

guage used in critiques, look at the
messages the author is trying to relate and
compare different styles of text, use of
imagery and popular culture.

Completing the questionnaire also raises
practical issues such as which is the publi
cation date and the reprint date, ordering
of books in libraries, whether books can

only be set in one time period and so on.
This is a timely, innovative, original and
cost-effective use of existing resources.

Product details
Product: Storysearch
Ages: 7-14

Price: £15

Publisher: Logotron
Tel: 01223-425558

Web: http://www.logo.com
Requirements: Junior PinPoint (KeyStage

1-2),£31 or PinPoint 2 (Key
Stage 3-4),£99
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Reviews

One. two and three
Pam Turnbull looks at two additions to a maths scheme

which has had something of a facelift
Primary Maths was initially devel

oped two years ago by Iota and is
based on the Cambridge Primary Maths
Scheme. This scheme takes an informal

and very colourful approach with lots
of practical activities based on real-life
situations that involve a good deal of
investigation and problem-solving.

The more you plan, the more you'll
get from this and it works best in a
class where the ability level is at

How many leaves?

How nuinv in each row?

0 1! (6 J*l £S <*L

extremes. The course is very flexible
with a great deal of additional mater
ial to add to the core product such as
practice sheets, puzzle packs, board
games, extension activities, review
sheets and mental maths books among
others. This software is just one more
element.

Primary Maths 1 covers sorting and
matching, matching sets, and numbers
between 0 and 10, with ordering

2 liule birds sitting in a tree.

1 more comes and that makes

between 1 and 5. The second CD-ROM

takes over where the first finishes, ordering
1-10, counting and comparing sets and
works towards the concepts of addition,
shape, weight and length.

The voices are varied and friendly and
the graphics are bright, colourful everyday
objects. The idea is that by working
through a section you discover and practice

1 fewer 1 fewer

a concept. Unfortu
nately there is no
feedback on why you
got something wrong,
hints or teaching input
and no learning strat
egy apart from trial and
error. Primary Maths 2
does give children a
nice reward screen and

seems more lively and

fun than the first set of

programs, as well as
dealing with more var
ied concepts, however
it's really just more of
the same.

Sherston have added

a register element to the
original release and this
keeps a record of
progress and allows
children to restart

where they left off. It
shows which sections they've completed
and an overall percentage for performance.
However, you must set the teacher option
Pupil sign in otherwise just clicking on the
iconbar will launch the program - in full
screen or in a window - but it keeps no
records.

This is colourful with great graphics, but
it is very repetitive with long sections of

screens on the same concept. The
major problem is that children can
succeed by random clicking which
means that a child could work his way
through both programs and not
actually learn anything.

It is another resource to add to the

scheme but it hardly makes the most
of the computer or the scheme.
Indeed it smacks of a need to incor

porate IT without thinking whether

the work could actually be done bet
ter in a workbook. As a set of

reinforcement exercises these are

fine if you're already using the
scheme and looking for a computer
element and are prepared to work
them in yourself, but the CDs don't
really stand on their own and 1 can't
help but think that this is a missed
opportunity.

Product details
Product: Primary Maths 1 and 2 CD-ROMs

(Available in English and Welsh)
Ages: 5-7

Price: £29.95 each

Publisher Sherston

Tel: 01666 840433

Web: http://www.sherston.com
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4 top qualityacorn 3i discs
.Jon the price el one!

t case •

HURRY ORDER NOW
ORDER BY PHONE 0113 239 4627

ORDER BY FAX 0113 239 4G29
Or use this coupon

Please send me the World Class Maths Collection

at £9.99 plus £2.50 P.&P. (£12.49).
I enclose a cheque/PO payable to B.E.S.

or please dBbit my Access/Visa card.

PleasB Tick box

• 4 ACORN 3'/Y' DISCs
Also available

• 4 PC CD-ROMs

Name

Address

Post Code •

Credit Card:

II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Card expiry date

Signature

Send to British Educational Software
ManxPlace, 11 Prospect Road, Ossett,

West. Yorkshire. WF5 8AE

UNCONDITIONAL

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
If you are not completely satisfied with this
product you may return it for a full refund.

Proven maths software to give
your child the advantage

# Easy-to-use &effective for ages 8 to adult
# Improves grades in GCSE Maths

# Invaluable for SATs Key Stages 2 & 3

# Motivates and boosts confidence

# Choice of graphics to suit all ages
# 100% designed &produced in the UK
# Already used in over 50% of UK schools

Maths is a vital subject but study and revision is a chore for children and adults

alike.This set of interactive Discs makes that a thing of the past.

The wide range ofenjoyableand stimulating challenges together with a mass of
carefully graded educational content ensures that anyone can improve their
mathematical skills and knowledge.

Enormous flexibility allows choice of the topic, the challenge, the level, the
difficulty and eventhe type ofgraphics (tosuit the age of the student). Special
features are also included for those who are gifted or have special needs.

... THIS IS THE WAY TO HELP YOUR CHILD TO IMPROVE MATHS.

*iNr;

"It's a recipe for successful
learning"

Yvonne Daly, Headteacher, Stockport

" Discover real
improvements in maths"

Times Educational Supplement

TKB B TO CEKTlFi THAT

Measureable Progress
Improvements in student's
mathematical skills can be

assessed at a glance
usingcolourcoded
achievement charts

BjJ»] !j'£fc]

Covers ALL key areas
Arithmetic, ShapB and
Space, Logic and Data
Handling are all covered
in this amazing collection
of Maths Discs

The Key to Success
Students are motivated to

learnmoreby constant
feedback in several forms

including printed
certificates

PACKED WITH CONTENT: THE FOUR DISCS COVER
144 AREAS OF THE NATIONAL CURRICULUM!

j DiSC2 - Algebra DiSC3 —GeometryDiSCl - Number DJSC4 - Statistics

Additional facts up to 10 | Inverse ops. ina simple context Angle as a measurementof turn Construd block graphs

Remainders in a calculation : Co-ordinates in the first quadrant Compass directions Construct and interpret pidograms

Multiplicationlads up to 5 x 5 i Co-ordinatesin all four quadrants Pointson graphs (firstquadrant) Construdbar-lina and line graphs

Calculatepercentages ol quantities : Plotsimplemappings
! Simple inequalities

Pointson graphs (allquadrants)
Usingbearings to definedirections

Construd frequency diagrams

Relate equiv.fractions to decimals Drawfrequency polygons

Estimation to check order (size) : Locate regionsby inequalities Vector notation LonsimcT. nisiograms

Subtraction lads up to 20 : Number patternsup to 10 Conservation of measures Recordusing objeds

Multiplication lads up to 10 x 10 i Simple function machines Reflective symmetryin 2-Dshapes Record using events

Mental addition ol two2-digitNo's | Explore theproperties olnumbers Reflecting shapes in a mirror line Colled, group and order data

Div. of 2-digitNo'sby singledigits : Simple formulae expressed in words TfiB congruenceofsimpleshapes Differentoutcomes from repetition

Equivalence ol fradions (andratios) i Explore numberpatterns(mappings) Enlarging - integralscale fadors Record grouped data

Convertfractions to percentages : Linearand other inequalities Enlarging - fractionalscale fadors Relative frequencyin probability

Subtradion facts up to 10 | Oddandevennumbers Turningthroughright angles Outcomes of random events

Additionlads up to 20 : Mult,and div.as inverse operations Sorting2-Dand 3-Dshapes Place events in order of likelihood

Mult. - single-digit powersol 10 : Co-ordinatesin all lour quadrants Areasby countingsquares The median and mode

Division oi single-digit powersoi 10 : Simultaneous equations Volumes bycountingcubes Subjective estimatesofprobabilities

Percentage changes • Interpretgraphs ol formy=mx+c The symmetryof variousshapes Distinguish estimatesof probabilities

Convert fractions to decimals : The shape of graphs Classifyformulae Probabilities for exclusive events

Decimalnotation with money : Symbols in placeofnumbers Construct 2Dand 3Dshapes Sort a set of objects

Tho 2, S & 10 timestables j Whole Nos divisible by 2,5or10 Language assoriated withangle Appropriate words to identify chance

Mental subtraction of two2-digitNo's '• Termslikesquare,multiple, factor Measureand draw angles Meanand range

Mentaladditionofsingle-digit No's : Termslikeprime,cube,square root Usingnetworksto solveproblems Probability of equallylikelyevents

Estimate mull, and div. ol whole No's : Solve linearequations Typesol quadrilateral Probabilityol a combinedevent

Mi:nt div. - multiplesof powersof 10 : Manipulate algebraicequations The locus ofa movingobject Probability of twoeventshappening

The dilierence botween numbers j Repeating patterns inobjeds Perimeters of simple shapes Criteria to classify objeds

Usea widerrange ol metricunits i Explain numberpatterns Appropriate formulae to findareas Uncertain/certain'impossible events

Calculatetractions of quantities : Addto sequences Areasof circlesusing a formulae Understand the idea of evens

Multiplication and division problem:'. : Patternsin equivalent fractions Pythagoras' theorem Fair and unfair events

Memory and brackets on calculator • Tho rules ol sequences Calculations on plain&solidshapes PtE)+P(not EH and Pfnot E)=1-P(E)

Standardform(integral powersof 10) I Usingindices Sine,cosineand tangent Calculate the mean

Add&subtractproblemsinc. money : Simplenumberpatterns Recognise 2-Dand 3-Dshapes Interpret blockgraphs

Estimates based on familiar units : Simple equations oxpressedin words Recognise rotational symmetry Interpret pictographs

Usingmultiplication and division • Sequences/Interpreting instructions Intersecting and parallellines Interpretpie-charts

Imporial units in daily use i Express simple functions insymbols Volumes ofsimplesolids Two-way tables&network diagrams

Index notation : Solve simpleinequalities Propertiesol polygons Interpret cumulative Irequency tables

Four rules ol fractions : Useand rearrange functions Mathematical similarity Interprethistograms



Dave Acton and

Dave Lawrence

get well oiled over
graphic ditties

No spring chicken Author: Alain Brobecker

This may well be the case, but Alain
Brobecker has sent us a predictably
unpredictable springy string, an elastic
band in a box, a bouncy spaceship and a
jelly icosahedron!

As you may have guessed, SprngStrng is
Yet Another Variation of one of our all time

*info classics - The 'StringThing'. This
springy version replaces the individual com
ponents of the string with springs. One end
of the string is attached to the mouse which
allows you to boing and bounce the string
around the screen. Small sudden move

ments produce the most convincing results
as the springs themselves do not extend
dramatically beyond their natural length.

Three parameters can be altered at the
start of the program to play around with
the various physical forces in action, k is
the spring's stiffness, increasing this makes
the springs firmer - harder to extend and
compress.

A smaller

value

makes

them more

springy.
a is the

absorption
larger

values will

make the

springs'

motion less damped (i.e. more bouncy).
Greater than one and they will rebound
with more force than was put in! Reducing
a makes the springs less bouncy - as if they
were moving in treacle. Finally g controls
the gravity, the end of the spring not
attached to the mouse naturally falls
towards the bottom of the screen, smaller g
(note that it is negative here!) produces
stronger gravity, larger g gives less gravity.

Alain's second springy program is
SprngSrfc. Please note there is no mouse

control over this demo - it took us quite a
few minutes to realise we weren't control

ling the 'blob' at all! A rubber band is
created by joining together a ring of
springs; it is then placed in a box and
bounced around. The acceleration is com

puted so that the surface of the resulting
polygon stays constant (this can be seen
more clearly by reducing the number of
points lo four or even three). Gravity
'rotates' around the depth axis (into the

Star info

screen) and occasionally PI [radians] are
added to the gravity 'angle'. The result is
uncannily organic - you could easily imag
ine Agents M and S chasing this blob, well,
maybe if it was in a dusty warehouse and
there were more torch lights...

BoingShip puts you back into control with
the keyboard. This time an 'asteroids' ship
has been fashioned out of the finest springy
material. Left and right cursor keys rotate it
and up applies a small amount of thrust.
The ship boings and bounces its way around
the screen in a most satisfactory manner.
Alain handles the rotation in an interesting
way - rather than just spin the ship about,
he adds an acceleration to each corner of

ship which is (watch out - techie word com
ing up which we had to look up!) normal to
the barycentre-corner axis. If you haven't

got a dictionary to hand, il
means centre of gravity.

Finally from Alain is Iko-
MusFill. This takes the idea of

springs up a dimension. An
Icosahedron is made up from,
er, many, springs and it
bounces around in 3D. The

gravity 'rotates' around the x
axis and, to make it even more
fun, you can control it to a cer
tain extent with the mouse -

one node on the surface is con

nected to the pointer position.
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A Star info

o You want a mask on Author: Keith Gaughan

«/>
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(P Pollmosk colculotof

Don't return:

|Nu(» _J Redraw Window
\7 Open Window |Close Window
_J Pointer Leovlng Window
_J Pointer Entering Window

|Mouse Click [<7 User Drag Box
1Key Pressed iy Lose Caret

p/" Pollword Noraero |Gain Caret
_J Menu selection |Scroll request
„J Message |Message Recorded

IMessage Acknowledge

and the appropriate
flags, er, flagged.

Also from Keith,

a small bonus

which fits into our

occasional series of

desktop themes.
MK does not stand

for Milton Keynes,
rather Melting
Khubes and accord

ing to Keith it is
'number one of the

Marlamatic desk

top look series'.
He goes on to

explain that Maria
is Irish for Plas

ticine1 or more precisely, modelling
clay. We can't wait for number two,
complete with the PlayDoh hair-
cutting salon task switcher icon.

Do you often find yourself fumbling
around in binary and hex when trying
to calculate Wimp pollmasks? I know
I do. If you do then you need quick
acting Pollster! - new from Keith
Gaughan. Just add a small sachet of
Pollster to your desktop and you'll
never be bothered by troublesome
pollmasks again.

To use double-click Pollster, it runs

in a window, but does not install an
iconbar icon, so if you shut the win
dow you'll need to re-run it. Select the
items you wish to include in your
pollmask and click on the large Cal
culate button, the value of the mask
will be shown in decimal and hex in

the two icons at the bottom of the

window.

Pollster also works in reverse - type
in a decimal (or hex) value and press
return, the mask value will be decoded

Hex, S2884

Calculotel

Dec, 10372

We fade to grey Author: Mark Adcock

It is interesting watching the way various
video and text effects come and go in televi
sion commercials. At the moment the trend

seems to be for many different fonts to be
overlaid and chopped and changed contin
ually. Before that focusing effects and
smudging and smearing
were all the rage. Where
would the modern

graphic designer be with
out Adobe's fine range of
electronic jiggery and
video pokery? Well, it's
bandwagon time, and
here's a demonstration of

the sort of effect more

commonly seen trying to
persuade you to buy
something with a lock
away core.

FastFade reads pixels
from the screen and aver

ages points up, down, left
and right to the same
value. It reads and writes

the screen memory
directly rather than using
a secondary buffer.

This means that it is not

perfect - as the scan goes
from down the screen

some of the pixels examined will have
already been averaged. In practice, you'd be
hard pushed to spot this slight trick and it

does mean the program
runs quicker. The code
actually works on 4x4
pixel blocks. It reads one
byte per block, but then
updates all 16 pixels.
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Random circles and rings are plotted on the
screen which are then faded using the
effect. You can also hold down any mouse
button and waggle the mouse around to
draw in large blobs.

As it stands, the program is designed to

run on a Rise PC with a fully definable
palette, it is slowly changed over time. By
changing the variable RPC to 0, Mode 13 is
used instead. The result in this mode is not

as pleasant, but is quite interesting in its
own right.

SlowFade is identical to FastFade but it

operates on screen blocks of 1x4 pixels
instead. This is obviously slower, but

because it is less chunky looks a lot better.
We've also had a quick and dirty fiddle
around in Mark's code to produce Slower-
Fade, this treats pixels individually and
gives the smoothest display of all, but only
runs at an acceptable speed on a

StrongARM.
On a slightly different

tack, Mark has also sent

us InkBlot. He says that
one of his previous
schools was so old-fash

ioned that they gave out
bits of blotting paper
because they were sup
posed to use fountain
pens.

'For some reason, it was
always green and we usu
ally ended up seeing who
could make it go blue in
the shortest amount of

time by drawing all over.
This program attempts to
reproduce the way the
ink used to soak through
the paper, using up a
whole ink cartridge in
about 10 seconds. Press

Select to draw, Menu to
erase (draws in green

instead of blue) and Adjust to steal some
body else's blotting paper before they've
had the chance to draw all over it.

This program works by sending dots out
in all directions which stop when they
reach a green pixel (or blue if you're eras
ing). The program runs in three modes,
mode 13, 15 or 28; alter /// to change the
mode used.
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Oiled painting Author: Nigel Stoner

I think 1

r e in e m her

what Nigel
Stoner is

talking about
- some sort of

motorised

turntable, cir

cles of paper,
squeezy tubes
of paint and
a vigorous
s c r u b b i n g
afterwards.

Quite why
you wanted a
circular splot
of paint I
don't know.

Nigel brings your misspent youth back to
you (well, the circular paint splotted bit of
it) with Splata. He describes it as 'like those
twirlypaint things', so I guess my memory is
correct.

Draw some paint onto the screen with
the left mouse button, then press the right
button to spin it. The nearer to the centre
of the screen you paint, the further it is

splattered. If all this is just loo much for
you, then try SplatAutO, this performs the
same spinning and splattering effect, but
the painting bit is handled for you - a bit
of trig is used to draw some spirally, circley
kind of shapes in random colours to
simulate some madman with a paint brush.

Both of these programs feature a gadget
the original spinning turntable never had -
press Escape and all Ihe paint on the
screen is magically sucked back into the
centre. Sure beats half an hour of vigorous
scrubbing... or, er, maybe not.

Nigel's second contribution this month
continues our quest for the perfect simula
tion of a lava lamp. This one allows you to
pick the colour of the lava blobs and the liq
uid - try a dark red background with a light
yellow/orange lava for a nice effect. A num
ber of blobs will then rise up as if heated
before tumbling back down the sides.

Graphically, this is one of the best lamps
we've had, but we'd still like to see a simu

lation which aren't separate blobs as such -
more a mass of 'stuff that can break up and
coalesce.

What's on the other side? Author: Philip Mellor

Inspired by Owain Cole's Channel 5 logo simulation in the March
issue, our friend Philip Mcllor changes channels and recreates the
BBCballoon on your desktop.

Once installed, the familiar red and yellow inflatable floats pleas
ingly around on the pinboard. You can pick it up and move it (in a
very un-balloonlike fashion) by dragging with Adjust. Alternatively,
click with Select to

open the control
panel.

The arrows send

the balloon in the

appropriate direc
tion; the centre

circular button

stops it in its tracks.
You can also choose

whether the bal

loon bounces off

the edges of the
screen, or simply
drifts off one side

and reappears on
the other.

The 'change dir
ection' option, when selected, causes the balloon to change tack of
its own accord from time to time. A further option allows you to
enable/disable rotation - the sprite mapping involved takes some
time and will slow your desktop down a little. The speed of the bal
loon can be selected from a menu - this simply alters the number of
null polls received by the program before it moves/updates the
balloon.

The spinning of the globe is done in real-time and in BASIC too.
The world map is scaled and distorted, line by line, using graphics
windows. The balloon sprite, which has a circular mask for the map

to show through, is overlaid. The rotation is done by simply
scrolling the map sprite to the right using good old RECTANGLE
TO. This takes a little processor time, but of course means the pro
gram doesn't need very much memory. To improve the
performance, Philip has compressed the IRunlinage file, but the
original tinsquashcd program is included for reference.

Philip also sug
gest customising
your balloon: "This
is probably best
done by editing
the BBCone and

BBCone22 files in

the IBBC1.Balloons

directory - but be
careful not to lose

the originals! Basi
cally, the 'canvas'
sprite is the one
that is stretched to

fit the balloon.

Leave three col

umns of pixels at
the left hand edge -

these are used as a workspace for the scrolling/rotation.
"The 'balloon' sprite is the outside of the balloon. Fill the centre

of the balloon with a mask to create a hole for the 'canvas' to show

through. Finally, the 'mask' sprite can be created by copying the
'balloon' sprite and filling all the foreground to one colour and all
Ihe background with the mask. The hole for the canvas should be
filled wilh colour and not with a mask." Also, look at the '.Run file
lor more details about loading customised balloons.

And if you have come up with a good logo simulation, you know
where to send it...
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8th Birthday Special Offers
SOUTH WALES1ONLY DEDICATED ACORN DEALER

^ Internet Zone
Visitour Cardiff Store to try out our high
speed ISDN Webaccess for only £3.00 per

^ Netstation
Come and try out the new Acorn Netstation

ate 300
The latest portable Apple Newton -

M7I0 based portable for home and
cation. £.549 incl serial cable & delivery.

• CD-ROM Mastenng
' for Acorn and PC from PD disc, Hani disc,

/in disc. .v5" magneto-optical or Syquest
in only £45.

• Special Limited Offers
es include VAT

32MB Simm for Rise PC £75

16MB Siiiiin for Rise PC £40

Replacement Mice for Acorn £15

Irlam Instruments -
Replay DIY+ Digitiscr £ 125
Colour Mobile Scanner £99
Moving-Image Card £450
24.16 Digitiscr £450
Atommde •

Parallel port SCSI • £29
RenioteFS parallel £29
Computer Concepts -
Chroma 4 Genlock £129
Midi-Max 2 Card £85

Spacetcch -
Foto-Fun Printer

Top Model £<5
Acom-

AGA30

Uwr / Analogue port for A3000/4000 etc £49

A1A32

: RikOS 3 carrier board £20
AKA«6

TV Modulator for A300/A3000 £25

EMR-

MIDI-SMITE Card £65

Printers -

DesUet670C £139
Scanners -

Umax 61 OS with Imagemastcr £ 165
Cumana -

rnal SCSI card for A3000 / A3010 £35

PLEASE

SEE THE ACORN

SOFTWARE

NETWORK

ADVERT

FOR OUR SOFTWARE

PRICES

m*iC

M Wm
^^P>J

.CDSampler

.EMConvert
Corner! triune Kiln lo Acorn Kcpli) M

RiScript Pro
The Postscript Imaging Package

M

RISC DISC 1

ML lwincVA^|k1* \

CDSampler

£15 inc VAT

idio Samples f

EMConvert

£15

Transfer DigitalAudio Samples from CDto
Hard Disc

inc VAT

RiScript Pro

£99 inc VAT

Forviewing Postscript and PDF files

The Rise Disc was Ihe firs! low cost CD designed lo acl
bolh as a resource and a demo disc lor users who had jusl
boughla Rise PC wilhCD-ROMar^ wanl somelhingto
show off its features to to<"#!ne

tht^Kc eachaccessible
hichB a graphics based

ns are:-

images

'sources

Useful Text Files

Following on from
features'

CD an*

nclude

files incl
phony, Ai

Clan memf
Virtual World \

PD browsers and commercial \

over 100MB of Web pages fn
thoul having to actually own i

sofTfl^B KMrTid Two,
on cSH|MRMIios, PD/

s files (inwding Artworks,MIDI,
es, JPEG. GIF. Electronic Books)

areware section has Ihe latest software and
includes over 30 Games, 35 Graphics programs and 28
Internet utilities, in fact over 400 programs in total.
Essential utilities include ZAP and StrongED as well as a
large number of graphics files and ulilitios suitable lor
creating your own Web pages.
Amajor feature is Ihe lull 1.2 Release of RiscBSD along
with Ihe latest SlrongARM infoand updates fromAcorn.

CDSamplor allows you lo sample data directly Irom a
standard audio CD in a similar way to reading data olf a
CDROMwilhout Iho use ol any audio digitisinghardware.

It willtransfer a whole track or any section Irom an audio
CD to hard disc, saving it as raw data, a MicrosollWAVE
file, an Acorn Replay lilo or an Armadeus file.

The data is always saved in the original form, as stereo 16
bit linearsigned samples at 44.1kHz(176Kbytesper
second), except for Armadeus format where the data is
mixed down to mono 8 bit linear signed. CDSampler also
features CDPIayer controls to replace Ihe normal Acorn
CDPIayer.

EMConvert is a utilityto convert individualspnte / image
filesintoARMovie files,withoptionalscalingand cropping
of the images. In this way sequences of sprites created
from weather satellites or from ray-tracing packages for
example may be joined together to produce a continuous
movie, without the usual memory problems imposed by
traditional animation playback systems.

The type of images recognised by the Dirand Text
convenors is as follows.

FF9: Sprite (any format, old and new. 1-32 bpp), FFD:
P13. FFD: P15. FFD: PPM. 690: Clear. 601: CCIR601
411: Irlam411

RiScript Pro is a software package for the viewingol and
browsing through PostScript and PDF files. RiScript is the
core of the suite which produces Draw fileoutput.
ScripTerm is the interactive terminal' that can be attached
to the interpreter. DSCript allows browsing through a
document. PDFront interprets PDF (version 1.2), the
portable document lormat, and allows for easy browsing
through hypertext links and bookmarks in the document.
Improvements in RiScript Pro over the PD version are:
automatic font conversion for embedded Type 1 lonts to
Acorn fonts, including multi-master fonts; loads of
PostScript (de)compression filters: named resources;
special and optimised printer driver output interpretation,
however still compatible with Mac and PC output, and
much more.

POSTAGE and PACKING £2.00 inc VAT - All items subject to availability.
Offer closes 31st August 1998.

Uiliqueway Ltd - 3 Clarendon Road, Cyncoed, Cardiff, CF3 7JD
Tel: 0 i 222 464020 Fax: 0I222 440071

www.uniqueway.co.uk
email: sales@uniqueway.co.uk
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Sierpinski Suite - part two Author: Andrew Booker

Following on from
Scott Boham's Sierpin
ski collection last

month, Andrew
Booker presents some
tiny demos on the
same theme.

Sierpinski is the lat
est of our sub-256 byte
programs. It plots the

famous "gasket", fading in from black. Like
Scott's version, a greyscale is used and the
colours of plotted pixels are incremented until
they reach white.

Dr Vibe shows us how

"Lines", says Andrew, "is a similar program
(slightly bigger than 256 bytes unfortunately),
which draws an interesting looking pattern on
the screen. It's probably got a proper name, but
I don't know what it is". Well, it seems to pro
duce an effect like Scott's Squaredemos, but I'm
not sure what the proper name is either - a
Squarinski Gasket perhaps?

Finally, Space "draws a random
looking thing that looks vaguely simi
lar to a picture of stars at night. Or
maybe it's just a colourless version of
the Elite map? Pressing Space (no pun
intended) will generate a new picture."

Author: Jan Vibe

Our good Danish friend Jan Vibe has hung
up his cycling palettes this month, instead
providing some very simple and useful
examples for the newby doodler. (Actually,
I thought that was a village in Somerset.)

AnyMode demonstrates how to read the
screen size so that your graphic ditty can
work independent of the current mode.
Basically, four OS_ReadModeVariable calls
are needed - to find the number of pixels
across and down the screen, and the respec
tive eigen factors. The screen size is then
placed into XMAX% and YMAX% and Jan
draws a few squiggles to show it works - try
changing the MODE 31 to test it out.

GetVar demonstrates how to read a sys
tem variable. Jan's example reads ObeySdir,
SysSTime and SysSYear. The work is clone
by OS_ReadVarVal. This call can also be
used to read multiple variables, using the
wildcards # and *, and can also be used just
to check if a variable exists. It's not a partic
ularly friendly call - on entry it takes:

rO -> variable name (may include #

and *)
rl -> buffer to hold value

r2 max length of buffer, or value < 0
(i.e. bit 31 set) to check if variable
exists

r3 0 for first call - pass back to subse
quent calls when doing a wild
card read

r4 set to 3 if the expanded string is
to be converted on return - numbers will be

converted to decimal string and macros
passed to OS_GSTrans. Otherwise, number
variables will be returned as four byte inte
gers and macros will not be expanded.

On exit:

rOand rl preserved
r2 number of bytes read
r3 updated for next call
r4 variable type (0 = string, 1 =

signed integer, 2 = macro)
When using r2 = &80000000 to check if a

variable exists, r2 will still be negative on
return if it does exist and will be NOT the

length of the value. Friendly huh?

MultiParm shows how to spot extra para
meters after a program name, so you can run
your BASIC program with a command like:

*MultiParm in out 47 Wensleydale
Multiparm can read up to 10 space-sepa

rated parameters, and does so using
OS_GetEnv. This call takes no parameters
and returns useful information about how a

program started. rO points to the environ
ment string, which is usually a copy of the
command used to start the program. Jan's
demo simply extracts the separate parame
ters from this string, rl contains the address
of the byte above the last one available to
the application and r2 points to a five-byte
time - the real time the program was started.

ListFiles simply reads all the names of the
files in the current directory using the faith
ful old OS.GBPB 8 call. It also finds their
types using OS.File 5. There are so many
variants of OS_GBPB now that there isn't
the space to describe them here. The most
useful ones allow you to list files and infor
mation about them from a given directory.

Fractally my dear, I don't give a Koch Author: Dean Alexandrou

Some good old-fashioned fractal fun for all the family now from
Dean Alexandrou. LineFract is a simple 2D fractal editor and plot
ter. Simply draw your basic fractal unit by clicking with Select.
Your last point should be on the white circle to the right of the
screen.

When complete, the fractal is plotted. A grid is provided to make
fractal design a little easier, although you can select points in

between the grid
lines by holding
down Shift. There

is a menu

of ready-made
designs - these
include a 'simple
hill', Koch curve,

3/2 curve and

the Quaternary
Dragon. (I thought
that was a pub in
Colchester.) An
options screen also

offers control over how the fractals are displayed - just use the keys
shown to customise. The plots may be done using single points, lines
or filled triangles. You can also alter the depth of iteration and by
choosing 'gradual iteration' (this is set to ON by default) the fractal
is plotted at increasing depth until the chosen limit is reached.

Another interesting option allows the fractals to be mapped onto a
circle- these are plotted by a special routine (PROCcfractal) in the pro
gram. (Effectively,
the left and right
points on the
fractal design screen
become one and the

same on the circum

ference of a circle.)
We shall be fea

turing an enhanced
version of Dean's

fractal program
in a couple of
months, so watch

this space. s
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Get your rocks off... Author: Scott Boham

...the screen with

another classic

game, lovingly
revived by Scott
Boham. This is a

1939-byte version
of Meteors, so is an

entry in our under
2K category. (Did
we have an under

2K category? Well,
I guess we do
now.) Actually,
1939 bytes would
have been a more appropriate size for Bomber, but 1digress.

Select fires and Adjust thrusts (you can use the rhyme to
remember that if you like). There is even the hyperspace feature of

•Acorn :;W,d L1V.ST3 Q

CD '

^O ^B
#*

<o
CD

O
2K Meteors by Scott Bohan

the original, acti
vated by Menu.
An extra life is

awarded after

every 10000
points, as per the
original, and your
friendly local
alien spacecraft,
complete with
heat-seeking mis
siles will appear
to hurry you
along should be

lardy in your rock-breaking. When I say spacecraft, it looks more
like a Ford Escort, but then my interstellar vehicular knowledge is,
admittedly, modest. (Perhaps a Ford Prefect?Ed)

What a bummer Author: Scott Boham

Actually, that should be bomber. Our
series of mini-games continues in style
with a 430-byte version of the classic. It is
recreated in glorious monochrome by
Scott Boham.

As far as 1 can tell there is only one key,
which is in fact a button - click Select to

release the bomb. (Mind you, as one who
progressed to the end of TwinWorld with
out realising you had a choice of weapons,
I'll freely admit I'm no expert at finding
all the keys for games.) If you do manage
to raze the stylish conurbation to the
ground, your mission will end with a
congratulatory message.
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QUIT I

Send all your offerings - none too huge please, to our usual
abode:

*INFO, Acorn User,

IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or, e-mail us (including your real address please) at:
austarinfo@idg.co.uk

No submission should exceed 100K. If your program takes
a long time to do its thing, why not include a screenshot?
Details about how your masterpiece works, hints and tips
about customisation and so on are welcome extras too. We

always have limited cover disc space, so cannot accommodate
vast applications, tracker files or adventure games, however
good.

You needn't include a letter but please put your name,
address and program title on every disc and include a text file
containing your name, address, disc contents and program
details. A SAE will ensure your discs are returned. If you are
responding to a challenge, please mark your envelope
accordingly.
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_ Compatibility ta

Program ROS 3.1

AnyMode Yes
GetVar Yes
Listfiles Yes
Multiparm Yes
Lavalamp Yes
Splata Yes
Splata2 Yes
SplatAuto Yes
IBBC1 Yes
IPollster Yes
!MK Yes
Boingship Yes
IKoMus ship Yes
Sprng Srfc Yes
Sprng String Yes
Lines Yes
Sierpinski Yes
Space Yes
Bomber Yes
Meteors 2K Yes
LineFract Yes
FastFade* Yes
InkBlot Yes
SlowerFade* Yes
SlowFade* Yes

* Set RPC variable to 0

•—

ROS 3.5+

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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YSTEMS

Providing Acorn Solutions For Over 16 Years

Memory
4MB £ 17.00

8MB £23.00

16MB £32.00

32MB £ 52.00

64MB £135.00

128MB £250.00

PC Cards

DX4/100£ 233.00

5x86 £ 350.00

VRAM

2MB £ 84.00

1MB £55.00

Hewlett Packard

HP340CBI£ 195.00

HP690C+£152.00

HP720CXI£ 190.00

HP6L £ 274.00

Epson
Stylus 600 £183.00
Stylus Photo 700 £ 229.00
Stylus 850 £ 298.00

Scanners

GT5000 Parallel £217.38

GT5500 SCSI £ 279.65

GT9500 Parallel £ 582.80

GT9500 SCSI £ 609.83

Internet

33.6 Modem

3 Months Connection

Up to 5 E-mail addresses
£ 99.00

ISDN2 Router

£ 468.83

Canon

BJC620 £ 214.00

BJC4300£ 122.00

BJC80£ 173.00

BJC4650 £ 265.00

BJC250£ 105.00

HDD'S

2.8Gb £147.00

4.3Gb £170.00

5.7Gb £195.00

8.4Gb £ 295.00

CD-Rom

24x IDE £ 65.00

24x SCSI £145.00

SCSI Card £112.80

Removeable

Iomega Zip Drive
£ 188.30

Hewlett Packard

HP51629AE 21.14

HP51649A£ 22.31

HPC3906AE 51.69

HP51626AE 21.14

HP51625A£ 22.31

Epson
SO20089£ 18.79

SO20093£ 18.20

Speakers
160W£ 24.95

Monitors

14" SVGA With

Built In Speakers
3 Years On-Site Warranty
£ 149.00

15" as above

£ 179.00

Software

Call for latest pricing

Canon

BCI21BK£5.63

BCI21COL£ 14.09

BJI201C/M/Y£6.80

BJI20BKHC£7.98

High Density Discs
Including Storage Box
5 Pack £2.45

Pack of 10 £3.99

Sales Hotline (5 Lines) W.'I.Mil-l.l.'.IJ

All prices include VAT at 17.5%
Carriage not included All details correct at time of going to press E&OE

CALL US NOW FOR DEMONSTRATION

DETAILS

Daco Systems Limited
459 - 465 Warwick Road Tyseley Birmingham B11 2JP

Tel .0121 706 8933 Fax : 0121 706 4306

http://www.daco-systems.co.uk
e-mail: lnfo@daco-systems.co.uk
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Last month I looked at making a real
time oscilloscope with some simple

hardware derived from my 1991 Micro User
sound sampler. The sound sampler project
became a bit aged when Acorn brought out
the ARM 3 processor as the cache bad to be
turned off before the software would work.

Finally, with the introduction of the Rise
PC and StrongARM, the software would not
work at all even with the cache disabled.

So due to numerous requests at shows 1
have finally got round to rewriting the soft
ware to make it function on the new

machines. As 1991 is quite some time ago
and this is no longer the Micro User, I
thought it would be worthwhile looking at
the hardware at the same time.

The sound sampler was originally
designed to work on machines with an out
put only printer port; the idea was that two
of the output bits were used to generate the
chip enable and clock and the data was fed
in through the status register. The clocking
waveforms for this ADC 0831 chip were
shown last month. However, last month's
circuit was designed to act as an oscillo
scope and not process the input signal in
any way. While this could be used as a

UH

sound sampler, it lacks two features. First,
the signals you want to sample usually
come from either a microphone or CD,
both are small and need amplifying before
they will deliver the full dynamic range of
values from the A/D. Second, there is a

problem of aliasing, al which point I refer
you to Figure I.

When a continuous signal is sampled at
any specific time interval and then those
samples are used
to reconstruct the

signal, some distor
tion takes place.
Exactly how much
distortion depends
on many factors,
but the chief one is

the ratio between

the sampled signal
and the sample
rate. If the sample
rate is very much
greater than the
signal, the distor
tion is minimal.

However, as the

sample rate

approaches the signal frequency it
increases.

At this time the distortion is in the

form of high harmonics. This is not so
noticeable and it is possible to filter them
out. Look at Figure la - the signal is being
sampled about three times per cycle. Here
there is quite a bit of distortion but the
fundamental frequency is still present.
However, there is a critical point when
the signal is sampled at less than twice a
cycle. When this point is reached the fun
damental disappears altogether and is
replaced by a signal that is lower than
the original one and so it can't be filtered
out.

This lower signal is called an alias and
its exact frequency depends on the ratio
between the signal and the sampling rate.
What is more, just a slight change in the
signal frequency can cause a very large
change in the alias frequency. This is
heard as a low frequency growling grating
noise that changes in time with the sig
nal. Figure lb shows what happens when
a signal is not sampled frequently
enough.

From this you can see how the simple
rule of thumb about always sampling at

(ldequately Sampled

rigure la

Under Sampled

Reconstruction

Figure lb

Figure I: The effect of samplingrates

Run The Rise Sound Sampler

F% T2K: Play 1IK 1 i Flag 7.4K [ Play 5.5K |
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twice the signal rate comes about. This
point is called the Niquis rate or the
Shannon criteria. A popular myth is that if
you sample at this rate you will be all right.
In practice you can see you will get quite a
bit of higher harmonic distortion, and that
only applies for sine wave signals, more
complex shapes need more sampling.

Well how does this affect our sound

sampler? In order to avoid this aliasing we
need to filter the input signal to make sure
that none of these higher frequencies arc
passed to the A/D converter. So that's why
the circuit in Figure II is a bit more com
plex than last month's.

The extra circuitry provides first a signal
boost and then a bit of low pass filtering. I
used the TL064 quad operational amplifier
to act as both the filter and level amplifier.
As there are four amplifiers in this package
I have used two for the filter and two for

the level amplifier. In order to "read" this
circuit we must start at the top and zig zag
our way down.

The microphone input connects to a
non-inverting amplifier, having a gain of
approximately 20. This can be bypassed by
plugging something in the Line input
socket, the jack contacts will disconnect
the output of the first amplifier from the
second. This is useful if you have some
thing with a much higher input level than

Figure II: The circuitof the sound sampler

a microphone like a
CD player. The sec
ond stage amplifier
has a fixed gain of
about 100 but the

I OK variable resistor

can be used to turn

down the input and
so gel a wide range
of signals out of
pin 8.

This is coupled to
the filter, the middle

row of circuitry in
Figure II. First of all
the 10K and 8K2 potential divider establish
a DC level for the signal. Then the next two
amplifiers act as a low pass filter. The out
put of this (pin 1) is fed into the positive
voltage input of the A/D converter.

Again the DC level is restored to the mid
point using a pair of resistors. This also
lowers the impedance of the input of the
A/D, and 1 found this reduced interference
picked up by the input. The negative input
of the converter should not be tied directly
to the zero volts line but to about one volt

above it. The converter only used the differ
ence between the positive and negative
inputs, and so the negative input must be
tied to a low voltage. However, the opera
tional amplifiers can't swing the signal

over the whole range
of the supply voltage
but to only about a
volt of it. Therefore

in order to maximise

the range of the 8 bit
A/D we must put this
voltage input about
one volt above zero

volts. This is done

with the 47K and

9K1 resistors.

By a similar argu
ment the maximum

signal voltage is only
4 volts and not the 5

volts of the supply.
Therefore the con

verters reference

voltage must be
placed at 4 volts in
order to get the full
range of conversion.
We could use two

resistors just like
before, but this input
requires more cur
rent as it has a lower

impedance.
This could be

achieved by making
the resistors have a

lower value, while
maintaining the
ratio for the correct

voltage. However,
this also increases

the current drawn,
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Figure III: Battery power supply

almost doubling it in fact. So instead I have
used high value resistors and fed the refer
ence input from a transistor used as an
emitter follower.

Finally, in order to bias the filter ampli
fiers properly we need a mid voltage point
or signal earth. This is achieved by using
two 4K7 resistors and two 47uF decoupling
capacitors.

Finally the circuit needs feeding with 5
volts. On my machine I have tapped this
from inside and brought it out to a socket
on one of the podule panels. If you feel
that you don't want to mess about with the
inside of your computer then you can run
the sampler off batteries. This will require a
battery clip and a five volt regulator as well
as a PP3 battery, the circuit is shown in
Figure III.

The printed circuit board for this project
is still available - see the help file inside the
software application for details. Which
brings me onto the software itself. This dri
ves the hardware to produce samples at
four different sampling rate 12KHz, 11KHz,
7.5KHz and S.SKHz. This allows a compro
mise between quality and length of sample
and seem to be among the standard rates
used by other systems.

The samples can be stored to disc as raw
samples, in the form of 8-bit unsigned sam
ples. Any sample player should be able to
cope with this and convert it to the format
you want to use. For convenience the sam
pler software will allow you to play back
the sample, but there is a very slight wob
ble in the sound - most of the time you
can't even hear it but it shows up on an
oscilloscope trace.

As 1 use a I'D playback module by Jason
Williams I haven't been able to track the

problem down, but it has something to do
with the interrupts. Also, the playback rates
are not as accurate as the sampling rate.
Again I found that only certain bits in the
playback parameter actually affected the
playback rate on the newer machines.
Anyway most of the time you will be using
the samples in some other system or player
so it's not so important.

Well, there you have it. If you have the
old sampler lying about gathering dust you
can use it with your new machines, if you
haven't then here is a very low cost Ajj
way of getting into sound sampling. ALU
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Free Ads
• A4 Portable - 140Mb Hard

disc, A3000 - ARM 3 upgrade
- 4Mb - 30Mb Hard disc,
60Mb Hard disc and 4Mb

memory for A3000 - any
offers 01780 720961 or

ratp@globalnet.co.uk
• Acorn 5000 for sale, 120

Mb HD, 4Mb RAM, Multi-

scan monitor, vast amount of

software. £500.00 o.n.o. Tel:

01204 399421

• Casio QV-100 digital cam
era with Acorn IPhotoQV
software, leads and mains

adapter. Light months old.
Little used. Cost £516 perfect.
£295 incl p&p. Tel: Richard
on Hereford (01432) 263274
or e-mail whincup@agonet.
co.uk

• Bargain StrongARM Rise-
PC 17Mb DRAM, 1Mb VRAM,

210Mb Hard disc, 4 x CD-

ROM drive, AKF60 monitor,

some software. Offers around

£650. Tel: 01706 817570, e-

mail louis@raynald.demon.
co.uk

• 21Mb Rise PC 600, 210HD
AKF60 monitor, 4xCDdrive,

DX86card, £550.00 ono. Also

2Mb A3000 computer, colour
monitor, star LC24 printer,
£100.00 ono. Tel: 01706

812679 evenings.
• StrongArm RiscPC twin
slice, 32Mb RAM, 2Mb

VRAM, 1.2Gb, RapIDL, CD-
ROM, SCSI2, SX33 PC,

Combo Network card,
C/C++, PRMS, £1250 ono.
Tel: 01422 240267 evenings,
West Yorkshire.

• Going cheap. Acorn A3010
computer, 2Mb RAM, built-in
modulator and connects to

ordinary TV. For quick sale
£70. Buyer must collect. Tel:
01706-817570.

• A3000, 4Mb, 120Mb Hard

disc, RISC OS 3.1, monitor,

stand, all manuals, software,

games, hand scanner, £200
ono. Tel 01636-814295 after

6pm and weekends.
• CC Scanlight 256 suitable
for 310/400/5000/Risc PC

including StrongARM. £35.
8Mb SIMM, £10. Wanted:

Rise PC, second slice,
Syquest EZ135MI) cartridges.
Ring Alan 01623-472838
(Notts).

Acorn User August 1998
http://www.idg. co.uk/ar.ornusor/

• A3000/A400 floppy drives,
£25 + post or collect. RISC OS
2 PRMs, £25 + post with
BASIC Guide and ARM Archi

tectural Reference Manual.

Contact Andrew, Kingswin-
ford 01384-295971.

• A3000, 40Mb HD, 4Mb

RAM, RISC OS 3.1, MIDI, PC

Emulator, monitor CM8833,
WE Ultimum 3 slot housing,
9-pin Taxan KP815 printer,
Morlcy Teletext adaptor, all
manuals, little used. £250.

Tel: 01444 451968.

• Archimedes 3000, 2Mb
RAM, expanded HD monitor.
Panasonic 24-pin printer,
Impression, PipeDream,
Chocks Away, Pandora's Box,
Fervour and many other
games. £100. Tel: 01780
763191 Stamford, Lines.

• Acorn Rise PC 700, 26Mb

RAM, 2Mb VRAM, 486DX-

100 PC card, CD-ROM,
monitor. Bulk software pack
age. Epson dot matrix
printer. £1200. Tel: 01522-
730175.

• Wanted: Second-hand

modem for around £15.

Speed not important but
must have standard serial

connection. Phone 01227

830470 and ask for Ben.

• Rise PC 600, 400Mb HD,
13Mb RAM, Canon BJ230
A3 printer, Canon lx-4015
scanner. PC 486, Windows

3.1, Publisher, Artworks,
No Dongles, Ovation,
Sleuth, FireWorkz + other

titles. No games. £900. Tel:
01582 391631, Luton,
Beds.

• Rise PC 600, 8Mb RAM,
2Mb VRAM, 210Mb HD, CD-

ROM, 486 card, 16-bit sound,

25W speakers, 14in monitor,
keyboard, mouse. £550. Tel:
0181-659 6684, SE26.
• For sale: 17 Archimedes

computer systems. Ranging
from A3000s, A3020s and
A4000s. Contact us at Hat-

fieldHS@AOL.COM or

Crazyovvl@globaInet.co.uk
for details. Will sell all

machines for £4500 ono

• Acorn 3000 RISC OS 3.1 for

sale. No hard drive or moni

tor. Any offers. Tel: 0181
423-5114.

To submit a free ad to Acorn User,
complete the coupon on page 82.
25 words maximum per ad.

• Acorn A4000 2/120, colour

monitor, colour 24-pin
printer, lots of software,
mags. £275 or £175 +
Playstation or Saturn console
with games. Tel: 01935-
425974.

• Acorn A3020/A4000 net

work interface for use to

connect up to several com
puters or link to local
network. £10. Phone 0151-

630 5597 (Wallesey)
weekends 11am-lpm. • Rise-
PC 600, 233MHz SA. 32 Meg,
lMeg VRAM, 210 + 500 hard
drives, EIZ0 20in Mulliscan

monitor, lots of software,

mags, manuals. VGC. One
hundred per cent working.
£1000 ovno. Tel: 01935-

425974.

• Rise PC 700, 9Mb, 425Mb

HD, AKF60 monitor, CD-

ROM, OS 3.6, Windows 3.11,
Advance, Games, Excellent

condition. £700 o.n.o. Tel:

01746 710205, Wolverhap-
ton, West Midlands.

• Colourcard Gold, £100. Ale-
phone PC card 4-nieg RAM,
Co-pro, £120. SCSI card with
4x external CD-ROM £110.

Style £35. A410 base £70. Tel:
0151-677 9585.

• Rise PC 600, StrongARM,
64M RAM, 2M Video RAM,
1.2M hard drive, Acorn

sound card, Acorn monitor,

Elite, Impression. £800 ovno.
Phone 0181-940 1313 (Rich
mond).
• Wanted!! Any hardware
for Rise PC, especially back
plane, second slice with
backplane, large bard disc
(IDE), AFK60, RISC OS 3.6,

Extra IDE card. Call 01205

(Boston) 820201. Ask for

Ian.

• A4000 + user manuals,

colour monitor, 200Mb HDD,

speakers, game pads, VGC,
£300. Colourjct printer, £50.
Hutchinson encyclopedia,
£20. Tel: Dudley 01384
240979.

• Wanted: Acorn A5000,

4Mb, 80Mb HD or bigger
and Monitor. Offers under

£200 considered. Liverpool
area. E-mail Robert Hamil
ton at fabland@argonet.
co.uk

• Scanlight Video 256/Hand-
scanner (for A5000)

complete, £35. Canon Turbo
driver, complete £20. 8Mb
Rise PC Memory, £8. Com
pression, £10.Tel: 01246
237037 (Chesterfield) or

ray.harris@whicb.net
• Wanted: Combined 3.5in

and 5.25in 40/80 track disc

drive unit for BBC Micro. E-

mail paul_jagger@uk.ibm.
com or call 0171-202 3309.

• Aleph One, 486 PC card,
4Mb with software, manuals

for A5000, A540, A300/400
series. £65 + post. VTi sound
sampler + driver + manual.
£15 + post. Tel: 01268-
734215.

• A3010, 4Mb RAM, 120Mb

HD, AKF17 colour monitor,

software includes Personal

Accounts, EasiWord, Tex-

tEase, FireWorkz Pro, Chuck

Rock (plus other games).
£225. Tel: Ian on 01506-

891289 (West Lothian).
• Star LC-10 black and white

dot matrix printer, boxed
with manuals, leads and

Acorn and PC driver discs.

£15 ovno. Phone: 0151-637

0993 (Wallasey, Wirral).
• Strongarm Rise PC, 16Mb
RAM, 2Mb VRAM, 2Gb IDE

bard disc, 5x86 PC card, CD-
ROM drive, AKF60 monitor,

£1350 ono. Tel: 0181-531-

9108, e-mail: grewal@
btinternet.com

• Rise PC 600, AKF60

monitor, two slice, CD-

ROM, 17Meg DX4-100S
card, 406 H/D. Excellent

condition, genuine reason
for sale. Tel: 0181-669

8733 Surrey.
• Massive collection of

PD/clip art. For catalogue
send SAE. 100 per cent reply.
Also contacts wanted to

exchange PD/clip art. Con
tact Chris, 352 Wrotham

Road, Gravesend, Kent, DA11

7PE.

• AFK 85, 17in colour mon-

tior with digital display and
onboard screen manager
with manual. Boxed. £195.

Tel: 01268-478347

• Acorn A3000, 2 Meg,
colour monitor. £110. Tel:

01935 425974.
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e Mumford considers the user interface of our prospective label printing application

Now that we've investigated the methods
of displaying Draw graphics within the

RISC OS environment, we can take a broader

look at the construction of the label printing
application itself and make some educated
decisions about the data structures we're going
to use.

These will influence the directions in which

the application can grow, so it's worth think
ing about the implications before we start. We
also need to look at the methods of data entry;
it's no use creating a flexible data format if
you have to go through seven hells to get the
information in there in the first place.

Several months ago I mentioned that my
proposed user interface to the label database
would take the form of a stack of index cards;
this technique is one that many people have
been exposed to, so should be one that can be
picked up instinctively. To navigate between
the fields of a particular record, one can either

click in the appropriate place or, especially if a
lot of data has to be entered, by pressing
Return or Tab to cycle through the available
fields.

In our case, the design of the label, includ
ing the number of available fields along with
their positions, is created by the user, so
matters might not be quite so straightforward.
However, if we assume that the fields are going
to be arranged in a sensible order on the form,
stepping through them in this manner will

still be useful.

Originally 1had planned to use the available
size of each label to allow the program to guess
at the number of lines of text it could squeeze

on and position the fields appropriately, but it
quickly struck me that this method would be
far too inflexible to be of any real use. Having
said that, arranging the fields on each new
label by hand would be too time-consuming.

The best solution would seem to be the

implementation of a 'master label' which is
defined by the user when they first create the
database. At this stage they can decide how
many fields they want to include, as well as
their positions, font sizes and so on. Once this
has been designed, the gross layout can be
copied over to each new label as it is created -
assuming that no changes have to be made.
This will allow the user to enter their data

quickly without having to worry about setting
out each new label.

Although having a 'master' to control the
overall format of the labels is desirable, allow

ing the user to change field position, font type
or size, it would still be beneficial to allow

each label to be modified individually. By
copying the characteristics of the master label
rather than referencing them directly, we can
retain this ability at the expense of some
memory space.

This does pose an additional problem in
that some of the advantages of having a
template are lost if the labels are freely modifi
able alter creation - if the layout of half of the
records have been edited since their creation

and the master label is then changed, do we re-

impose the master's formatting on those
modified labels, or leave them be? This poten
tial problem could be solved by forcing the
user to 'check out' any records he or she

wished to tweak, and at that stage the affected
label would no longer be linked to the master.

Reversing the operation would remove any
supplementary changes and restore the master
formatting.

When considering the application's data
structure, it can be seen that several natural

levels exist. At the top of the tree we have
information that has an effect on the entire

program, such as label or paper size. The next
level would include the layout of the master
label, with a standard set of field positions,
along with any non-editable labels or borders
if necessary. Finally, there's the level that
contains the bulk of the data - the actual text

for the fields of each label and any bits of
additional clipart.

Within these levels, particular data units
repeat themselves, so we can develop the idea
of a text or graphics 'object' which, for
instance, might consist of an (x,y) coordinate,
a string of text and a parameter block holding
information such as font size or type. These
objects can be used throughout the data struc
ture to standardise and simplify data
manipulation, as well as providing the
database flexibility we're after.

When we're ready to store all of this data in
memory, we can take the pre-prepared blocks
outlined above and string them together to
build the data tree. The label data could be

stored as a linked list or an array of pointers to
'label' structures; each one of these would

then contain lists of text and graphics objects.
We'll look at an appropriate set of data /iry
structures next time- seeyou then. *•»-'
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A Powerful Page Editor
• Point-and-click editing of ruleoffs, images, lists, etc
• Drag-and-drop import of images and creation of links!
• Automatic conversion of Acorn graphics to Internet formats
• Set text styles just like in a wordprocessor/DTP package
• Imagemap editor included - table editing built in
• Automatic encoding of extended characters
• Search-and-replace, drag-and-drop and undo
• Named colours for consistency across the whole site
• Extensive forms facilities - multiple forms included
• No need to learn web jargon

Sophisticated Site Management
• Directories and sub-directories to organise your site
• Links automatically updated when files renamed etc
• Publishing management - all files or changed files
• Full site management
• Import of existing webpages and graphics

WebSpider costs just £60

DALRIADA DATA TECHNOLOGY

74 Greville Road, WARWICK, CV34 5PJ.

Phone/Fax: 01926 492459

e-Mail: sales@dalriad.demon.co.uk

WWW: http://www.dalriad.demon.co.uk/

The Ultimate Table Editor!

TableMate Designer is the latest in the popular
TableMate family of products - it offers the most /^
comprehensive range of facilities yet - with more new features than TableMate 2 and 3 put
together. A short extract is given below. TableMate 3 is available for those with simpler needs.

• Variable fonts inside cells • Yet more line and row controls!
• Super- &sub- scripts, bold and italic effects • Global cut-and-paste
• Export/import HTML tables for the Internet • Named colours &styles

Single User- £64-50, Upgradefrom Impression Style/Publisher £49-50, Upgrade from TableMate 3 - £30-00

HOW GOOD IS YOUR GRAPH
DRAWING PACKAGE?

?

Does it support OLEwith the latestpackages?
Is if simple to mix different graph types?

_, Has it got extensivepresentationcontrols?
f ^r Can you put text anywhere you want?
jf • Are key areasfully under your control?

We could go on for much, much longer, nag about
shadows, backdrops, automatic table generation etc...

GraphMate
Presentation graphics without tears.

GraphMate costs £55 for a Single User pack

Web Spider
The fast-track to
website creation!

Rule Control

Image Control

Alignment

Dalriada logo

(• Centre ^J Right
Description

Alignment

J Top (S Lett
j Middle J Right

J Bottom

h 50%
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Dalriada Data Technology
...because there's more to publishing than words alone.

Ibliudi pwkm DatKpPMisliinsiiritoio torilKAcornRISC-OS i
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Dalriada: products
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• Flowcharts, organisational charts, annotated diagrams
spider diagrams, process diagrams - and more!

• Automatic connection of symbols using Artificial
Intelligence, with Anchor points for precise control.

• Full presentation control - of colours, text, line widths etc
• Word-wrapping text or scaled graphics inside symbols
• Tiled printing for larger charts
• A wide variety of flowcharing and other popular symbols
• OLE compatible for all the latest DTP/WP applications

The fastest, easiest and most powerful way to create all
those time-consuming structured diagrams.

Just £55for a Single User Pack



Isn't life unfair? Following the success of my
I2C temperature monitor I thought I would

make a humidity project, especially as there
was a nice one in the Maplin catalogue. It was
self-contained, had a digital display and the
numbers were multiplexed on digital outputs.
Just the job I thought, so I modify the DVM
application to display relative humidity,
design the interface and nip off to Maplins to
buy one.

That's when it all went pear-shaped. "None
in stock sir. Shall I order it? Oh, it appears to
be obsolete". All that despite the fact it was in
the new catalogue that had only been out a
few weeks. If it ever makes a reappearance I
have a project waiting.

This month I have been playing around
with my MIDI interface and come up with a
little program I call, imaginatively enough,
MIDlmouse. I was showing it off at the Wake
field show and the sounds it produced
attracted quite a bit of interest. It's a sort of
software version of my sound square - mouse
movements are converted into MIDI notes out

put on channels 3 and 4. There are separate
notes for the horizontal and vertical move

ment of the mouse and you can define the key
it plays in.

For each mouse position you can have up to
three notes played at the same time. When you
first move the mouse pointer into the window
nothing happens until there is a click, then
notes are produced as long as you keep the
mouse in the window. If you drag the mouse
with the Select button there is no new note

sound until the key is released.
The same happens with the Adjust key, only

the note being played is terminated. So to end
a composition simply click Adjust and drag the
pointer out of the window. Holding down Ctrl
and Alt freezes the mouse movement of one

axis. I have found the best tunes, or ambient
noodlings, are when one axis plays a continu
ous drone note which you can do by choosing
a voice with little decay from the Synth Kffects
part of the GM voice palette, and the other axis
plays a shorter lived voice like bells or organ.

I found the trick is to move the mouse infre

quently in small steps to give an
ambient/trance-like sound. However, you can
map the movement to any sounds you like. As
a bonus this month I have put it on the cover
disc for you to try, always assuming you have
something that will make a noise when it

receives MIDI data. If the editor has been kind

then there is a sound sample of me playing on
the MIDlmouse on the disc, it's called MM7K4,
play it back at 7.4K rate although it doesn't
sound wrong at any speed. It's in a pentatonic
scale and so it sounds slightly Chinese.

On with response from past rambles, Brian N.
McQuillan from Winmalee,Australia e-mails:
In the March 1998 of Acorn Wood Martijn
van der Mei was looking for 1.161*1 II CaPSL
drivers. Well, Oak Solutions/Ace Comput
ing used to put out a program called
Prodriver that contains a CaPSL Canon dri

ver. The set on the Acorn User July '97
cover disc (2) is only for Postscript ver
sions of the 1.1$ 1*111 as far as I know.

Nowfor the newproblems. First off Chris Mur
ray is wondering about the demandsplaced on
his computer by theInternet:
I have an early Rise PC 600 which I have
upgraded with RAM, CD and StrongARM
processor. I am about to sign up to an
Internet provider. However, my hard
drive is only 210Mb and is about 75 per
cent full. The machine is mainly used for
accounts and DTP work and games for the
children.

I am expecting the Internet to make
some demands for disc storage. Can you
tell me what the best course of action is

for data storage now? Would a zip drive
be more flexible than upgrading to a
larger hard drive or even an additional
hard drive.

My calculations show that you probably have
about 50Mb disc space free, which I think is
adequate for the time being. The Internet only
places demands on your hard drive if you start
hoarding lots of downloaded images and appli
cations. The Internet software itself is unlikely
to make a very big dent in that.

You have managed to live quite comfortably
with your drive until now which suggests that
you don't make great demands on it. When
you do find you have filled up your disc it is
surprising how much space you can free up by
looking round and deleting stuff that you
haven't accessed in years.

However, when you really have to upgrade,
swapping your drive for a bigger capacity is a
bit tricky because you have to get all the stuff

mm Rambles through
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Hints & tips

off the old drive first. As you have a CD drive,
simply fitting another IDE drive is out of the
question, so any extra drive would have to be a
SCSI and the interface card for that would

push up the price. I would think at the
moment that your best bet is the Zip path as
these drives are now quite cheap and the
supply of discs is plentiful.

Adam Merrifield wants to expand his horizons:
I own a Rise PC and would like to know

whether there is an Amiga emulator
which will allow me to run Amiga
software (at any speed!) on my Rise PC.

When I was asked about a Spectrum emulator
years ago I was surprised to find one. 1 don't
know of an Amiga emulator - can anyone
surprise me again?

Tow Pegg is trying to get onto the Internet, he
writes:

I intend to buy a cable to connect my
Psion Dacom modem to my A3010 and
read that by issuing a SWI "OS_SerialOp',0
the computer will use a different line for
handshaking so that an over-the-counter
IBM type cable can be used instead of a
specialist one bought from an Acorn
dealer. Is this true?

The call can be used to alter the handshaking
status but you have to know what you want to
change. There is no such thing as a standard
cable in the murky world of RS232 although
you can have a 'straight cable' or a change sex
cable along with lots of others that try to
compensate for missing signals.

In my experience the same cables that work
with a PC work with an Acorn without modifi

cation. All the SWI call will allow you to do is
to ignore some of the handshaking signals. If
you do this you run a risk of missing data
when your buffers become full. All the infor
mation for this call, three pages of it, is in the
Programmers ReferenceManual but as you are
trying to save on the cost of a cable then I
think you will balk at the price. Therefore 1
have put details of this call on the cover disc.

John Benton from Rishworth, Halifax wants to
know how to record the sounds he makes with

his comi>uter:
My problem lies in getting a reasonable
quality recording of sounds made on my
A4000 for a sensible price. I compose a lot
of music on my computer (in Rhapsody
mainly), which I wish to record onto cas
sette tape.

I have tried various methods of record

ing, but surely there must be a better way
than from the speaker, through the air,
to a tape recorder. If I do this, I get so
much interference from the air and the

music quality is poor and unclear.
Is there not some cable I can buy which

goes from the computer headphone out
socket to a jack plug which I can insert
into the microphone socket of a tape
recorder? Or, since I have a MIDI interface,
is there some way of connecting the two
machines? I would be grateful if you could >

O

Z
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>- help by giving some advise as to where I
can purchase something to do this.

You can't connect a computer to a recorder
using MIDI, that is only useful in connecting
instruments and sound modules together. How
ever, a simple stereo jack to jack lead can be
purchased at almost any electrical or Hi-fi shop
and should provide you with a great increase in
quality.

The only problem is that there may be too
much output from your computer for the
microphone socket. If this is the case then it
will sound distorted, you might have a line
input to your recorder, try that. If the results
arestill distorted then cut your lead in half and
wire up the circuit shown in the diagram.

If there is still too much signal, make the
value of the 10K resistor bigger, say 22K or so.
If there is too little, make the 10K resistor

smaller. Resistors can be purchased at Tandy,
Maplins or any local electronics shop.

/ did get an e-mail the other day but unfortu
nately it disappeared on the journey between
work and home on a floppy. Apologies to the
senderbut it went something like this:
I have a Yamaha MUlO sound module with

a MIDI input and output. However, it also
has a serial socket for direct connection to

a computer. As I have no MIDI interface I
was wondering if there was any way to
switcli the MIDI calls to the serial port so
that I could connect it up the MUlO and
then have a MIDI interface as well for

other equipment?

There is no simple way to switch the MIDI SWI
calls because they are not part of the machine
operating system. When you get an Acorn MIDI
interface card this contains a ROM which loads

the calls into memory when switching on.
Other MIDI cards have software modules with

the calls on but hardware directed to their own

interface. However, at the recent Wakefield
show I did see a product from ESP that will
help called Serial Port MIDI, which just about
says it all. 1had a chat with them on the stand
and it appears it will do what you want and it
even includes a cable.

Jerome Mathevet jumped the gun on this
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month's Run the Rise, but he wants more:
I would like to have an Analogue Digital
converter to build for my A5000, mainly to
record speech samples so I took a look at
the Acorn User site but the only approach
ing circuit was the digital voltmeter,
which uses the parallel port (unless I'm
mistaken).

In my opinion, this isn't fast enough for
speech and, worst of all, the sampling rate
will not be steady. Is there any chance that
I will see a circuit plugging as a podule,
with 12-16 bit resolution at a maximum

frequency of 50KII/ in a future issue of
Acorn Userl I don't know if there exists a

low-cost IC that could do that, but if you
want to undertake the project I would be
most delighted.

See this month's constructional article, it's not

up to your spec but it is certainly more than
adequate for speech. There is little point in
sampling at 50KHz as there is so little energy at
such high frequencies in speech, even female
voices. The sort of resolution you are asking for
is in the CD-quality music camp, not speech.

The other problem is that home-construction
of a Podule is not really an option. I have made
several Podule interfaces and found that home

construction prototype techniques do not pro
duce very reliable cards. This is due to the high
frequencies involved on the buses, it really
demands a four layer printed circuit board.
Once you produce this you up the price of the
project considerably and take it out of the low
cost area. However, I do plan lo have a faster
multi-channel A/D converter in a future project
so you can sample at higher rates if you want.

Steve Smale is planning a project and wants
some advice:

I'm currently contemplating building an
"electronic" clarinet for use in a band I

play in - t lie idea being I will no longer be
restricted to a single sound, but can
choose any sampled sound and still use a
fingering system I'm used to.

I've got a "spare" A3000 motherboard
which would be ideal for this as it can be

built into a specialist casy-to-move-about
box including an amp and so on. Can you
tell me what is the best method of getting
the inputs into the A3000?

I would need 16 switcli inputs (open or
closed) - although there are more keys
than this, some combinations would never
happen, so some can be connected to the
same input. I would also need an analogue

input from the breath control to provide
control over starting and stopping sound
and for volume. I'm a bit confused about

what's possible with the parallel ports on
these earlier machines and whether or not

it's actually possible to get inputs in
through them - would IIC be a good option
for the breath control?

Are there any other "cheats" I can use
(for example the mouse port has three
switched inputs I can use - can either the x
or y ref inputs be used for the analogue
breath control?) I'd be really grateful if
you could point me in the direction of the
circuits and connections I would need to

do this. I'm all right with simple stuff like
BBC B user ports but don't have much of a
clue with the Arc side of things, especially
on the old hardware.

Sounds an interesting project, but using an
A3000 does sound a bit like overkill, especially
as there is a bit of interfacing to do. You will
need some form of display for the computer as
well as inputs and outputs. The A3000 has a bi
directional printer port, so that allows you to get
12 inputs straight in, eight data and four status.

However, that's not 16, so you could use two
of the IIC PCF8574 digital chips to give you
that many inputs and a PCF8591 will give you
the analogue input you need - see the Decem
ber '95 Acorn User article for information on

that. You could use the printer port and multi
plex the data in like my September article of
the same year. October '96 saw the PUP inter
face that gives 16 inputs from the status lines
on the serial port, you could couple that with
the analogue joystick interface on the printer
port in June the same year.

A look at the A3000 circuit diagram reveals
that there may be scope for one or two cheats,
in the form of spare lines on the IOC chip, but
they're not that easy to get at through the soft
ware as you need machine code in the
supervisor mode. I'm not too sure how much of
the computer you want to use to make the
noise or play the samples, but if you are going
to use MIDI you will need a MIDI interface as
well. That means you will need to add quite a
bit to your spare computer board.

I think the best solution would be to use a

PIC controller to make a dedicated standalone

system, it would certainly be much smaller
than using an old computer. As you get 13 I/O
lines on these chips I would use a simple two in
one out multiplexer on eight of the input lines,
you get four of these in a 74LS157, that gives
you the 16 digital inputs you need.

One extra line would be needed to control

the multiplexes, then use three lines for the ser
ial A/D converter used in this, and last month's
project for your breath controller. This leaves
one line that you can use as a MIDI output.
There you are, four chips make a much smaller
project. Anyway, whichever way you
decide to go, best of luck. M

Contacting me
You cancontact me, MikeCook,by post at the

usualAcorn User addressor by e-mailat:
auqanda@idg.co.uk



Canon competition
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We've got two BJC-7000 printers to give
away courtesy of Canon
You've read the review, so how about winning a BJC-
7000 printer? To be in witli a chance, simply answer the
questions and send back the form to the address below.
Entries to be in by I September 1998 please. The editor's
decision is final.

BJC-7000 tech-specs
• Produces photo-quality colour, even
on plain paper
• Exceptionallyclear text and water
resistant printing on all media
• Uses bi-level inks, with Canon's

exclusive seven-colour ink printing
_ technology

r^HAn j-jirun,xvfri-frinn I *^aPaD'e °fnme levels of gradation
lemon COmpeiillOn . Unique( dual-printhead design allows
1. Which of the following features is not Name..... I |jght areas t0 prjnt without graininess
found on the BJC-7000? ^^ J and areas wjth high CQntrast tQ fae
^ P'P0P • I printed with complete clarity
D Seven-colour ink printing technology [• . Features Canon's exclusive Plain
O Twenty levels of gradation _ I I Paper Optimized Printing (P-POP)

I which ensures waterresistance, elimi-
2. What quality of colour printing does the Postcode II I nates feathering and bleeding and
BJC-7000 give. ^ |l I jmproves optical density producing
S~ noto I sharper text, richer hues and denser
O Photocopier B blacks
f^y ,, , . . Sendyourentry to Acorn User Canon
U Hand cop,ed Competition, IDG Media, Media House, l| ••Supports A4 full-bleed printing and

,, , Adlington Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire, j| I UP to 550gsm card as well as other
3. What does P-POP stand for? s^Qwp media such as high gloss film and
O Plain Paper Online Printing • I T.shjrt transfers
O Printer Point Of Presence Iam acurrent Acorn subscriber Li Yes • No Hi •Print resolution of up to 1200x600dpi
O Plain Paper Optimized Printing r-, ifl and colour print speed of up to3.2ppm

L t Please tickifyou donotwish toreceive promotional literature i^^^
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BACK

Issue 196-July 1998

R| Wf\l^ll\%\%i3 •Phoebe 2100
M-jB>B/A-y^ *% • New portable

| • Show report
• TraxSequencer on disc

Issue 195-June 1998 §
• Printers reviewed

• SEMERC success story

• Automating your home
• Wizard Apprentice on disc

0 r d
Issue 196,July 1998 £3.95
Issue 195, June 1998 £3.95

Issue 194,May1998 £3.95
Issue 193,April 1998 £3.95
Issue 192, March 1998 £3.95
Issue 191, February 1998 £3.95
Issue 190,January 1998 £3.95
Issue 189, Christmas 1997 £3.95
Issue 188, December 1997 £3.95 Postcode
Issue 187, November 1997 £3.95
Issue 186, October 1997 £3.95 Tel No

f

Name

Address.

m

Missed out on one of our previous
issues? Now's your opportunity to
bring your collection up to date.
But hurry - stocks are limited

Issue194-May 1998

• Doomspecial

• Acorns over Egypt

• Newsreader review

• R-Comp interview

Please allow 14 days for delivery. Send cheques payable to IDG Media to: Acorn User Back Issues, Database Direct,
FREEPOST, Dunoon, Argyll PA23 7UZ or phone 0870 606 0423 Fax:01369 703113 E-mail: dbscot@globalnet.co.uk

I | Please tick ifyou do NOT wish toreceive further information orspecial offers

f \
Issue 186-October 1997

• MidiWorks

• Using Net Computers
• Psion 5

• Apple Heemulator on disc

Issue 187-November 1997

• Manipulating fonts
• Netstationcapabilities
• Level 4 server

• Osmosis on disc

Issue 188-December 1997

• Acorn-based business

• What is Zyris?
• Free Internet access

• AU CD-ROM3

Issue 189-Christmas 1997

• SCSI cards

• Sibelius

• RiscCAD Professional

• Newsdesk 8< FlexiCD on disc

Issue 190-January 1998
• 3Dvector graphics
• Barcode software

• ClubScene update
• BotKillerand Pendown HTMLon disc

Issue191-February 1998
• New Artworks series

• Website creation

• Howto customiseyourmachine
• RailPro on disc

Issue 192-March 1998

• Teletext

• DataPower 2

• CompilingJava
• LineDemo and TopicArt on disc

Issue193-April 1998
• TextEase

• DrawWorksDesigner
• Impact Pro
• raFS on disc

V J
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Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill in your details on this coupon (25words maximum,
one word per boxbelow) and send it to FreeAds, Acorn User, IDG Media Ltd, MediaHouse, AdlingtonPark,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP or bye-mail to: aufreeads@idg.co.uk. Onlyone ad per reader please. Althoughwe try to
publish everyad we receive, we can make noguarantees; publication isentirelydependent on spaceand time
constraints. Wemay alsopublish freeadson the cover disc ifmagazine spaceisshort. Please fill inyour name
and telephone numberbelow- these will not be published, but they enable us to contactyou in caseof any
queries. Please includeyour town/county in each ad to help other readers with their purchasing decision.
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Fan mail
Graham Peterson's "Manchester United"

analogy is strangely apt; his demand that
all Acorn users upgrade regularly, whether
they need it or not, reminds me of football
"fans" rushing to buy the latest kit every
few months.

Not that I'm drawing parallels between
Acorn and Man U; the connection is the
assumption that support must be expressed
in terms of cash.

Is Mr Peterson seriously demanding that
people buy computers they don't want, just
because the money's going to a "good
cause"? If we're going to treat Acorn like a
charity, we might as well save their manu
facturing costs and start donating money to
them.

If I buy a computer it's because I want it
or need it, and if I'm going to donate to

84

Pricing up
Here's a thing I was wondering about last
night. Are Acorn suppliers ripping us off?

Take the Plustek 4831 scanner from

Pineapple. If I exclude the postage, it's
£150 for which you get the scanner and
TWAIN software. Dixons are currently
doing the 4831 for £80. The software (I'll
use TWAIN and ImagePro) is another £25
from David Pilling. Total, £105. Net rip-
off £45.

Parallel zip drive, from an Acorn sup
plier again around £140 (inc software). I
bought mine from PC-Direct for £105
(with four discs).

If you take the current price from a PC
stockist of about £82 and add on say £20
for the software (from the likes of
Desktop Projects), we see that bar £2, we
are down by another £40.

Probably the biggest rip of all are CD
writers and SCSI drives. I'll take the SCSI

first. While I understand that Acorn don't

have that large a share of the market, it
comes to something when some periph
eral makers actually put in SCSI cards
with their bits for PCs. As I understand it,
for the RPC a decent SCSI costs between

£100 and £130, while a Mac user forks
out around £60 and PC owner £50 for the

equivalent version.
CD writers are a rip off for us. If you buy

one from Cumana, you're talking £300
plus, yet I've seen the same model adver
tised in one of my local hardware stores
for £160. Include CDBurn from WSS to

make it £210, we lose out by almost a
£100. Worse still, you can get from the
USA the same burner (adapted for UK
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charity I can think of more deserving causes
than Acorn.

Pontus Lurcock

Oxford

I'd have to say I'm more than a little out
raged at Graham Peterson's letter
concerning an Acorn fan's devotion relying
solely on their willingness to shell out for
the latest upgrade. I would dearly love to
have £1000 lying in the bank to spend on a
Rise PC, but instead, as a sixth form stu
dent, I'm forced to use my seven year old
A5000.

I don't regularly buy commercial soft
ware, in fact I find it hard to remember the
last time I shelled out for some software for

my Acorn, let alone any sort of hardware
upgrade. I have considered upgrading my
A5000, but feel that since it still does almost

use) for £110 (inc. postage and taxes and
also digital cameras for a third of the
price, but still covered by the same world
wide guarantee).

While I agree that Acorn software is
the best there is in terms of power per
pound (e.g. I would defy anyone to find
anything as powerful as TechWriterPro or
Impression Publishers on a PC for the
same - or even double - the price), hard
ware costs are what is punishing us Acorn
bods.

Paul Johnson

P.FJohnson@chemistry.salford.ac.uk

While Mr Johnson may be able to pur
chase several items cheaper from other
suppliers, he should consider that large
retail outlets, like Dixons, will jmrchase
items at a much lower cost than an Acorn

dealer due to their purchasingpower and
will therefore be able to offer very good
prices.

He should also ask himself who would
he turn to if his Acorn machine and SCSI
device or scanner stopped working? Who
has the most experience?

Support does not come cheap, and is
built into the price of the goods. You have
to remember, if all the Acorn dealers
stopped offering support, who would you
turn to? Acorn dealers pride themselves on
their high level of support to their cus
tomers, but this costs money.

Russell Scoates,
UK Dealer Sales Executive,

Workstation Division

Acorn Computers Ltd

everything I want it to, and 1 can use my
father's PC for the other tasks, the expendi
ture is not warranted.

It is a testament to Acorn technology that
this is the case, even though they won't
profit from constant upgrades. Indeed the
Acorn machine is well designed enough
that frequent upgrades are unnecessary.
With its expandable modular system RISC
OS can well stand long-term use, without
the frequent upgrades demanded by the
Wintel empire.

Is it any wonder then that many Acorn
users haven't upgraded? I dread to think of

the condition of a seven year old PC. Some
of us simply don't have money to throw
around needlessly on expensive equipment.

I would like to be able to support Acorn
and the developers by helping them out
financially, but at present this is beyond
me. I feel that I've put a lot of hard work
into helping the Acorn world, with my
renowned websites concerning file types
and emulation as well as writing various
freeware utilities (just take a look at my
name on both Public Domain pages in the
June issue) and that Mr Peterson's ingrati
tude for many similar user's efforts, based
solely on the fact that we have little money
to spend, is shallow to say the least. Am I a
big Acorn fan? You bet I am!

David Sharp
DavidSharp@ThePentagon.com

I'd like to apologise to Graham Peterson for
saying I believe he's wrong. For some reason
he seems to believe that you can only he a
fan of a computer if you can buy a machine
that's better than the one you own and you



can forget the cost. If I had begun saving for
a new machine 10 years ago I'd have been
11. I recently bought my first Acorn
machine. Not because I felt that I needed to

or because I felt any great commitment to
Acorn, but because the opportunity arose.

I consider myself an Acorn fan and being
a fan is in no way related to how often you
buy a computer. Maybe I'm in a minority of
one here, but I thought that being a fan
meant that you believed in something. I'm
a fan of X, but I don't have a Sparc 5 sitting
in my room. If anyone thinks I'm not an
Acorn fan because I won't go and buy a new

computer just because 'the company needs
it', then so be it.

I reserve the right to think that they are
being petty though. Next time someone says
they are a big fan of Acorns check they
know what they are talking about, not their
machine.

Justin Fletcher
gerph@essex.ac.uk

Front cover fantasy
As a hot-blooded 23-year old male who usu
ally reads Loaded and FHM it was a nice
surprise to see your cover graced with an

Code protection
This is something that has been irritating
me for some time. When I was learning to
program the RISC OS machine I began by
taking apart lots of PD programs, seeing
what they did and changing them to do
even sillier things than they already did.
StickyBD was a particular memory because
it was a very simple concept and had a
quite clear structure to It.

However, recently I've been seeing so
many people using BasCompress to
crunch their code and then worse still,

making it into an Absolute file so that
you have to go to incredibly circuitous
lengths to get to any kind of sensible
code. Not something that a learner would
want to do.

The reason that this irritates me is that

I'd have no hope of learning from these
programmers. Their programs are obvi
ously very good because I can see what

they do. However, I would never be able
to learn anything about how they work or
teach myself anything from them.

Is it really that important to hide your
code away? Are you that ashamed of it
that you feel it should be kept behind two
levels of 'protection'? Perhaps you don't
want to help your fellow programmers to
learn what you have learnt and so
increase the quality of programs out
there?

Personally I think it's the narrow-
minded latter attitude, but I'm sure there
must be someone who disagrees?

Come on, if you want to make your
code faster by all means BasCompress it,
but leave a copy of your source so that we
can marvel at your superior programming
skills. Please?

Justin Fletcher
Gcrph@essex.ac.uk

attractive female on the June issue. Imagine
my disappointment when I turned to the
relevant article to discover no mention nor

picture of her. Ah well can't win 'em all.
Gareth Edmondson

BEDEDMGO@trinity-cm.ac.uk

PC problem causing?
I had some problems trying to run the
Wizard Apprentice from the June cover disc
now I find I run into similar problems with
a number of games downloaded from the
"Arm'd & Dangerous" website.

The problem seems to lie in modules
loaded by IPCPro. I have experimented with
RMkill'ing some and had inconsistent suc
cess when pemem is removed but IPCPro
falls over even if you reload the module. So
far the only cure is to run the games after a
restart.

I'll keep working on this and let you
know if I get anywhere, in the meantime I
hope this may be of some use to any readers
having similar problems.

Keep up the good work
John Purser

john.purser@lineone.net

Mavica JPEGs
On the cover disc of the July issue to my sur
prise I found '.MavicaFS. The IHelp file stated
that "This program allows you to read JPEG
files created by the Sony Mavica digital cam
era. They are otherwise unreadable by most
RISC OS applications because they have a
non-standard header."

That's strange because Acorn have gone to
great lengths to keep '.ChangeFSl up-to-date.
The current version is 1.15 and is always
freely available. I have been using this and
ImageFS2 Ver 2.36 for some months now to
read Mavica JPEG files. So all Acorn users
can read Mavica JPEGs if they bother to
update their software any time since 21
February 1996.

I think this version has also been on an

Acorn User cover disc or CD at some time.

Paul Robinson

Paul@havaccnt.demon.co.uk

Air your views
If there's something you want to 'get off
your chest' or you have some interesting
information for your fellow Acorn User
readers, then write in to:

Letters page, Acorn User, Media House,

Adiington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP
or e-mail: auletters@idg.co.uk

Please note that we do not guarantee a
personalreply to letters.
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.1 already know what a great magazin
ACORN USER is. It is the only Acorn

magazine with up-to-the-minute Acorn news,
in-depth hardware and software reviews, and
without doubt the best cover discs available.

What you might not know is that by taking
t a subscription today, not only are you

guaranteed never to miss an issue of the
biggest and best Acorn magazine in the world,
but you can also claim an excellent free gift or
special offer, available exclusively to all new
ACORN USER subscribers.

*AII our softwareoffersare StrongARM compatible.
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new v/ Terrastor

against the alien
forces. Progress
ihrhnuh Outer Space,

atellites of

and, finally.
j fearless few,

Colonised

Worlds.

There are 18

increasing'^
fiendish stag
with brilliant

arcade-quality graphics and
imusbivc uiiiiiuucu >|juu^. The fast-moving action is backed up

by digitalised sound effects and six atmospheric pieces of stereo music.
And with the two-player mode, it's competitive - brilliant fun!
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CURRENT
SUBSCRIBERS
-you can take advantage

of these offers by .
renewing your

subscription
\ at anytime

PUBLISH ART 3

[•Publish

Fon«D«lgn«r5joolk1t
,ip £30.00

FR?*f

MK&*

, Fonts forRlw OS
ducts1996

structured

resource, not

not her bundle

of pictures making
it the perfect
choice for educa

tion, business or
home users.

Typography,
from iSVs

i new generation
of NDT Fonts,
will improve

J your print
quality no

' end. Supplied
i compressed

and wilh an

installer the

NDT Fonts

en very carefully hinted
that they appear clearer than ever

., iy includes over 1300 high quality
fonts PLUS over 200 bonus fonts never before released

as well as a FREE copy of Font Designers Toolkit.

Over 1300 Outli

DIRECT -f;
Debit

'Of make your subscription even
and subscribe by direct debit,

.ding the cost of your
ibscription over quarterly hassle-free

payments. What's more, you need never worry
about missing an issue again, as the subscription
continues until you decide to cancel.
Direct Debit subscriptions cannot be taken over
the phone or by fax.
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ASYGLIP
A Graphical Resource Management
System allowing you to store and
retrieve graphic files quickly and
easily by means of a visual index.
You'll have better control over

your graphics and clip art by stor-
iing them in a compacted form.

giving between 35-60% saving.
With the facility lo store a lextual

' description of each cataloging and
retrieving becomes simple.

RHAPSODY
Your chance to compose your own
musical score. Rhapsody allows you
to modify and manipulate ir
a wordprocessor docs text. \ou .1
enter score by hand, notofty note,
or, if aMIDI Inlerface^fitted to
your computer, you^Bb play a
tune using a MIDIJiBoard and
capture the music Jb' Rhapsody,

be transcribed

. replaying, etc.
59.99 as an Acorn

User subscriber you can claim it
1 for free!

ANAGRAM
GENIUS
Prepare to be astounded!
Seven years of development
have produced the world's
most sophisticated anagram
generator. Give the software
a name or piece of text and
it will use powerful artifi
cial intelligence techniques
to rearrange the letters to
say wierd and wonderful
things about it.

nui ', .'

BINDER

TWO FREE

MAGAZINES
Exclusive to Acorn User this

binder will hold up to 13 issui
of your favourite magazine.
PLUS receive an extra

two magazines v
absolutely
FREE!

0870 606 0423

01369701 187

dbscot@globalnet.co.uk
Please quote code 'A9808' when subscribing by phone

i
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Yes! I will subscribe,

There's never been a better time to subscribe so

take advantage of one of these offers TODAY.
See section 2

A98oauN\ IUK £39.99 assosen \_J EU £53.99 a980swn Q World £68.99*
To renew subscription please tick:

A9808tm\ IUK £39.99 a9808Er\ | EU £53.99 a98oswr | | World £68.99*
•Unfortunately Worldsubscribers are not eligibleto receive the free gift/special offer

Iwish to pay by: [_J Cheque/postal order made payable to IDG Media
~\ Credit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

t/>

(ft
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50

HCard No. |
••

iMk Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

wAU*) 42jo Q with payments of £9.99 by continuous quarterly direct debit
^^^^ See section 2.

Yoursubscription willcontinueuntilyou cancel.Overa year youwillreceive13issues.

Name of Bank/Building Society

0

z

Yourinstructions to the bank/building society: |Originator's ID No. 8514121
I instruct you to pay direct debits from my account at the request of IDG

Media. The amounts are variable and may be debited on various dates. No

acknowledgement required. I understand that IDG Media may change the

amounts and dates only after giving me prior notice. I will inform the

bank/building society in writing if I wish to cancel this instruction. I under

stand that if any direct debit is paid which breaks the terms of the

instruction, the bank/ building society will make a refund. Bank/building
society may decline to accept instructions to pay direct debit from some

types of accounts.

•f^S Please send me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

4253 T1 Typography FREE ms J" "j Binder &2magazines FREE

4247 r "j Rhapsody FREE 4257 f~ "1 Publish Art 3 £10

4259 T~| Technodream FREE nsa V~| Anagram Genius FREE

4254 I I EasyClip £10

Name(Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss) Age.

Address.

Postcode Tel.

E-mail address

O
Now send your completed form and payment to Acorn User, IDG

' Media, FREEPOST, Dunoon, Argyll PA23 7UZ. Please state if
credit card billing address is different from the delivery address.

Photocopies or handwritten versions of the above information are
acceptable.

August 1998 Acorn User
http://www.iclg.co.uk/acornuscr/
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NOTTINGHAM

Arnold Computer Sup

plies. Home enquiries wel

come. Repairs & Service.

Tel: 01 15 9264973

HIGHLAJWDS

Wardlaw Surveys, Autho
rised Acorn Dealer,

for all your needs from supply,
service, repair &full after sales.

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

NOXICE

ProAction
ENTERTAINMENT

EVERY SENSE!

01925
755043

DEVON COUNTY COUNCIL

PURCHASING

TENDERS
are invited for DP132F - Repairs of Acorn

Computers & Peripherals.

Application for inclusion on the mailing list(s)
should he made to the Chief Purchasing Officer,

Devon Purchasing, Trusham Road, Exeter, EX2 8RB.
Tel: 01392 384663- Fax: 01392 384636.

ESSEX

VS 0ccd&UK &udt &cfdtwt&
GeneSys for all
your Acorn
needs, serving
Education, Busi
ness and Home.
High quality
custom built
systems for
Acorn and PC.

Contact:

Richard Brown

-s-o-utH~czi^^?riri\ i™

\ r&hooF--i -\'\ •HFI45J—_—

GeneSys,41 Rivieria Drive,Southend on Sea, Essex, SSI 2QT
Tel: 01702 462385 Fax:01702 469224 E-mail: genesys@argonet.co.uk

JWORTH EAST

CTX Monitors from £139.83
liyama Monitors from £205.63
Canon Printers from £151.58

Prices Include VAT!
Showroom now open

Unit 10 & 11 YMCA Enterprise Centre
Philadelphia Lane
Herrington Burn
Houghton-le-Spring
DH4 4JW
0191 584 5834
http://www.argonet.co.uk esm@argonet.co.uk

SOUTH COAST

• Hardware 4flii%
^%.. Micro's ~"W

• Software
78 Brighton Road

• Installation Worthing
West Sussex

• Repairs
BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523222

Fax: 01903 523679

Open 6 days a week sales@cje.co.uk
With demonstrations available http://www.cje.co.uk/

SOUTH WAJLES

i/NiQUEway
SOUTH WALES' ONLY DEDICATED ACORN

DEALER AND ACORN CENTRE OF TECHNOLOGY

Technical Support •Repairs -Hire •Internet Connections
Low cost finance available on all systems.

3 Clarendon Road, Cyncoed, Cardiff CF3 7JD
Tel 01222-464020 Fax 01222-440071

http://www.uniqueway.co.uk



CUMBRIA

X Cumbria Software Systems
Specialist Acorn Dealer

Strong Arm Rise PC, A7000+ and Phoebe
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation
Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform

networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer
CSS Ltd., Unit 3A, Townfoot Industrial Estate Tpi. r\-\CQ77 0770
Brampton, Cumbria, CA8 1SW IW.UIW^/ J//»

NORTH WEST

!/"/ \v>7\ 1iei?r> For all vour Acorn needs
awards Visit our Showroom

BEST DEALER' ^ . 6pm
Bi^w ^Monday - Saturday

-"^ Desktop Projects Ltd
Unit 2A. Heupriding Business Pk^_^±xdyl.\^ *\^> Unit 2A. Heupr

Sh^H.8®^—Ifl- Ford Street
^'"J^ciC^ STOCKPORT
^^;.^>r:*gj v Cheshire. SK3 OBT

Authorised Acorn Dealer & Centre of Technology

DesMop Brojects Idd/A
Tel: 0161-474 0778 Email: infoffldcsktopp.dcnion.co.uk

3HDLANDS & OXFORD

% %
Providing Acorn Solutions For Over 16 Years

Tel :0121 706 8933
Fax: 0121 706 4306

HOW TO FIND US

Daco Syalams Umlt*d
459 - 465 Warwick Road Tysolny Birmingham B11 2JP

httpVAftWw.daco-ayvtamt.co.uk
e-mail: InfoQdaco-tyitamt.co.uk

%ACO
YSTEMS

LONDON & ESSEX

A Pineapple
^ Software

Pineapple have been in the Acorn marketplace for over eleven
years and we have recently moved into large new premises
where you can see a variety of Acorn equipment in action. We
specialise in building RiscPCs to your specification and we also
supply scanners,printers, harddrives or anything else you may
need foryour Acorn system. Wealso undertake repairs and
upgrades to Acorn computers. Come and visit us for a chat!

Open 0900 -1730 Mon - Sat
352 Green Lane, Ilford, Essex IG3 9.IS

Phone 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:-sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk
http://wvw.pineapie.demon.co.uk

WEST YORKSHIRE

THE CHOICE OFEXPERIENCE Fot the best service inYorkshire
(we think)

CALL US! for A7000.RiscPC & Pc

Visit our Showroom
Open&30to5.30

Mon, Tues, Weds, Sat.

030to7.30

Oavyn Computer Services nma fa
Primers. Ribbons. Ink Cartridges.
Refills
Expert Advice JL AfterStiles Senile
.Mailorder Master Card. Visa.Switch
Ringfor Prices
Service A Repair to all Equipment
FullRangeofAcornHardware <iSofitvattm
t Weoperate the Acorn Finance Schemes)
Full Range cfEdt* ational Softnvre ^ SiEtaSP
Tel. 01924 254800 Fax. 01924 258036«»" *»«« s.™«

e-mail salestfi'dai'Yn.demon.co.uk w.k.»»ki
WF1 SNV

°"'n SIrisckb^iPocket Book II

LONDON

HEWLETT
PACKARD

THEDATA STORE
microcompulm

Yes!
We «il I opw.we iiom

a fully-equipped showroom!

Looking for Phoebe 2100?....
...or a repair to a BBC Micro?

OLD OR NEW, IF IT'S BY ACORN
OR FOR ACORN, COME TO US!

For more information, see our
full-page advertisement
elsewhere in this issue.

1983-1998

15th Year

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 0181-460 8991 Fax 0181-313 0400

Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

Web hup://www.datstore.denx>n.co.uk/
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

SOUTH EAST

Acorn Educational Reseller

Key independent Educational
supplier of fully customised
'switch on and go' Acorn
Computer systems & associated
peripherals for 14 years.

Now incorporating Cumana for even
greater customer product choice.

Please see our main page Advert
for more details of our products.

SUFFOLK

Incorporating

CUMANA
JJP The best name in memory

Whitegate. Dunmow Road
Hatfield Heath. Bishop's Stortford
Hertfordshire. CM22 7ED

Tel +44 (0)1279-730800 (Cannon)
Tel ♦44(0)1279-730900 (Cumana)
Fax +44 (0)1279-730809
www.cuman a.demon.co.uk

\corn CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

Full range ofAcorn Computers
Comprehensive back-up service

Calf 01728 621222 or
fax us on 0I728 62I I 79

Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road Framlingham Suffolk IP13 9LL
e-mail: sides@castle-technology.co.uk

Web: littp:/Av\vw.c:istle-lechnology.co.uk.



I ^%0-wnsizing' isan American buzz word
1^which is frequently branded around

multinationals. The last place I expected to
find it was in the Acorn market, but Paul

Beverley is downsizing himself.
Paul Beverley runs Archive magazine and

he used to run Norwich Computer Services,
but by the time this goes to print the deal
ership will be run by Chris Evans at CJE
Micros.

I find myself sitting in the nearly bare
offices of what was once NCS. Instead of

presenting the last view from a shipwreck, I
find Paul to be a very open, optimistic
person.

'I had got to the stage when I did not
have time for people,' begins Paul tenta
tively. 'People would come into the office
and I did not have time to chat. In the last

four years I have only had two one-week
holidays. When you get to the stage that
you do not have time for people, there is
something wrong.

T do feel that the way society is going is
that everything has a price. Any decision
made is to do with The Bottom Line; we

have lost a sense of community. I think
that is dangerous for society. I cannot
change society, but I am going to make
jolly sure anything 1 take part in has
community.

T think the Internet can be the virtual

community. People enjoy chatting and
being human. I think the Acorn community
is great - I call it the Acorn family.

Things started to go wrong because Paul
(as he himself admits) was not much of a

90 Acorn User August 1998
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businessman. When there was money in the
bank he would use it. Most of it was given
away to people in need; Paul was, and is, a
philanthropist. 1saw the graph - in one and
a half years Paul lost £.90K.

The financial position was so bad that 1
had to keep on trading. If I had been a
limited company I would have been
insolvent; I owed more money than I had

i
I think the Acorn

community is
great -1 call it

the Acorn

family J
assets. It was 1993 and Acorn did not

launch anything. It was a desperate situa
tion and I got very depressed.

'We are just by the hospital here and my
friend was chaplain there. On his day off he
used to pop in here and make cups of tea
and just chat. It was Wednesday - accounts
day - and we would see what we could pay
off.

'One morning Mike said "How is it
going?" and I said "I want to go home."
Mike drove me home and I spent the whole
of the day on the settee quaking and
panicking. It was desperate. I gradually
clawed my way up from depression and it

was a cliff-face job edging back up
financially.'

Paul managed to 'get back', even though
he knew he could make money through
Phoebe (when the Rise PC was announced
he had, within a month, orders worth a
third of a million). He decided it was time

to get smaller, but he did feel responsible
for his loyal customers from the Acorn
market. So he found Chris Evans to take

over the dealership.
I am looking at Paul's life-line, which is a

long line on which he has written in
chronological order events in his own life
and that of Acorn. No wonder Paul sees the

Acorn market as a family. Paul taught
Andrew Rawnsley at 'geek camp' and was a
teacher at Ounclle when Charles Moir was a

pupil.
'After Cambridge, 1 became a physics

teacher and 1 went to Kenya to teach. While
I was away in Kenya electronics happened.
When I got back in 1978 I found a school
which did both electronics and computing:
Oundle.

'Charles Moir was thick with a guy called
John Coll. John was very involved in the
specification of the BBC Micro computer
working with the BBC on the Proton. John
was the house-master in Charles's house

and obviously chatted to Charles. So
Charles was able to get going even before
Acorn. Charles got his Wordwise ROM out
before Acorn got View going and then there
was a View/Wordwise battle.'

Therest, as they say, is Acorn history. A,,
Jill Regan /1U



PHOGBG
2 1 D D

Order your Phoebe now with just £100 deposit!
Min spec:- 233Mhz SA, 32Mb Simm, 4Mb Vram, 6.4Gb HD, x32 slot CD
Final Price:- £1499 ex vat (no mon) or £1649 ex vat with Iiyama 15" mon.

Phone Pineapple lor details of special offers - Pay on 0% no deposit finance!

The Pineapple HighSpec RiscPC - Special limited period offer
StrongARM 233Mhz processor, x8 speed CD, 36Mb Simm, 2Mb Vram, 4.3Gb HD, 586-100 PC Card, PCPro +
PCExchange, Windo\vs95,15" Digital Monitor, 120vv Speakers. This offer still qualities for the FREE copy of
Studio24 vl and one years FREE membership of the Virus Protection Scheme. Total cost £1699 inc vat and
delivery to mainland UK. Finance is available but the Acorn finance schemes are changing so please ask.

Please ask if you wish to alter or upgrade this specification still further

StrongARM RiscPC (233Mhz) (4Mb 1.2Gb HD) Base Price - £ 899 inc vat (with free x8 CD)
Ifyou don't need thefull HighSpec computer, just choose the required upgradesshown below and add to the base price.

General Upgrades
CDRoniS - (when bought with a RiscPC)
x8 speed CDRom £FREE
x32 speed CDRom Add £ 25.00
Harddrives - (p/exfor new RiscPC 1.2GbHD)
1.7Gb Harddrive £55.00
2.0Gb Harddrive £ 65.00
2.5Gb Harddrive £ 75.00
4.3Gb Harddrive £ 99.00
6.4Gb Harddrive £169.00

Other sizes available - please ask
Backplanes
2 slot backplane £ 34.00
2nd Slice (inc 4 slot backplane). £ 89.00

RiscPC Memory
IMbVRam £ 69.00
2Mb VRam £ 89.00

8Mb SIMM £ 14.00
16Mb SIMM £ 24.00
32Mb SIMM £ 49.00

Other sizes available - please ask

PC Cards & Software
DX4-100PCCard £ 229.00

586-100 (Acom) PC Card £ 329.00
586-133 (CJE) PC Card £351.33
PC Pro & PC Exchange £ 49.95
Windows 95 (Installed for you) £ 79.00

Monitors
Acorn 14" AKF60 £ 264.00
Iiyama 17" 400 (S701GT) £ 363.00
liyama 17" 400 Pro !NEW! £ 385.00
CTX mons have 3 year (I on site) warnty)
CTX 14" Digital Scan £ 149.00
CTX 15" Digital Scan £ 199.00
CTX 17" .26 92Khz Digital £ 399.00

Internet
33,600 Ext Voice Modem BABT £65.00
56,000 Flex modem - Flash U/G £89.00
Acorn !Browse (CD only) £39.99
Ant Internet Suite software £116.33

Pineapple
Computer

Offers

Special Pineapple Computer Hardware deals!
Even with the new low RiscPC prices Pineapple are still prepared to
offer a FREE x8 speed CDRom drive with any RiscPC purchase. See
above for the special deal on our HighSpec RiscPC model.

Pineapple FREE software
Willi every new RisePC you receive -
I year subscription lo the VirusScheme.
Studio24 vl Ail & photo-retouch software.

NewAcornfinance deals available soon. Please 'phone and ask for details

Flatbed
Colour
Scanners

There are now a growing number of
scanners which will work on RiscOS.
The Epson GT5000 and the Plustek
work on the parallel port so no extra
interface is required.
All our scanner prices include Twain
and Imagemaster software. SCSI
scanner prices do not include the SCSI
connecting cable. Studio24Pro instead
of Imagemaster - just £30.00 extra!
Epson GT5000 parallel £239.00
Epson GT5500 SCSI E299.00
Epson GT9500 par&SCSl £519.00
NEWHPlustek Optic Pro (par) £149.00
The Plustek has a 'through' printer
connection so no switchbox is reqd.

SCSI Cards & Cables
Cumana SCSI II Card £175.00
EESOX SCSI II Card £145.00
50 mini 'D' to 50 Centronics £ 16.00
50 mini 'D' to 25 'D' plug £16.00
25 'D' plug to 50 Centronics £13.99

Switch Boxes
These are ideal for parallel port
switching between a printer & scanner
Parallel 2 way £16.99
Parallel 4 way CI9.99
Serial 2 way £19.99
25 'D' plug 'to 25 'IT plug £4.99
25 'D' plug to 36 Centronics £4.99
Monitor+Keyboard 2 way £17.99
5way HD to 15way HD cable £4.99

Male-malemini DIN keybrdcab £3.00
Mini DINto 5 pin kcybrd adptr £1.50
5 pin DIN to 5 pin DIN keybrd £2.50

Many oilierlypesalso availablepleaseask

g^ Hard
•••i; Drives

Pineapples removable drive system is
available for IDE and SCSI systems.
IDE removable system £19.00
SCSI removable system £25.00
IDE or SCSI cable £5.00

Bare IDE harddrives
l.2Gb IDE !!!! £75.00
1.7Gb IDE £99.00
2.0Gb IDE £109.00
2.5Gb IDE ill 19,00
3.2Gb IDE £129.00
4.3Gb IDE £149,00
4.3Gb IDE (Cyclone 5.25") £139.00
6.4Gb IDE £219.00

IDE Expansion
x4 IDE Expansion card £69.00

Bare SCSI harddrives
1.0Gb SCSI £129.00
4.2(ibSCSI £219.00
6.4Gb SCSI £299.00

ZIP parallel port drives
Iomega parallel port /IP drive £149.00
Iomega SCSI internal ZIP £ 129.00
Iomega internal IDE ZIP £75.00
100Mb ZIP cartridge £9.99
Pack of 5 Zip Cartridges £45.00

Studio24Pro
'Many Acorn 1Iser front covers

'JrY* have been created from scratch
using this program alone,

concrete proof of the power of this
creative tooV-Acorn User Mar96

Now just * £99.00 *
tkers note FREE update v2.16 is now available.

PAL

TV Coders

We now have two PAL TV coders
available which allow the output of any
Acorn Computer lo be displayed on a
normal TV or recorded onto a video
recorder. Both models have S-VIIS as
well as standard video outputs. The
VGA converter works in VGA and
SVGA screen modes and is ideal for the
RiscPC. Please ask for more info.
VGA Converter PAL Coder £159.00
PLC/4 PAI. Coder (mode 12.15) £99.00
for A3()20.A4()()0.A5000.RiscPC

Pineapples Virus Protection
Scheme has been running
for over five years and is
still being updated wilh new
viruses on a regular basis.
New software versions are
sent out to members every
three months and the total
number of viruses which
can be removed is over 100.

Joining fee just £28.20
Inexpensive multi-user licences

'Ifyou 'reinterested in virus protection,
join the Pineapplevirusprotection
scheme andbuy Killer. Accept no
alternative - 'Acorn User Feb 96

As an Acorn Centre oJ'Teclmology
Pineapple Software can help you with

ALLyour Acorn computer related
problems.

Colour

Printers

Canon BJC80 - portable col £233.00
Canon BJC250 £149.00
Canon BJC620 - colour £ \ 5y ()()
Canon B.1C4300 CP3K.00
Canon B.IC4550 (A3)
Canon P..IC5500 (A2) £649^00
Epson Stylus 200 mono £139.00
Epson Stylus 200 colour £179.01)
Epson Stylus Colour 400 £iy >
Epson Stylus Colour 600 >. 19X..00
Epson Stylus Colour S00
Epson Stylus Colour 1520 (A3)£729,00
HP Deskjet 690C £259.00
HP Deskjet 870C £369.00
IIP Laserjet 6L (laser mono) £299.00

Other Items
Acorn !Browse (CD only) £39.99
Acorn RiscCafe (JAVA)(CD) £39.99
RiscOS 3.7 upgrade £58.75
RiscOS3 PRM vols 1-4 £99 95
RiseOS3.6 PRM vol 5a £29.75
Sibelius Junior v.3.0 £55.00
Sibelius 6 software v3.5 £ 115.00
Sibelius 7 Student v3.5 £459.00
Sibelius 7 software v3.5 £940.00
Acorn Netstation (Ethernet) £351.33
Acorn Netstation (Modem) £351.33
A7000 upgrade lo A7000+ £249.00

We have many items in stock which are
not shownin this advert. Pleaseaskfor
anythingyou require which maynotbe
shown. We also tindertuke repairs and

upgrades to all Acorncomputer models.
Collection canhe arranged if necessary.

Pineapple Software
352 Green Lane, ILFORD

Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343
email:- sales@pineaple.demon.c6.uk

www:-http://www.pineapIe.demon.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £15 on

computer systems. £5 on most
other hardware. Other items
free. Phone for quote outside
UK.Official orders, cheques
and all major credit cards

accepted at no extra charge.

'I'ineapple offer some ofthe
finest andfriendliest after

sales support you willfind' -
Acorn User Mar 96

Why not come and visit us and
see most of the Acorn range of

computers and hardware.
Monday - Friday 090(1 - 1730

Saturday 1000 - 1700



Epson Scanners
Professional A4 flat-bed and film scanners

• GT5000 - 24 bit colour, 300 dpi optical resolution,
connects direotly to bi-directional parallel port.
£284.06*

• GT5500 - 30 bit colour, 400 dpi optical resolution,
connects to a suitable SCSI interface. £366.31*

• GT9500 - 36 bit colour, 600 dpi optical resolution,
connects directly to bi-directional parallel port or a
suitable SCSI interface. Optional transparency
adaptor available. £718.81*

• FilmScan200 - 30 bit colour, 1200 dpi optical
resolution, connects to a suitable SCSI interface.
Scans 35mm slides and film, including negatives.
Optional APS film adaptor available. £542.56*

24il6 Multimedia Card
Combined 24 bit digitiser and 16 bit sampler

24il6 combines an advanced 24

bit video digitiser with a stereo
16 bit sound sampler. As well as
beautiful stills, 24il6 captures
Replay movies and hi-fi audio
samples. £472.94*

• Captures brilliant still images
from any S-VHS or composite
video source, plus Replay
movies, and hi-fi audio.

• 1Mb framestore captures still images at full PAL
resolution, 768 pixels x 576 lines.

• Replay movies (includingsound) can berecorded,
imagesizeand frame rate are fully adjustable and
are limited only by hard disc and system bandwidth.

• Sound sampler records at sample rates up to 48kHz.

• Hardware video scaling and anti-aliasing, plus real
time control of brightness, contrast & saturation.

For the Complete Picture...

Digital Cameras
From the leading independent supplier

• Epson PhotoPC 600 - 1024 x 768 resolution, 4Mb
memory (expandable), LCD viewfinder, auto-focus,
macro, 3x digital zoom.

• Olympus C420L - 640 x 480 resolution, 2Mb memory,
LCD viewfinder, auto-focus, macro.

• Olympus C820L - 1024 x 768 resolution, 2Mb
memory, LCD viewfinder, auto-focus, macro.

• Sony Mavica FD5 - 640 x 480 resolution, built-in 3.5"
disc drive, LCD viewfinder, macro, high capacity
Li-ion rechargeable battery pack.

• Sony Mavica FD7 - as FD5 above, plus auto-focus
and powerful lOx optical zoom.

Colour Mobile
Motorised 24 bit colour hand scanner

Presenting a very good reason
not to buy a black & white hand
scanner. ColourMobile is a

motorised colour scanner that

scans automatically, and works
directly from bi-directional
parallel ports, so you don't need
a special expansion card. It also
provides a pass-through port for
printers and dongles etc. £125*

• 24 bit scan head: 16.7 million colours & 256 greys.
• Resolutions from 100 to 400 dpi (interpolated).
• Scan width 104.6mm (4.12").
• Works with printers, dongles & CD-ROM drives.

"Intuitive and remarkably easy to use... scans are
outstandingly sharp with excellent colour accuracy..
What more can I say?" -Archimedes World.

"The detail is impressive... this is a good scanner for
schools and home DTP users." - Acorn User.

Access

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Science Park, Brunei University, Kingston Lane,
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PQ. Tel/Fax 01895 81 1401.
Email: sales@irlam.co.uk Website: www.irlam-instruments.co.uk

*AII prices are for packages fully inclusive ofhardware, software, delivery and VAT.
Please note: All products require RISC OS 3.1 or later, a hard disc &4Mb RAM is recommended. Check
suitability for your computer before ordering. All hardware products have full 1years guarantee. E&OE.

VISA


